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Abstract 

This thesis investigates whether resource acquisition timing holds 

predictive power towards the exit outcome of venture capital-

backed entrepreneurial ventures. In order to do so, we employ a 

holistic view on the trajectory of resource acquisitions made by 

7,529 ventures operating in the software and hardware industry in 

the United States from 1985-2015. We group ventures based on 

their distinct sequence of resource acquisitions and find that 

independent venture capital funding is the optimal resource to 

initially acquire, while an ideal strategy is to subsequently pursue 

patents and trademarks. We find that the timing between 

intellectual property rights does not have a significant impact on 

the likelihood of a successful exit outcome, and thus, the value 

pertains to the complementarity of acquiring both. A robustness 

check shows that the findings are sensitive to changes in model 

specifications, yet, the general conclusion is unaffected. Various 

limitations imply that the findings are not generalizable to other 

institutional settings than the United States, nor outside the 

industries of software and hardware. 
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1. Introduction 

A profound issue for early-stage high-technology ventures is obtaining external resources when 

its asset base is intangible and knowledge-based, future returns are highly uncertain, and a 

track-record in operations is lacking (Stinchcombe, 1965; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984; Hsu, 2004). 

Under these circumstances, banks and other financial intermediaries are reluctant to, and often 

prohibited from providing capital, due to the high informational barriers and the lack of 

sufficient collateral (Wang & Zhou, 2004). They also typically lack the proper expertise to 

invest in these risky ventures. Consequently, resource constraint ventures often turn to venture 

capitalists (VCs) by offering equity or equity-linked stakes in the venture in return for the 

capital required and to benefit from the non-pecuniary support that these investors can provide. 

However, the complementary resource profile of VCs differ and while independent venture 

capitalists (IVCs) are dominating the entrepreneurial funding space for their expertise in 

finance and management (Brander et al., 2002), corporate venture capitalists (CVCs) have 

become an important alternative due to their distinct set of complementary assets that IVCs 

lack (Alvarez-Garrido & Dushnitsky, 2016). The objectives of these investors differ in that 

IVCs are financially motivated, while CVCs are generally motivated by the desire to create 

strategic value for its corporate parent. Yet, similar for both is their interest in early-stage 

ventures with a high growth potential operating (predominantly) in high-technology industries 

(Gompers, 1995). 

Assessing the quality of these ventures is difficult and the literature has emphasized two main 

areas of investigation in overcoming this problem. One stream concerns the institutional 

structures designed to permit venture financing and stresses the contractual- and monitoring-

based approaches aiming to overcome potential agency problems in the investor/investee 

relationship (Kaplan & Strömberg, 2003; Hsu, 2004). An emphasis is often placed on the 

staging of investments, which allow VCs to make small initial commitments that can act as a 

screening device, preserve the option to abandon, build collateral, and incentivize the venture 

to put in an effort (Sahlman, 1990; Neher, 1999). The second stream emphasizes the idea that 

when the quality of a venture is not observable, investors rely on signals that can credibly 

portray the quality of the venture and support in distinguishing promising ventures from less 

promising ventures (Stuart et al., 1999). In recent years, one signal that has received increased 

attention from academia in entrepreneurial finance is the intellectual property (IP) portfolio of 

a venture (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008; Hoenen et al., 2014). Intellectual property rights (IPR) can 
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serve as credible signals of quality because they are costly to obtain, difficult to imitate, and 

observable by the uninformed party (Spence, 1973; Cohen & Dean, 2005). However, the costly 

nature of obtaining IPR also implies that ventures must sacrifice other value-chain activities in 

order to obtain them (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008; Graham et al., 2009). The opportunity costs are 

high and deciding on the appropriate timing may prove to be a challenging task. Moreover, 

VCs also rely on other investment criteria and not all ventures pursue IPR at any stage before 

or after receiving VC funding, many of which are still successful (Mann & Sager, 2007). Taken 

together, these mechanisms consummate the investment relationship and guides the order in 

which resources are obtained. A central issue arises in deciding on a resource acquisition 

strategy that makes it most likely that the venture can attract financing and that the VC can 

nurture it to success. This issue is at the heart of our thesis. 

We employ a resource-based view on interfirm relationships, by considering firms as bundles 

of tangible and intangible resources (Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996; Wernerfelt, 1984). 

Firms create and appropriate value by assembling unique resources and combining them in 

unique ways. Because resources become unique through their path-dependent and time-

consuming processes of development (Dierickx & Cool, 1989), we consider the IPR portfolio 

as well as the pecuniary and non-pecuniary support from VC firms to be unique resources of a 

venture. By enabling VCs to access and support the development of unique resources while 

exploiting and retaining existing ones, ventures can achieve competitive advantage and 

financial performance (Barney, 1991). As a proxy, we observe the exit outcome of the 

investment relationship, in which an IPO or acquisition is considered a successful exit. Inspired 

by sequence analysis and the study of life course trajectories (Abbott & Tsay, 

2000; Aisenbrey & Fasang, 2010), we apply a holistic view on resource acquisition with the 

aim to investigate if a specific sequence or patterns of resource acquisition timing hold 

predictive abilities towards the exit outcome of a VC investment. In sum, we raise the following 

research question: 

Does timing of resource acquisition for entrepreneurial ventures hold predictive power in 

terms of the likelihood of a successful venture capital exit? 

By answering the research question, we aspire to contribute to existing literature on the impact 

of VC funding and the IPR portfolio on the performance and exit outcome of entrepreneurial 

ventures. We do so by viewing resource acquisitions in their continuity. The structure of the 

thesis is presented in Figure I: 
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Figure I: 
Thesis Structure 

The figure illustrates the structure of the thesis. 1. An introduction to the area of investigation. 2. Stating the 

research question we intend to answer. 3. A review of relevant theory and literature to lay the foundation for the 

analysis. 4. A thorough walkthrough of the data collection and data classification. 5. A review of the 

methodological approach and tools used to answer the research question. 6. A presentation and analysis of the 

findings through descriptive statistics and regression results. 7. A discussion of the findings and the limitations of 

the thesis. 8. Concluding on the findings and discussion in relation to the research question. 9. Suggestions for 

future research are presented. 
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2. Research Question 

The thesis aims to answer the research question stated in this section. We set out to investigate 

the power of the sequence regarding resource acquisition timing in a VC setting. Resource 

acquisition timing is defined as the order in which ventures acquire resources while a sequence 

is defined as the whole trajectory of resources acquired by the venture from its first observation 

until exit. We interpret the power of a sequence as its predicted likelihood of a successful exit 

outcome, either in the form of an IPO or an acquisition. A primary regression model will be 

used to determine if a sequence holds predictive power and whether patterns across sequences 

might be explanatory for exit. Additionally, a secondary model will be applied to conduct a 

robustness check on the findings. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings in order 

to understand potential drivers, limitations, and the generalizability of the results. Our research 

question is stated as follows: 

Does timing of resource acquisition for entrepreneurial ventures hold predictive power in 

terms of the likelihood of a successful venture capital exit? 

The following three supporting questions are used to guide the analysis of the thesis, with the 

purpose of contributing to the assessment of the overall research question: 

• Are specific sequences of resource acquisition timing associated with higher (lower) 

likelihood of successful exit compared to a baseline consisting of ventures receiving 

funding from independent venture capitalists as the only resource? 

• Are specific sequences of resource acquisition timing associated with higher (lower) 

likelihood of successful exit compared to each other? 

• Are specific sequences of resource acquisition timing more (less) likely to predict a 

successful IPO than an acquisition relative to the baseline? 

 

2.1 Motivation and Research Gap 

In 1946, American Research and Development (ARD) was established, a VC firm run by two 

highly profiled academics supported by local business leaders. ARD marked the 

conceptualization of VC, and subsequently the industry went through several boom-and-bust 

cycles until the end of the 1970s (Gompers and Lerner, 2001). The public markets reversed in 

the 1980s and together with changes in legislation and significant growth in technology-related 

commercial opportunities, the VC market grew substantially. After reaching an all-time high 
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in 2000 at almost $120 billion during the “dot-com bubble”, funding declined to roughly $30 

billion by 2010. In 2018, funding once again reached just short of $120 billion (PwC 

Moneytree, 2019), emphasizing the cyclical nature of the industry. Since 1995, CVCs have 

participated almost consistently in more than 15% of total VC deals and accounted for more 

than 8% of capital in the United States (US) (PwC Moneytree, 2019). In 2018, the two biggest 

deals in the US VC industry were financed by CVC investors (NVCA, 2019). Thus, it remains 

clear, why IVC and CVC have received most scholarly attention in the field of VC and will 

remain so in this study (Colombo & Murtinu, 2017). 

As high-technology industries have matured, so has the IP protection available in the industries. 

During the late 1980s and beginning of 1990s, administrative action and judicial opinions 

started adopting a more expansive approach to the breadth and strength of patents and 

trademarks (Mann & Sager, 2007). IP protection has played a vital part in the growth of high-

technology ventures by enabling ventures to extract the value of their own inventions without 

the fear of imitation and by adding tangibility, useful for attracting investors, to otherwise 

intangible resources (Arrow, 1962; Long, 2002; Heeley et al., 2007). However, as a financial 

institution, venture capital is still relatively small, yet, it has received extensive attention in 

policy and research, which begs the question: why? 

From a policy perspective, VC has contributed to a disproportionate economic impact relative 

to its size. In recent years, an average of 0.2% of new companies founded in the US received 

VC (NVCA, 2014). Yet, VC promotes 3-4 times more innovation compared to corporate 

research and development (R&D) (Kortum & Lerner, 2000). Moreover, 42% of all companies 

that went public in the US from 1974 to 2015 were VC-backed, representing 63% of total 

market share and 85% of total R&D (NVCA, 2019). In sum, VC has made a considerable 

contribution to economic growth (Bottazzi et al., 2008). 

From a research perspective, VC encompasses the extremes of many corporate finance 

challenges: information asymmetry, uncertainty, and asset intangibility (Sahlman, 1990; 

Kaplan & Strömberg, 2003). Numerous scholars have investigated the imposed effect by 

various types of resources on exit outcomes in a VC setting. More specifically, prior research 

has studied the distinct capabilities of IVCs and CVCs and their influence on the performance 

of entrepreneurial ventures (Sørensen, 2007; Hochberg et al., 2007; Katila et al., 2008). 

Additionally, it has highlighted the positive attributes of IPR in attracting funding and 

increasing the likelihood of successful exit outcome (Cockburn & MacGarvie, 2009; 
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Chemmanur et al., 2019). However, a detailed examination of the literature provides no insight 

as to whether one resource should be acquired prior to another if the recipient wishes to increase 

the probability of a successful exit. It is evident that the timing aspect of resource acquisition 

has received limited attention. In other words, research lacks a holistic perspective on the 

trajectories of resources acquired by entrepreneurial ventures, where sequence analysis is yet 

to be applied as opposed to single data points. This research gap is what our thesis intends to 

fill out, understand, and unfold, by answering the research question. 
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3. Theory and Literature Review 

This section outlines relevant theory and literature. The theoretical framework of the thesis is 

presented along with a literature review of research and empirical findings. 

3.1 Theoretical Framework 

This section seeks to describe the theoretical framework of the paper. The theoretical 

framework provides a foundation for the forthcoming analysis as well as the discussion of the 

empirical findings. The conventional theories of agency theory and the resource-based view 

are focal. 

3.1.1 Agency theory 

Agency theory is a concept used to describe the relationships between a principal and an agent. 

Berle and Means (1932) were among the first to pioneer agency theory in a paper on the 

separation of ownership and control raising concerns about a conflict of interest between 

shareholders (principals) and managers (agents) of a corporation. The authors note that the 

problem relies on a profit distribution issue, where the profits belong to the principals. Yet, 

agents holding control rights might act in their own self-interest and divert profits into their 

own pockets. This conflict of interest between the two parties revolves around asymmetric 

information. That is, agents hold more information than principals (Akerlof, 1970). 

The aforementioned informational issue was popularized by Akerlof (1970) in his paper on 

adverse selection: “The Market for Lemons”. It describes a second-hand car market in which 

buyers are unable to observe the quality of the cars. This information asymmetry is used by 

sellers to sell low-quality cars (lemons) above their real value. Since all market participants are 

aware of this, sellers with quality cars will exit the market, creating a negative loop that 

continues until the market collapses. This is what we know as hidden characteristics and 

adverse selection, relating to the agent holding, and exploiting, superior information at the 

expense of the principal. In “The Market for Lemons” that is the information on the quality of 

the car. In addition to adverse selection, Holmström (1979) finds that another issue relates to 

the principal being unable to observe the action of the agent after entering a contract. This is 

what we know as moral hazard and imposes an economic effect on the principal since agents 

might act to serve their own interests. The wide-ranging notion of the papers i.e. that 

information asymmetry and unobservable actions are costly and disadvantageous to the 

principal, applies to a variety of contexts. 
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Venture capital constitutes a real-world example of the agency theory, as the industry is tailored 

specifically well to environments characterized by the uncertainties and information 

asymmetries defining the agency problem (Sahlman, 1990; Kaplan & Strömberg, 2003). 

 

3.1.1.1 Pre-investment mechanisms 

As mechanisms to overcome the issues of hidden characteristics, signaling and screening are 

used by agents and principals, respectively. Spence (1973) proposed that in a situation between 

a potential new hire and an employer, the former can signal his/her type and convey valuable 

information to the uninformed party. Hence, signaling by the informed agent conveys 

information to the principal, allowing him to determine the hidden characteristics. A strong 

signal is characterized by being costly to obtain, difficult to imitate and observable by the 

uninformed party (Spence, 1973; Cohen & Dean, 2005). Further, signals can increase in value 

if they are governed by strong institutions (Janney and Folta, 2003). Regarding screening, the 

uninformed party collects additional information to assess the quality of the informed party 

(Spence, 1973). In the context of venture capital, investors tend to rely on signals when 

choosing whether to fund a given venture. This is due to the difficulties of separating quality 

ventures from the herd under circumstances with high information asymmetry. The purpose of 

signaling by the venture is to attract external resources due to the severe resource constraints 

they experience. From the perspective of the investor, screening is used to collect additional 

information on the venture to reveal and uncover any hidden characteristics present. The 

screening process rests upon the investment criteria of the respective VC firm and the following 

due diligence and scrutinization that these are known to apply in selecting the most promising 

candidates (MacMillan et al., 1985; Hall & Hofer, 1993). Holmström (1979) finds that the 

value of collecting additional information is based on its ability to help the uninformed party 

to obtain a more accurate judgement of the informed party and its actions. The purpose being 

to improve contracts and mitigate issues relating to moral hazard. 

 

3.1.1.2 Contracting theory and post-investment mechanisms 

Jensen & Meckling (1976) defines contracts as an important instrument to overcome behavioral 

implications of the property rights between principals and agents. The authors state that it is 

generally impossible by contracts to ensure optimal decision-making of the agent without 

incurring what they define as agency costs. These are the monitoring costs for the principal, 
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defined as costs incurred through monitoring activities, and the bonding costs for the agent, 

defined as the costs incurred by adhering to contractual obligations. The reduction in welfare 

by acting in own self-interest is defined as the residual loss. By establishing incentives for the 

agent and monitoring its actions, a principal can limit the aberrant activities and self-serving 

behavior of the agent, hence limiting the residual loss. 

Sahlman (1990) applies financial contracting in a VC setting based on the relationship between 

VC firms and ventures. He emphasizes three core aspects of the contracts as: “(1) staging the 

commitment of capital and preserving the option to abandon, (2) using compensation systems 

directly linked to value creation, (3) preserving ways to force management to distribute 

investment proceeds”. In a study of 213 VC investments across 119 portfolio companies, 

Kaplan & Strömberg (2003) find that contracting allows for allocation of cash flow rights, 

board rights, voting rights, liquidation rights, and other control rights. Definitions of typical 

cash flow rights are provided in Appendix 1, table A1. Often, these rights are contingent on 

observable measures based on financial and non-financial performance. Additionally, they find 

that convertible securities are used most frequently and that rights are allocated such that poor 

performance of the venture allows the VC full control and vice versa. Further, they find a 

common use of non-compete and vesting provision with the purpose of mitigating a potential 

hold-up problem where cooperation is harmed due to a concern of increased bargaining power 

of the other party. 

The contractual instruments applied highly depends on the risk-aversion of the investor. 

However, in addition to these contracting elements, multiple corporate governance 

mechanisms are used to guide the actions in the post-investment phase. Monitoring and 

incentives are used as mechanisms to control the venture (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). 

Monitoring enables the principal to mitigate moral hazard problems and to ensure that the agent 

fulfills the contractual obligations and act in the best interest of the principal. Pratt & 

Zeckhauser (1985) defines a continuum of information level, where one extreme is perfect-

market transactions with complete information and the other extreme is a situation with 

incomplete information and where principals are unable to acquire any undisclosed 

information. The degree to which monitoring is necessary depends on the continuum. The more 

information asymmetry present, the more monitoring is necessary. They argue that less 

monitoring is conducted (or of poorer quality) when the costs associated with monitoring 

activities are profound. Additionally, Sahlman (1990) states that once the investment is made 

and the contract signed, it becomes difficult to monitor the progress. Moreover, he notes a high 
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probability of failure as well as various opinions on when to collect the reward of the 

investment in the case of a success scenario. Consequently, staging the investment becomes 

unavoidable. He describes it as investing in ventures at distinct stages of their development, 

based on the achievement of milestones. By staging, VC firms hold the right to abandon or 

renegotiate projects and project terms if they find the performance unacceptable. In other 

words, staged investments create real option value for the investor. This means that staged 

investments function as an incentive to the venture and are deemed to be efficient due to its 

constraint on capital. 

Additionally, Sahlman (1990) discusses the agency problem in the context of venture capitalists 

and their LPs. The LPs structure contracts so that incentives and monitoring are in place, 

enabling mutual gain. Contracts include finite life of the fund, staging the commitment of 

capital into the fund, and the compensation structure of the venture capitalists. This plays a 

critical role in aligning the interests between the parties. The compensation structure holds 

multiple elements and emphasis is put on the risk allocation between the parties. The structure 

used among different VC firms will be elaborated upon in the literature review.  

In general, principals and agents are interested in defining a monitoring-incentive structure that 

results in the economic outcome as close to the outcome under costless information monitoring 

(Pratt & Zeckhauser, 1985).  

 

3.1.1.3 Common agency theory 

In continuation of agency theory, common agency theory has evolved. Bernheim & Whinston 

(1986) describe it as a situation where one agent affects several principals whose preferences 

towards the action of the agent often conflict. Hoskisson et al. (2002) adds that it may lead to 

“conflicting voices” and preferences among various principals and, for the agent, an issue 

regarding which principal’s interests to serve. The theory describes it as a ‘delegated common 

agency’ problem when the principals bestow the right of decision-making to the agent. In most 

cases, the purpose of common agency rests on both the group of principals and the agent 

benefitting from mutual cooperation (Bernheim & Whinston, 1986). The one-to-one 

relationship imposed by agency theory is too simplistic when looking at the governance of 

modern firms where multiple actors are often involved (Hoskisson et al., 2002). 

In a venture capital setting, VC firms often co-invest (syndication) with each other (Bygrave, 

1987; Chesbrough, 2002). Investing in syndication applies specifically well to the common 
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agency problem since a venture affects multiple investors. The problem is pivotal when the 

interests of VC firms diverge, as is sometimes the case between IVCs and CVCs. These two 

types of VC investors often pursue different objectives and conflicts of interest arise (Cumming 

et al., 2015; Dushnitsky, 2012). As will be elaborated in the literature review, IVC objectives 

rely solely on financial returns while CVC objectives tend to be of a strategic character. The 

availability of different types of VC implies that varying resources can be acquired by the 

venture. The following section will review this concept through a lens of the resource-based 

view. 

 

3.1.2 Resource based view 

Barney (1991) pioneered the resource-based view (RBV) by linking the resources of a firm to 

the creation of a sustained competitive advantage. He defines firm resources as “all assets, 

capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge, etc. controlled 

by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its 

efficiency and effectiveness” (p. 101). Resources can take a variety of forms from physical 

(e.g. buildings and equipment), to human (e.g. employees), to intellectual (e.g. patents and 

trademarks), to financial (e.g. cash and credits). In the RBV, a strong emphasis is placed on the 

link between a firm’s internal characteristics and its financial performance. Barney (1991) 

stresses that in order for a firm to create and sustain a competitive advantage, resources must 

be heterogeneous and immobile. This leads to the proposition, that if a firm wants to achieve a 

sustained competitive advantage it needs to obtain valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and 

non-substitutable resources and capabilities. However, firms cannot expect to buy a sustained 

competitive advantage, rather these must be built and nurtured within the firm (Barney, 1991). 

Since entrepreneurial ventures typically suffer from severe resource constraints, they highly 

depend on external resources (Stinchcombe, 1965). Hsu (2004) points to the central issue of 

early-stage high-tech ventures to obtain external resources when assets are intangible and 

knowledge-based. By the venture capital industry adopting a contractual- and monitoring 

approach to overcome these challenges (Hsu, 2004), it enables ventures to obtain the resources 

needed to achieve success (Cooper et al., 1991). By considering firms as bundles of tangible 

and intangible resources (Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996; Wernerfelt, 1984), value creation 

is viewed as the product of combining unique resources in rare and inimitable ways. The path-

dependent and time-consuming processes of developing unique resource (Dierickx & Cool, 
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1989) allows for a consideration of the resources obtained from VCs to be unique and valuable. 

Along with the non-pecuniary support from VCs, this creates a potential for ventures to achieve 

a competitive advantage and financial performance (Barney, 1991). As a proxy, we observe 

the exit outcome of the investment relationship, in which an IPO or acquisition is considered a 

successful exit, thereby applying a resource-based view on interfirm relationship within 

venture capital. Shapiro (1983) indirectly confirms the relation to the RBV by acknowledging 

that affiliation with value-adding partners, in this case VCs, yield performance benefits which 

cannot be freely accessed. 

As stated by Bygrave and Timmons (1992), it is less important how much you obtain and far 

more important from whom you obtain it. Or in other words, the importance should be on the 

investor rather than on the terms of the investment (Sahlman, 1997). It is therefore assumed 

that investors are heterogeneous. The value-added potential is different among VC firms and 

this thesis distinguishes between two types. One being IVC and the other being CVC. IVCs 

support the venture with financial resources and value-added services to enable growth, while 

CVCs additionally provide complementary resources (Keil et al., 2010). The authors points to 

CVC as being connected to nonfinancial corporations, making unique and valuable resources 

available to the venture. IVCs separate themselves from the herd by building expertise and 

knowledge and specializes within different investment stages and fields (Manigart et al., 2002). 

This allows VC firms to select appropriate ventures by using their expertise to assess their 

inherent risk and quality. The heterogeneity between IVCs and CVCs will be elaborated upon 

in the literature review. 

Nevertheless, high-technology ventures need to be cautious when acquiring resources from VC 

firms. Due to the informational asymmetries present, ventures face a paradox of disclosure 

(Arrow, 1962). Disclosing valuable information to investors in order to attract the resources 

needed, might lead to the moral hazard problem that the investor exploits the information and 

imitates the invention (Dushnitsky & Shaver, 2009). This is a critical concern for ventures 

whose most valuable asset might be that exact invention. To overcome this concern, ventures 

can apply for IP protection. Teece (1986) defines the regime of IP protection as “the 

environmental factors, excluding firm and market structure, that govern an innovator’s ability 

to capture the profits generated by an innovation” (p 287). Two resources of IP serving this 

purpose are patents and trademarks (Harabi, 1995; Landes & Posner, 1987). The main purpose 

of patents is the protection of inventions in order to avoid imitations and block competitors 

(Blind et al., 2006). Trademarks serve a similar purpose of protection, but instead relates to 
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words, signs, symbols, and designs (Landes & Posner, 1987). It grants the holder the exclusive 

right to use them. Additionally, patents and trademarks can help to overcome the paradox of 

disclosure by revealing otherwise hidden characteristics of the venture to a given investor, 

without creating the possibility of imitation. By relying on the expertise of the patent office, 

investors can reduce the asymmetric information towards the ventures. Hence, these two 

resources tend to work as credible signals as they are costly to acquire, easy to observe and 

governed strictly. The attributes contain value from an investor perspective and consequently 

they might invest in the venture possessing the IPR (Cohen et al., 2000). These features allow 

for a consideration of the IPR portfolio to be unique and valuable resources in the light of the 

RBV.  

In sum, patents, trademarks, and investments from IVCs and CVCs provide the resources 

available for resource acquisition by ventures within the scope of this thesis. Resources used 

to create and obtain advantages that culminate in an exit outcome – either successful or 

unsuccessful. A thorough review of the relevant literature on venture capital within the scope 

of this thesis and the empirical findings in relation to exit outcomes will be unfolded in the 

following section. 

 

3.2 Literature Review 

This section reviews the academic literature on IVC and CVC and investigates their 

similarities, differences and relevance in the field of equity financing in entrepreneurship. In 

parallel, we review the role of IPR in a VC setting and its importance for investment decisions 

and exit outcomes. 

3.2.1 Scope and context 

We define IVC as the professional asset management activity that invests pools of capital raised 

from institutional investors, or wealthy individuals, for equity or equity-linked stakes into 

entrepreneurial ventures with a high growth potential (Da Rin et al., 2013; Gompers, 2007). 

CVCs differ from IVCs in that they are structured as investment vehicles by a non-financial 

corporation (Colombo and Murtinu, 2017). In other words, the parent company of a CVC unit 

is its sole investor. CVC is often, and mistakenly, used synonymously with “corporate 

venturing” which relates to the sum of a company’s innovation, both internal and external 

(Zahra, 1995). However, CVC is purely external and does not include such innovative 

initiatives as spin-outs, joint ventures and strategic alliances. We refrain from investigating 
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other VC types such as bank-affiliated VC and governmental VC (Bertoni et al., 2015), as well 

as related equity financing methods, such as angel investments, crowdfunding and accelerators 

(Drover et al., 2017). We also exclude other forms of financial intermediation that aims to 

support the growth of different private company types, such as buyouts, turn-arounds and 

mezzanine finance (Da Rin et al., 2013). In terms of exit outcomes, we define a successful exit 

as a trade sale (acquisition) or an IPO. These are widely used proxies for performance (e.g. 

Gompers & Lerner, 1998; Nahata, 2008; Puri & Zarutskie, 2012), and studies have documented 

high correlations between acquisitions/IPOs and investor return (Phalippou & Gottschalg, 

2009).  

 

3.2.2 Relationship between VC and investors 

3.2.2.1 LPs and GPs 

As a prerequisite for understanding the literature on VC, the legal structure must first be 

explained. IVCs operate in small partnerships made up a number of individuals often 

correlating with the firm size, defined by the amount of money raised in the investment 

vehicles, the so-called “funds” (Sahlman, 1990). The fund is created on the basis of a 

partnership contract in which the IVC (general partners or GPs) exerts active management, 

bearing unlimited liability, while the investors (limited partners or LPs) have limited liability 

by abstaining from interfering with the operation of the fund (Sahlman, 1990). An IVC fund 

has a contract-defined lifetime of typically 10 years, and in this period, the GPs screen and 

select portfolio companies and subsequently monitor, mentor and support them towards 

success (Sahlman, 1990). Success in this case refers to an attractive liquidity event, typically 

in the form of an acquisition or IPO, which allows GPs to distribute the returns between 

themselves and the LPs (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). GPs are typically compensated by two 

components; a fixed management fee, usually a few percentages of the fund’s size, and a 

variable profit participation metric called ‘carried interest’, typically 20% of the proceeds at 

successful exit (Sahlman, 1990). This structure is a fundamental tool for the alignment of 

interests between IVCs and their investors. Gompers & Lerner (1999) find that younger IVC 

firms obtain lower carried interest and higher management fees in order to make their 

compensation less sensitive to performance. Conversely, more experienced IVCs obtain higher 

carried interest with the opposite purpose, indicating differences in expectations of future 

performance. Because IVCs must raise new capital on a regular basis, often from the same 

investors, their main objective is to realize the largest possible internal rate of return (IRR) i.e. 
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a noteworthy capital gain within the shortest possible timeframe (Cumming et al., 2005). 

Accordingly, past performance is positively correlated with future fund size, making 

fundraising another strong performance incentive among IVCs (Metrick & Yasuda, 2011; 

Chung et al., 2012). 

 

3.2.2.2 CVCs and their corporate parent 

The governance structure among CVC units is less uniform and varies in the autonomy and 

degree of scrutinization by executive management. The main categories ordered from least to 

most autonomous include direct investment (i.e. a business unit undertakes the CVC activity), 

wholly owned subsidiary (i.e. investments are handled by a subsidiary), dedicated fund (i.e. 

co-managed by the corporation and a venture capitalist) and CVC as LP (i.e. investment as LP 

in a VC fund) (Birkinshaw et al., 2002; Dushnitsky, 2012). Though some CVCs are financially 

motivated, the main objective of most CVCs is to maximize the value of their corporate parent 

(Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2006). This objective is typically more long-term, making fund lifetime 

less relevant and performance less quantifiable in that it depends on both strategic and financial 

gains (Dushnitsky, 2012). Birkinshaw et al. (2002) find that the more strategically (financially) 

driven a CVC is, the less (more) autonomy it receives with respect to decision-making. 

Compensation is also less uniform. High-powered incentives in the form of carried interest is 

seen among a small minority, while the majority are compensated through fixed salaries and in 

some cases rewarded with annual bonuses based on strategic or financial metrics (McNally, 

1997; Birkinshaw et al., 2002; Galloway et al., 2017). Several reasons have been identified in 

extant literature, the more profound ones being the inability to align corporate interests with 

those of the CVC and the preference for maintaining pay equality in order to avoid resentment 

from other business units (Dushnitsky, 2012). Scholars have documented that governance 

considerations play a fundamental role in CVCs’ ability to meet their objectives. Kann (2002) 

finds that corporations looking to sponsor ventures with complementary offerings are more 

inclined to pursue CVC as LP, while firms looking to strengthen internal R&D capabilities are 

more inclined to introduce a CVC managed by the corporation. Keil et al. (2008) further 

highlight the trade-offs between direct investment and wholly owned subsidiary. They find that 

the former is associated with superior technical know-how, stronger ties to the corporation and 

an understanding of its capability needs. The latter is associated with a stronger network in the 

IVC community, experience with entrepreneurs and the ability to abstract from prevalent 

structural and cognitive corporate practices, enabling the detection and absorption of radical 
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technologies. Autonomous CVC programs also tend to attract managers with experience in 

finance and apply high-powered incentives, both of which support effective investment 

decisions (Benson & Ziedonis, 2010). We proceed to investigate how differences in ownership 

and governance impacts investment relationships. 

 

3.2.3 Relationship between VC and venture 

Investment relationships between VCs and ventures are intricate and includes the bidirectional 

flow of capital, information and (in the case of CVCs) commercial assets (Dushnitsky, 2012). 

Careful management must be exercised by the venture both leading up to the investment and 

once funding is received. In return for its effort, the venture receives monetary and non-

pecuniary support. On the investor side, IVCs seek financial gains and in parallel gain 

experience and build relationships to a variety of communities that can support its future 

performance (Park & Steensma, 2013). On the contrary, the needs of the CVCs are more 

multifaceted, as previously expressed. Not only does it balance financial and strategic 

objectives, the variety of strategic objectives is also numerous e.g. exposure to new 

technologies and markets, identifying attractive acquisition targets, demand enhancement of 

complementary offerings and the faster identification of destructive technological change in 

the marketplace (Keil et al., 2010). Uniform for both investor types is the crucial assignment 

of screening, selecting and attracting promising ventures, followed by employing mechanisms 

seeking to manage them effectively. As expressed by Dushnitsky (2012) and in coherence with 

agency theory: “Taken together, selection and monitoring are the fundamental building blocks 

of a successful investment relationship” (p. 27). However, selection can be difficult when the 

quality of a venture cannot be directly observed, and from the venture perspective, obtaining 

resources may be challenging when its resources are primarily intangible and knowledge-based 

(Hsu, 2004). VCs may in these cases rely on signals that can credibly communicate the quality 

of the venture, such as its IPR portfolio (Hoenen et al., 2014). Moreover, due to the unique 

resources and capabilities possessed by VC investors, monitoring also includes active 

participation in the form of value-added services that are considered a significant contributor 

to success (Brander et al., 2002). Temporally, selection is concerned with pre-investment 

activities while monitoring and value-added services relate to post-investment activities. We 

therefore review them separately. 
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3.2.3.1 Pre-investment dynamics 

Sources of deal flow 

Central to the relationship dynamics pre-investment is the sources of deal flow, meaning the 

origin of potential deals. IVCs rely primarily on prior performance and network centrality (Da 

Rin et al., 2013). The track record of the IVC, measured by its historical experience and success 

rate, is believed to be a meaningful VC characteristic (Bengtsson & Wang, 2010). It signals the 

ability to add value to its portfolio ventures, supporting the attraction of high-quality deals. 

Over time, for every additional investment, the IVC gains industry experience and extends its 

network in important markets. Network centrality pertains to the fact that a great deal of VC 

activity is carried out in syndicates i.e. co-investing with other VCs. As regards deal flow, 

syndication makes sense for a variety of reasons, including the expectation of future reciprocity 

when other VCs are invited to partake (Lerner, 1994a), pooling of correlated signals of interest 

under uncertainty regarding good opportunities (Lockett & Wright, 2001), and diversification 

and complementarity benefits related to investment size, sector and geography (Sørensen & 

Stuart, 2001). Through repeated co-investments, central positions are built up by experienced 

IVCs, leading to superior performance (Hochberg et al., 2007). These network positions tend 

to persist over time as central IVCs predominantly syndicate with other central IVCs, 

establishing mobility barriers that more peripheral IVCs struggle breaking through (Keil et al., 

2010). From a venture standpoint, these are resource constrained and rely on investors for 

guidance and resources. Hsu (2004) finds evidence that ventures value these “extra-financial” 

services higher than its equivalent financial capital and routinely choose experience (among 

VCs) over valuation when faced with multiple offers. It is therefore evident that experience 

impacts both deal flow and opportunity sets as screening and signaling also applies in reverse, 

at least among attractive ventures with multiple offers. 

Deal flow among CVCs relies on numerous factors due to their higher degree of heterogeneity 

compared to IVCs. First of all, the strategic objectives of a CVC guide its preference for 

industry and venture characteristics. CVCs are more likely to engage when the venture operates 

in an industry with great technological opportunities and a weak IPR regime, and when the 

technology of the venture is related to their own, making it easier to absorb (Basu et al., 2011; 

Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005). The vulnerability of ventures under these circumstances can make 

corporate affiliation harmful and may have a negative impact on deal flow in the first instance. 

Once an investment is consummated, the CVC becomes a principal of the venture. However, 

it is also an agent of the parent corporation making the investment. This may create a multiple-
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agency issue for the CVC (Arthurs et al., 2008), especially if conflicts of interest arise e.g. due 

to competing offerings between the venture and the corporate parent (Galloway et al., 2017). 

A fear of misappropriation may in this case result in the venture opting for IVC funding and 

shy away from CVCs altogether (Dushnitsky & Shaver, 2009). For the same reason, CVC 

structures are subject to external scrutinization and autonomous programs are preferred by both 

ventures and IVCs (Dushnitsky, 2012). Autonomy mitigates concerns of malfeasant CVC 

behavior expressed by the venture. It also signals corporate commitment to venture financing, 

thereby attracting IVC cooperation through syndication. Syndication opportunities are relevant 

given that CVCs rarely invest entirely on their own (Keil et al., 2010). In accordance with the 

principal-agent framework, Dushnitsky & Shapira (2010) find that due to the typical lack of 

incentives in CVC governance, these investors generally shy away from risk. Their study shows 

that CVCs engage in larger syndicates than those consisting purely of IVCs. In the face of high 

variance payoffs, investors often diversify their holdings, and syndication serves this purpose 

in form of risk-sharing. A paradox arises in that less autonomous CVC structures are typically 

accompanied by the lack of performance-based pay, which impedes risk-taking and motivates 

syndication. However, those risk averse CVCs are held in low regard by the IVC community 

and the ventures seeking funding, thus hampering (attractive) syndication opportunities. 

Accordingly, Birkinshaw et al. (2002) find that more autonomous CVCs consider IVCs to be 

the main source of deal flow while less autonomous CVCs rely on referral by corporate 

employees. 

Controversial to above findings, Masulis & Nahata (2009) find that in their sample, 45% of 

ventures obtain financing from CVCs with competitive parents. They explain it as the result of 

financing constraints or a cost-benefit analysis in which the benefit of receiving endorsement 

from reputed incumbents outweighs the cost of potential misappropriation. As such, corporate 

status may affect deal flow as it gives credibility to the venture. Perhaps of greatest importance, 

CVCs can utilize the unique asset base of their corporate parents and offer complementarity 

when sourcing deals (Keil et al., 2010; Katila et al., 2008). Unique resources can help overcome 

mobility barriers and substitute for a prior lack of centrality among CVCs in syndicate networks 

(Keil et al., 2010). Ventures are thus more inclined to opt for CVC funding in situations of 

great resource needs, especially for those resources that are important to operational success, 

time-consuming and expensive to create, and uniquely available from corporations (Katila et 

al., 2008). Nevertheless, CVCs still invest at a premium compared to IVCs, which may express 
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their relative inexperience, that they enjoy indirect benefits that IVCs do not, and/or that 

interest alignment issues prevail (Gompers & Lerner, 2000; Masulis & Nahata, 2009). 

 

Staging of investments 

Several studies have investigated the trade-off between providing all the necessary capital to 

the venture up-front versus providing it in stages upon the successful completion of certain 

milestones. Sahlman (1990) argues for its usefulness in limiting investment risk by allowing 

VCs to abandon ventures with poor performance in early stages, resulting in option-like returns. 

He further considers it to be the most potent control mechanism VCs can employ. Neher (1999) 

emphasizes its ability to build collateral for the VC by preventing hold-up problems by 

ventures, in which it is assumed that the venture is the only one with the ability to implement 

the project. Dahiya & Ray (2011) shows how staging also serves as a screening device in 

sorting good projects from bad by allowing for small initial commitments and explains why 

investment amounts should increase over time. 

Gompers (1995) was the first to empirically examine the use of staging in VC investments. He 

finds that VCs focus on early-stage ventures operating in high-technology industries where 

information asymmetries are severe, and their knowledge and monitoring skills are most 

valuable. His conclusion rests on the findings that staging increases with ratio of intangible to 

total assets, the value of growth options and R&D intensity. Tian (2011) investigates whether 

staging and monitoring are substitutes by examining geographical distance between VC and 

venture, concluding that the number of rounds increase, while amount and duration decrease 

with larger distance, implying that they are to some degree substitutes. He argues, however, 

that staging incurs negotiation and contracting costs, comes with a risk of “window dressing” 

where the venture focuses on short-term success over long-term value creation to secure an 

extra round of financing, and can increase costs incurred by the venture related to lags in 

implementation of projects. Wang & Zhou (2004) further argue that VCs may underinvest in 

the venture in early stages where the prospects are less clear, which may lead to failure of 

otherwise good ventures, and hence a loss in social welfare. On the subject of negotiation and 

contracting costs, Bengtsson & Sensoy (2015) investigate how performance after the first round 

of funding affects contracts, finding that new investors demand more downside protection 

while existing investors are likely to accommodate the needs of new investors by renegotiating 

their own contractual terms. Conclusively, VCs must balance their staging and monitoring 
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efforts and only resort to increased staging when monitoring is too costly. In the attempt to 

decrease these costs, VCs pursue high quality ventures requiring less monitoring and fewer 

investment rounds (Tian, 2011). However, assessing quality is difficult among early-stage 

ventures and VCs therefore rely on credible signals, such as IPR, to convey quality attributes 

(Chemmanur et al., 2019). 

Another benefit derived from the staging of investment is the flexibility with which investors 

can choose when to engage. Dushnitsky & Shapira (2010) find that in the quest for diminishing 

investment uncertainty, CVCs who do not employ performance-pay generally invest in later 

stages of development. The lower risk can be expressed in the required rate of return that VCs 

demand, which may be as high as 70% for ‘seed-stage’ ventures compared with as low as 30% 

for ‘later-stage’ ventures (Sahlman, 1990). Cumming (2006) supports these findings by 

investigating the securities that investors demand, finding that IVCs seek common equity and 

convertible securities, enhancing their upside participation reward, while CVCs seek 

nonconvertible debt and other downside protection instruments, in case of failure. Ventures 

wary of misappropriation may also protect their inventions by timing corporate investments 

and only allow for participation in later-stage rounds (Katila et al., 2008; Masulis & Nahata, 

2009). Each stage is associated with great development, and a more mature technology is more 

fully embodied in a product and thus better protected against harmful behavior by the CVC. 

Later timing also constitutes an effective defense mechanism because better aligned IVCs are 

usually present from earlier rounds to help prevent CVCs from acting against the interest of 

the venture. Other defense mechanisms, such as patents or trade secrets, may also serve as a 

mediating force in welcoming CVC involvement (Katila et al., 2008). We now proceed to 

investigate the usefulness of IPR in attracting VC investments. 

 

Patents and trademarks 

New entrepreneurial ventures generally lack tangible assets and an established financial record 

prior to receiving funding, making it difficult for them to portray their potential (Hoenen et al., 

2014). In overcoming these informational asymmetries inherent in a VC-venture relationship, 

they often rely on signals as substitutes for their shortcomings. VCs respond to these signals 

when making investment decisions as separating, a priori, high-quality ventures from less 

promising ventures can be difficult (Davila et al., 2003). In high-technology industries, the IPR 

held by a venture e.g. its patents and trademarks, serve as credible signals of quality (Heeley 
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et al., 2007; Chemmanur et al., 2019). Patents have been frequently cited in the literature as an 

indicator of the attractiveness of a new venture as it serves two purposes: a signaling and a 

protective function. As a signaling device, patents allow VCs to interpret the innovative 

capabilities and technological advancement of the venture (Ayerbe et al., 2014; Audretsch et 

al., 2012). Patents also show that the venture possesses an invention that is worth protecting 

(Ernst, 2001). In assessing a patent application, the patent is compared to prior art regarding its 

degree of technological advancement and novelty (Zhou et al., 2016). From a protection 

perspective, patents offer monopolistic market rights by excluding the use of the technology 

by others, allowing the venture to capitalize on its invention, and protects the venture from 

imitation by competitors (Helmers & Rogers, 2011). Several studies find that patenting in high-

technology industries do in fact serve this purpose, as opposed to constituting a strategic move 

often seen in other industries (Mann & Sager, 2007; Graham & Sichelman, 2008). Moreover, 

patents are independent from the venture, and the protection right may still hold commercial 

value in case the venture ceases to exist. In such cases, the VC may try to sell or license the 

patent (Zhou et al., 2016). Given these unique properties, studies show that patenting (both 

applications and grants) can positively affect the perception of start-up quality among investors, 

making ventures with pre-funding patenting more likely to receive funding and at higher 

valuations, regardless of the investor type (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008; Cockburn & MacGarvie, 

2009; Park & Steensma, 2013). However, the presence of patents matters more than the size of 

the portfolio (Mann & Sager, 2007) and the signaling value seams more profound in early-

stage rounds. Hoenen et al. (2014) explain it as a result of diminishing informational 

asymmetries over time as VCs engage in the venture as an insider. With the VC as an insider, 

it is more capable of detecting various other credible signals in subsequent stages of 

development e.g. prototypes, first customers or the successful implementation of a business 

plan (Zhou et al., 2016). 

The research on IPR in entrepreneurial studies has traditionally focused primarily on patents, 

but in recent years trademarks have received increased scholarly attention (Vries et al., 2017). 

As signals of quality, trademarks reflect the venture’s degree of advancement regarding 

marketing and commercialization of products or services (Mendonça et al., 2004; Helmers & 

Rogers, 2011; Block et al., 2015). They also offer insight on the venture’s market orientation, 

which is frequently cited as an important investment criterion by VCs (Douglas & Shepherd, 

2002). Trademarks also serve as a protection device with the same benefits as patents by 

protecting e.g. brands. Building a sustainable brand can be a critical success factor for a venture 
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and trademarks accomplish this aim by allowing ventures to differentiate their offerings, reduce 

consumer search costs and enhance customer loyalty (Douglas & Shepherd, 2002; Chemmanur 

et al., 2019). The few studies that have directly investigated the impact of trademarks on VC 

financing concludes that trademark applications by new ventures have a positive impact on VC 

valuation (Chemmanur et al., 2019), though Block et al. (2014) find the number and breadth of 

trademark applications to have an inverted U-shaped effect on valuation. Trademarks are also 

positively correlated with the total amount invested in each venture and negatively correlated 

with the degree of staging, implying lower monitoring costs (Chemmanur et al., 2019). Like 

with patents, the signaling effect from trademarks diminishes in later stages of development. 

Thus, trademarks are valued by VCs as an input-based indicator of the venture’s future 

financial performance and because it demonstrates the venture’s willingness to protect its 

current and future marketing efforts from impairment (Block et al., 2014). 

Zhou et al. (2016) further find a complementary relationship between patents and trademarks 

in VC valuations as ventures applying for both IPR yield higher valuations than ventures 

applying for one or the other. The relationship can be explained by the facts that inventions 

benefit from strong brands that can articulate its value (Schwiebacher & Müller, 2009) and 

because patents can give credibility of innovative products and strengthen the brand through 

effects of the trademark (Erdem et al., 2006). Zhou et al. (2016) further find that the 

complementarity effect pertains only to the first round of funding for reasons once again 

explained by diminishing informational asymmetries over time. Somaya & Graham (2006) 

study overlapping IPR used by software firms and find evidence for the joint use of both patents 

and trademarks, explaining it as economies of scale in deployment of organizational resources 

to IP management. Graham et al. (2009) find in a study on high-technology firms, that for VC-

backed software ventures, patents and trademarks were viewed as statistically indistinguishable 

from each other in terms of their importance for venture success. The authors also find, 

however, that when high-technology ventures choose not to apply for IPR, it is typically related 

to cost considerations. They find that the average out-of-pocket cost for acquiring a patent is 

$38,000. Chemmanur et al. (2019) also report that there are large direct and indirect costs 

associated with the application and maintenance of trademarks, especially as unused 

trademarks can be revoked and assigned to other companies. Hsu & Ziedonis (2008) further 

report that filing for IPR is time-consuming and requires commitment of both financial and 

employee resources. The costs, however, are also what contribute to their perception as credible 
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signals of quality. They conclude that ventures must assess, whether the return of applying for 

IPR exceeds the costs associated with obtaining and maintaining them. 

 

3.2.3.2 Post-investment dynamics 

Essential to VC financing is the role that investors take in their portfolio companies. Overall, 

the two broad types emphasized in the literature concern value-added services and 

monitoring/control (Kaplan & Strömberg, 2003, 2004; Bengtsson & Sensoy, 2011). We now 

review how these impact the post-investment dynamics between ventures and VCs with an 

emphasis on the former. 

Sahlman (1990) was among the first to investigate VC firm engagement and found that they 

usually dedicate a great deal of time to support their portfolio companies. This includes sitting 

on their board or directors, mentoring them, providing access to its network of e.g. managers, 

customers and suppliers, helping raise additional funds and conducting strategic guidance 

(Hochberg et al.(Bottazzi et al., 2008), 2007). Zarutskie (2010) addresses the heterogeneity 

among IVCs in their value-adding abilities, finding that task-specific (previous VC experience) 

and industry-specific measures of VC human capital are strong predictors of performance. Park 

& Steensma (2013) nuance their finding, adding that reputation also increases the influence an 

investor has on the venture’s decision-making. This confirms that ventures also believe in the 

value-adding role of VCs by both choosing higher quality VCs over higher valuations, as 

previously emphasized, and giving those high-quality investors larger authority. Interestingly, 

Bengtsson & Wang (2010) find that entrepreneurs do not consider their pre- and post-

investment interactions with high-quality IVCs to be more valuable than with other IVCs. Even 

though they consider them to add more value, they extract most of it by adjusting pre-money 

valuations. This leads to the equilibrium outcome that both experienced and inexperienced VCs 

are equally desirable.  

Several studies have explored the (in)distinct features in post-investment interactions between 

IVCs and CVCs. Some argue that CVCs can extend similar value-added activities as IVCs and 

offer extensive non-pecuniary support (Block & MacMillan, 1993; McNally, 1997). Yet others 

find that entrepreneurs value their interactions with IVCs higher than with CVCs both pre- and 

post-investment e.g. on operating competence and execution assistance (Bengtsson & Wang, 

2010). CVCs also interact less frequently with their portfolio ventures compared to IVCs. 

Bottazzi et al. (2008) investigate VC value-added activities by examining its determinants and 
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consequences directly. They find that active participation is correlated with prior business 

experience and add that VCs engage more actively than CVCs. Active participation is also a 

question of the nature of the relationship between the venture and the CVC (Maula et al., 2009). 

One way to measure the degree of influence and involvement is the distribution of control 

rights often proxied by board seats. Maula et al. (2009) find that CVCs with a strategic fit 

receives more board seats and engage more often with the venture than CVCs who lack a 

strategic fit. When this is the case, CVCs limit their use of board seats in order to avoid 

litigation from not fulfilling their fiduciary responsibilities which may contrast with corporate 

strategic interests (Park & Steensma, 2013). Complementarity is arguably the biggest strength 

of CVCs, in that most studies find it to be a prerequisite for strong CVC performance. These 

benefits may include access to e.g. distribution channels, beta test-sides, and manufacturing 

(Dushnitsky, 2012). The relationship may also offer valuable learning benefits to both parties 

(Maula et al., 2009). 

There are several benefits associated with obtaining VC financing. We have discovered the 

heterogeneity between investor types but also within investor types. These benefits do, 

however, come at a cost and the venture must balance the pros and cons of investing in credible 

signals, choosing its investor and consider the net contribution that the investor can provide. 

The following section examines how these dynamics affects performance. 

 

Exit outcome 

Detailed cash flow data on venture investments is extremely difficult to obtain. In exit studies, 

scholars have therefore often focused on the type of exit, interpreting an exit as successful in 

the case of an IPO or an acquisition, and as a failure if the venture is closed down or remains 

alive without progress for multiple years, a so-called “living dead” (Da Rin et al., 2013) 

Puri & Zarutskie (2012) find that VC-backed companies are more likely to IPO or be acquired 

and less likely to fail, compared to ventures not funded by a VC. This general pattern has been 

found in various studies over time. Diverse subsamples have been investigated examining to 

what extent different characteristics and resources impact the likelihood of successful exit. 

Bottazzi et al. (2008) confirms the value-added role of VC investors, finding an increased 

probability of successful exit from VC involvement and prior experience. Hsu (2006) 

documents the effect of reputation in that ventures backed by more reputed VCs have an 

increased likelihood of IPO. Hochberg et al. (2007) finds that network centrality also increases 
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the likelihood of successful exit. A common issue remains in these studies in separating 

selection from treatment effects i.e. whether successful exit pertains from the selection ability 

of VCs or their direct involvement in the company (Da Rin et al., 2013). Sørensen (2007) 

separates the two using an “assortive” matching model and finds that both selection and 

treatment (VC involvement), are positively linked to IPO rates, especially for more experienced 

VCs. In fact, selection proves twice as important in his study. Nahata (2008) also addresses the 

selection bias on selection vs. treatment and tests for a variety of VC reputation metrics on 

performance. He finds the cumulative dollar capitalization share of IPOs possessed by investors 

to consistently predict successful exits and confirms that reputed VCs do add incremental value 

to their portfolio companies. Their duration to exit is also lower and they are also more likely 

to go public rather than to be acquired, consistent with Gompers & Lerner’s (1999) finding that 

IPO is the most successful of all exits. Interestingly, a pattern emerges in which IPOs are most 

likely to be related with top tier VCs, followed by second tier VCs and acquisitions. Overall, 

the literature provides consistent evidence that VC-backed ventures have better exit outcomes 

than the majority of other start-up categories, and that certain company and investor 

characteristics correlate with these exit outcomes. 

Turning to CVCs, based on a study of 30,000 investment rounds, Gompers & Lerner (1998) 

find that CVC-backed ventures are at least as likely to experience a successful exit as IVC-

backed ventures. The likelihood of successful exit is highest when a strategic fit between the 

venture and the corporate parent exists. Park & Steensma (2012) supports this finding, 

concluding that ventures in need of specialized complementary assets are more likely to go 

public and less likely to fail when backed by a CVC. Maula & Murray (2001) find that 

conditional on an IPO, CVC-backed ventures are valued higher than comparative IVC-funded 

ventures, and those with multiple CVCs received the highest valuations. Ivanov & Xie (2010) 

reaches the same conclusion, but only in the cases where a strategic fit with the corporate parent 

is present. Hochberg et al. (2007) also find that CVC-backed companies are at least as likely 

to survive to a subsequent financing round as IVCs. However, not in the case that a CVC is the 

first-round lead investor, in which case it is significantly less likely to survive. The authors also 

find that survival chances increase the better networked a lead-IVC is with the CVC community 

by frequently co-investing with corporations. 

CVC objectives also have an impact on exit outcome. Masulis & Nahata (2011) find that 

acquisitions of CVC-backed ventures are related to higher acquirer announcement returns 

indicating suboptimal target purchase prices. Their finding rests on the strategic objective of 
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CVCs, who generally seek to exploit synergies between the venture and their corporate parent, 

sometimes conflicting with the interests of co-investors and entrepreneurs. For example, CVCs 

may favor low or early acquisition bids by incumbents with complementary offerings to CVC 

parents in the pursuit for rapid commercialization. CVCs may also engage in less aggressive 

negotiation due to the typical lack of incentive-based compensation. This phenomenon may 

skew the likelihood of successful exits through acquisition in that CVCs may exit ventures at 

valuations or stages of development that IVCs would not. Benson & Ziedonis (2010) 

investigate the specific strategic objective, that corporations use CVC as a window for spotting 

promising acquisition targets. They find negative cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) on 

acquisitions that received CVC from the acquirer. Conversely, the acquirers earned positive 

CARs on the acquisitions that did not involve a venture they had backed through CVC. These 

studies on strategic objectives highlight the importance of program governance in CVC. 

Benson & Ziedonis (2010) only find negative announcement returns for internally structured 

CVCs and not on more autonomous units. Dushnitsky & Shapira (2010) find that when CVC 

units employ carried interest compensation, it results in significantly greater exit outcomes 

compared to IVCs. Hill et al. (2009) reaches the same conclusion adding that autonomy 

increases investment output per year and lowers failure rates among portfolio ventures. The 

same goes for pursuing aggressive syndication with IVCs i.e. increasing the IVC syndicate 

size. They find, however, that the increased financial performance derived from autonomy, 

does not translate to strategic performance of the corporate parent. Kang and Nanda (2011), on 

the other hand, find that financial and strategic returns are complementary. 

 

Innovation and performance 

Several studies examine the relationship between VC financing and patents, finding a 

significant increase in patenting rates with increases in VC activity (Kortum & Lerner, 2000; 

Hirukawa & Ueda, 2008). Mann & Sager (2007) find that within VC samples, patenting is also 

related to more investment rounds and higher total investments. However, a causality issue 

remains at the industry-level regarding whether VC investment stimulates innovation (VC-first 

hypothesis) or vice versa (innovation-first hypothesis). Hirukawa and Ueda (2011) find no 

evidence for any of the two hypotheses when patent counts is used. On the contrary, some 

studies find that while sales growth increases post-investment, patenting slows down (Engel & 

Keilbach, 2007; Caselli et al., 2009). This suggests that higher innovation among VC-backed 

ventures is related to the selection process prior to funding, rather than to the funding itself. 
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However, the patents filed by VC-backed companies are more valuable than those filed by 

ventures not backed by VC (Metrick & Yasuda, 2011). The decrease in patenting is likely 

related to the transfer of focus to other value chain activities post-investment. VCs also 

contribute to commercialization and growth by significantly decreasing time to market for a 

product, especially for first-mover firms, contribute to faster employment growth, increased 

labor productivity, and strategic alliance formation (Hellmann & Puri, 2000; Puri & Zarutskie, 

2012; Engel & Keilbach, 2007; Chemmanur et al., 2011; Hsu, 2006). Chemmanur et al. (2019) 

find evidence that the number of ventures possessing trademarks in their study increases from 

the time of first investment to the time of exit, supporting that trademarks may be related to 

before-mentioned commercialization efforts. They also find that trademarks positively affect 

the likelihood of successful exit, increases valuation at exit and post-exit operating performance 

in IPO cases. Overall, the literature indicates that VCs choose more innovative companies, 

subsequently supporting them with commercialization efforts rather than further innovation. 

Several of these papers also investigate the relationship between innovation and exit outcomes, 

invariably finding the likelihood of successful exit to positively correlate with patents. 

On the subject of CVCs and innovation, Park & Steensma (2013) find that these not only tend 

to fund ventures with greater pre-funding innovative capabilities compared to ventures funded 

solely by IVCs, they also exhibit greater post-funding innovation rates measured by patent 

applications (Park & Steensma, 2013). The authors note that due to the resource constraints of 

start-ups, innovation does not necessarily translate into financial gains, which may be 

acceptable from a strategic perspective for a CVC. Resource deployment holds significant 

opportunity costs to other value chain activities and the marginal return on investment from 

innovation likely decreases at some point. They suggest an ordering in which allocation of 

resources depends on investor reputation as it increases the ability to influence the venture. 

Hence, ventures backed by highly reputed CVCs will exhibit the highest innovation rates. 

Chemmanur et al. (2014) reaches similar conclusions in that CVCs will offer the resources 

needed for innovation, especially when the venture has a strategic fit with the corporate parent. 

When this is the case, ventures that went public produced more patents both before and after 

the IPO and they also produce more valuable patents (measured by citations). Wadhwa & 

Kotha (2006) adds that the contribution to patenting rates by a CVC increases linearly with the 

depth of its involvement (defined by number of board seats and strategic alliances between the 

venture and the corporate parent) in the venture. As previously established, a prerequisite for 

involvement is the belief that the CVC acts in the best interest of the venture. In the study, 
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involvement is also positively correlated with increased innovation of the parent, supporting 

the establishment of a complementary relationship. 

 

Exit timing 

Timing of exits is also a wide-spread phenomenon in the VC literature. Lerner (1994b) finds 

that ventures are taken public at market peaks and exited through acquisitions when valuations 

are lower. When this is the case, VCs may also change their investment strategies as the capital 

injected in the industry is lower, which raises the cost of failing (Gompers, 2007). Conti et al. 

(2019) report that VCs are less experimental and focus on their core sector during periods of 

contraction. They also fund ventures with a higher patent output, reflecting higher quality and 

thus lower risk. Further, Gompers et al. (2008) find that VCs respond rationally to favorable 

public market changes by increasing their investments, especially those VCs with more 

industry experience. When market demand for growth capital is high, IPOs also occur more 

frequently (Ball et al., 2011). Masulis & Nahata (2011) also find that the fixed-term life of a 

fund may create pressure for liquidity events as VC-backed ventures exited in the end of a 

fund’s term are associated with significantly higher acquirer returns, indicating that these are 

fire sales. Some reverse causality may therefore also exist, where exit choices affects the 

investment strategy of the VC and the strategic direction of the venture. Giot & Schwienbacher 

(2007) confirm this relationship and emphasize that VCs assess their exit options carefully 

before choosing to invest in a venture and are concerned not only with how they can 

successfully exit the venture, but also how long it will take. 

 

Concluding remarks 

Several factors seem to influence the overall exit outcome of VC-backed entrepreneurial 

ventures. Though the general determinants seem rather clear among IVCs (i.e. reputation and 

experience), it is more complex for CVCs involving both governance, objectives, and strategic 

fit, with the latter being frequently cited as a central prerequisite. Further, the engagement 

between the two investor types may result in fruitful or detrimental outcomes depending on the 

alignment of interests. Venture characteristics also play a large part in that correlations are 

invariably found between IPR and positive exit outcomes. From a venture perspective, 

understanding the efficacy of its IP portfolio as a quality signal to potential investors is of 

fundamental importance. The filing of patents and trademarks, and the means to get there, is 
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time-consuming and expensive, raising the questions of regarding how to allocate scarce 

resources (both financial and human) to such activities and when it makes best sense to do so. 

It appears that it has a positive impact on pre-funding valuation and helps garner preferential 

access to the value-added services of experienced VC investors, making the route to 

commercialization more likely and more rapid. Yet, the resources and capabilities to pursue 

such actions may not be adequately in place and the opportunity costs may impose large risks 

on the survival of the venture. Moreover, we know that possessing IPR pre-funding is not a 

prerequisite as this would imply a pooling equilibrium where the quality attributes of IPR as a 

signal would vanish (Chemmanur et al., 2019). The correlation with successful exit hence 

implies that while patenting slows down among ventures possessing IPR at the time of initial 

funding, it may be initiated among ventures who lack IPR at the time of initial funding. The 

complementary benefits of possessing both patents and trademarks on valuation may also 

translate to increased likelihood of successful exit. Ventures possessing one may pursue the 

other once resources are available. Moreover, as IPR also correlates with valuation at 

successful exit, efforts to obtain IPR is also valuable in the post-funding phases. Lastly, market 

conditions and holding period considerations may impact the investment strategy of VCs, 

affecting how they nurture their portfolio ventures. Overall, we know very little on both the 

causality effects related to resource acquisition timing in achieving a successful exit outcome 

and whether the resources and their order are related to a specific exit route i.e. IPO or 

acquisition. This research gap is at the center of our thesis as we investigate the predictive 

power of timing resource acquisition on successful exit outcomes. 

The forthcoming section will elaborate on the data collection and classification of our thesis. 

Throughout the literature review four key resources have been emphasized – IVC, CVC, 

patents and trademarks – and these will constitute the resources that define the exit trajectory 

of the ventures in our sample. 
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4. Data 

This section provides insights on the data used to address our research question. The scope of 

our data has implications for the generalizability of the findings. Hence, a thorough 

walkthrough will be provided on the data collection and classification. 

4.1 Data collection 

Emphasizing the role of IPR in our thesis entails that we focus on industries where IPR is 

considered to be important and reflects the purpose that it is intended to serve. Thus, we rely 

on ventures operating in high-technology sectors, as IPR activity outside this classification 

often reflects strategic motivations rather than actual protection of innovation and other 

valuable IP assets (Graham & Sichelman, 2008). Moreover, high-technology sectors showcase 

an extreme on asymmetric information, emphasizing the importance of information gathering, 

monitoring and incentivizing. Due to their inherent abilities and optimal governance structures, 

a significant fraction of VC investments should therefore be directed to high-technology sectors 

(Gompers, 2007). Accordingly, the VC industry is dominated by such sectors. In 2016, high-

technology sectors accounted for 75% of venture capital investments in the US, 54% of which 

were related to the information and communications technology sector (OECD, 2017). We 

limit our scope to only focus on software and hardware ventures as opposed to other high-

technology sectors e.g. biotechnology and medical. Thus, we rely on two granular 4-digit  

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes as defined by the US Government to enable 

analysis of economic activity across different industries: 7372 – Prepackaged Software 

(software), and 3674 – Semiconductors and Related Devices (hardware). 

To examine the effect of resource acquisition timing on the likelihood of predicting a successful 

exit, the data in our thesis rests upon two different aspects of externally traceable observations: 

VC financing and IPR applications. As such, multiple different sources were used as collection 

points. For the purpose of extracting information on VC financing, we draw on the Thomson 

Venture Economics (TVE) database while data on patents and trademarks is primarily obtained 

through ORBIS and cross-referenced in other databases. 

 

4.1.1 Funding and exits 

We employ a snapshot of TVE as of 31st December 2015 and trace back to investments made 

from 1st January 1985 onwards. We find 13,565 venture in the database from the hardware- 

and software industry and these ventures constitutes the foundation of the data collection. 
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Through TVE, we collected numerous pieces of information in order to embrace the research 

question. First, we collected data on the investments made in the ventures by IVCs and CVCs, 

including the cumulative funding stock and the corresponding dates of the financing rounds. 

Additionally, we collected information on the type of investment regarding its stage. Ventures 

go through several stages of development, which corresponds with their financing needs and 

its purpose, resulting in reasonably well-defined stages (Sahlman, 1990). As a result, each 

funding round in TVE is categorized from seed to open market financing. Further, we gathered 

information on the exit outcome of the investments, which falls into three groups: IPO, 

acquisition or failure. We define failure in accordance with previous literature i.e. if the venture 

closed down or remained active without successfully exiting within the sample period. In the 

case of a successful exit, we collected the corresponding exit dates for IPOs and acquisitions, 

respectively. Lastly, we collected information on the number of participating IVC- and CVC 

investors in each venture. According to Gompers & Lerner (2004) and Kaplan et al. (2002), 

TVE has tracked a comprehensive amount of VC investments and with a level of detail that is 

appropriate for the purpose of this study. Moreover, it has been used in numerous other studies 

on venture capital performance (e.g. Sørensen, 2007), confirming its reliability and usefulness 

for our study.  

 

4.1.2 Patents and trademarks 

After identifying and collecting investment data on the ventures of interest in TVE, we used 

the ORBIS database of Bureau Van Dijk to retrieve information on their patent and trademark 

portfolio. ORBIS collects company data on more than 350 million private companies from a 

multitude of sources. A “batch search” procedure helped matching company names to the 

unique identifier within the ORBIS database. An advantage of the algorithm used, is the 

possibility to capture previous names of any given venture, which might be relevant for newly 

established firms. The quality of automating the name-matching was checked for all ventures 

with patents and trademarks, by comparing specific characteristics from the ORBIS database 

(e.g. incorporation date and location) to other sources, such as Crunchbase. As regards 

trademarks, the ORBIS database holds information on USPTO and OHIM trademarks. In this 

thesis, focus is on the former due to the vast majority and availability of additional data. 

Specifically, we matched the USPTO trademarks from ORBIS to the USPTO Trademark Case 

Files Dataset (Graham et al., 2013). From the USPTO dataset, we gathered information about 

filing dates, the classification of trademarks, and the original applicant of the trademark. This 
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was essential in order to identify the trademarks that were applied for by the venture and not 

obtained through acquisition with the purpose of excluding IPR sales. Since the ORBIS 

database consolidates trademark portfolios after acquisition, we used fuzzy matching 

techniques to compare the name of the ventures (and previous names) with the name of the 

original applicant. 

A similar approach was used for patent data. ORBIS provides patent portfolios of the ventures, 

i.e. the list of patent numbers a venture possesses in legislations around the world. Matching 

these numbers with the EPO-PATSTAT Database (Version: Autumn 2018) we retrieved 

additional information such as priority date, patent family membership, and original applicant. 

In line with the trademark data, patents are also consolidated after acquisitions. Again, a fuzzy 

matching technique was used. Just as the same invention can be protected in different markets, 

it can also be patented in different legislations – patents covering the same invention form a 

patent family. This is used across different legislations to avoid a faulty count of patents. To 

ensure comparability with the trademark data and to account for non-US ventures that might 

have filed their first patent other places than the USPTO, we decided to construct two patent 

sets. One with the set of patents filed at the USPTO with corresponding filing dates and the 

second with the set of INPADOC patent families. Lastly, the PATSTAT database allows to 

reconstruct the INPADOC families and further identify the date of the first filing within a given 

patent family.  

 

4.2 Data classification 

The data classification was performed carefully as our findings are a product of the final 

dataset. The original dataset is filtered in five steps to match the scope of the thesis and enable 

more valid and reliable findings. This section provides insight to the measures taken. 

Our initial sample of 13,565 ventures are distributed as 1,676 (12.35%) belonging to the 

hardware industry and 11,889 (87.65%) to the software industry. Our initial population consists 

of ventures that are listed in the TVE database and that received their initial observation of IVC 

and/or CVC funding, or IPR no sooner than 1985. A prerequisite for inclusion in the dataset is 

that each venture received at least one round of VC financing before 2016. We retained 8,830 

startups that were founded in the United States (US). Apart from constituting majority of the 

sample (65%), we chose to limit our analysis to US, as coverage of VC investments outside the 

US in commercial databases is inadequate especially for our time horizon (Bertoni et al., 2015). 
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Moreover, we made this delimitation due to the large differences in legal and economic 

frameworks across geographical regions. VC requires business-friendly legal environments 

and a liquid capital market, and in many parts of the world a gap to US remain (Bertoni et al., 

2015). Some of these gaps include the effectiveness of governance, shareholder protection, 

bankruptcy law and labor market rigidities. As such, the 2018 Venture Capital & Private Equity 

Country Attractiveness Index ranked North America (index 96.8) significantly above regions 

like Western Europe (index 78.7) and Asia (index 69.1) (Groh et al., 2018), who accounted for 

16.3% and 7.8% of the companies in our sample, respectively. Moreover, the representation of 

investor types and investment patterns differ both within and across regions, which might 

create noise and impact the validity and generalizability of our findings. Focusing on the US 

also enables us to compare and contrast our findings with more empirical evidence, due to the 

vast academic research on the VC industry in the US (Da Rin et al., 2013; Dushnitsky, 2012). 

The second step excluded 440 ventures that received funding exclusively from CVC investors 

without the investors being part of a syndicate with an IVC. Since we cannot observe investor 

objectives, we did this to limit the likelihood that the venture would function as an external 

innovation hub of the CVC with no intend to focus on an exit (Dushnitsky, 2012). With an IVC 

present, it is more likely that financial gain is an objective, which requires an exit. Moreover, 

as previously established, a vast majority of CVC investments occur in syndicates with IVCs, 

which we confirm in our sample (80%), thereby justifying our choice. Going forward, when 

commenting on ventures sponsored by CVC investors, we refer to syndicates including both a 

CVC and an IVC investor. 

The third step excluded 479 ventures that received funding the same day they applied for IPR 

due to issues regarding causality. To answer the research question on timing of resource 

acquisition, it is necessary to be certain on the order of the resources the venture acquired. It 

also enables us to make more justified assumptions regarding the influence of the IPR on the 

investment decision in those cases that IPR and first round of financing fell on the same day. 

The fourth step excluded 382 ventures whose announced exit date fell on the same day as their 

first observation, which indicates a reporting issue as to whether the venture exited without VC 

funding or if it was in fact not an exit but instead an investment. An issue also pertains to the 

objective of the databases used. Whereas exit should mark the last observation in TVE, patent 

and trademark applications can and likely will persist if the venture keeps innovating under the 
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same company name. As we are interested in what led to the exit and not what happened 

subsequently, we disregard all observations registered beyond the exit date.  

Lastly, we impose a 10-year cap on the count of observations from first investment on all 

ventures that were not exited successfully. Since these ventures can essentially acquire 

resources throughout the sampling period, they are likely to have higher accumulated 

observation counts. We do this with the intend to remove noise in the subsequent analysis. Our 

final sample includes 7,529 startups that received 21,983 investment rounds from 23,770 

investors, 13,603 patents and 6,404 trademarks. Unique investors are registered for each 

venture and not across ventures, so the investors are not mutually exclusive. 

Figure II: 
Data Classification 

The figure outlines the process of reaching the final sample based on the collected data. Step 1 concerned filtering 

out all non-US ventures. Step 2 removed ventures that received CVC outside of a syndication with an IVC. Step 

3 solved a causality problem by removing ventures that received funding and IPR on the same day. Step 4 removed 

ventures that had an exit on the day of the first investment. 
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5. Methodology 

The following sections outline the methodology applied in the study. It addresses our research 

philosophy, the sequence analysis and regression analysis used to empirically test the 

relationship between timing of resource acquisition and exit outcomes. Lastly, a review of the 

storyline is presented for the subsequent analysis. 

 

5.1 Research Philosophy 

The underlying research philosophy is important to outline as it defines the approach and 

methodology applied in this thesis. We apply an inductive research approach by using 

observations and data to find patterns and causalities. With an inductive stance, theory becomes 

the outcome of our research rather than be the basis of the analyses (Bryman, 2012). Induction 

thus involves the finding of generalizable propositions based on a sample of observations and 

data. Due to the unexplored nature of our thesis, the premise of induction is applied for 

supplying some degree of evidence for the truth of our conclusion. 

In addition to the inductive approach, an epistemological as well as an ontological standpoint 

define our knowledge base. By investigating the relationship between timing of resource 

acquisition and exit, we intend to reveal information that is both true and insightful and not yet 

researched. Thus, we adhere to a positivistic position within the epistemological sphere, 

meaning that we use accurate data and that the subject is testable. We believe that our study 

has no impact on the relationship between resource acquisition timing and exit outcome, 

implying that our ontological view is objectivistic. Hence, the causalities studied exist 

independently of this research study and external facts are beyond our reach of influence 

(Bryman, 2012). 

Our research design is coherent with the epistemological and ontological orientations of 

quantitative research. In line with our inductive approach, the use of statistics and regression 

analysis becomes a key tool to allow for generalization based on the data. Specifically, 

quantification is essential to the study due to the aim of uncovering potential relationships 

between resource acquisition timing and exit outcomes, as well as the relationship between 

different clusters of sequences. Overall, we strive to uncover unbiased relationships and results 

that are free from personal motives (Bryman, 2012). 
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5.2 Sequence Analysis 

Before outlining the statistical part of our methodological considerations, the use of Sequence 

Analysis (SA) is explained as it guided our clustering technique, which will serve as 

independent variables in the regression models. We do not apply the specific approach used in 

SA, yet the core idea and the holistic perspective serve as inspiration to our methodology. 

 

5.2.1 Sequence Analysis in Theory 

SA was originally developed by biologists in the field of protein and DNA sequences in the 

early 1970s and advanced into social science in 1986 (Abbott & Tsay, 2000; Brzinsky-Fay & 

Kohler, 2010). A pioneering research from Abbott & Forrest (1986) contributed to the 

popularity of the tool and throughout the 1990s, career analysis was the most researched topic 

within SA (Abbott & Tsay, 2000). An increase in availability towards longitudinal data sources 

has contributed further to the ascent of SA. More recently, SA has played an essential role as a 

tool in studying life course trajectories, among others occupational careers and health 

(Ritschard & Studer, 2018). However, limited use of SA in entrepreneurial studies has been 

identified let alone on entities (e.g. ventures) as opposed to individuals. 

SA takes into consideration whole trajectories as units for analysis as opposed to single data 

points. A sequence is defined as an ordered list of elements. Elements can take a variety of 

forms such as a certain status, physical object, or an event. Further, if multiple elements occur 

in a row it is defined as an episode (Brzinsky-Fay et al., 2006). In other words, considering 

whole trajectories as units for analysis is implemented by treating each sequence as one rather 

than as stochastically generated from point to point (Abbott & Tsay, 2000). Ritschard & Studer 

(2018) adds that taking a holistic perspective by shedding light on entire trajectories allows for 

quantification and is a clear advantage of SA: 

“In fact, sequences are a convenient way of coding individual narratives into a form suitable 

for quantitative analysis. Briefly, sequence analysis primarily provides a comprehensible 

overall picture of sets of individual categorical sequences – the retained coding of the 

narratives – and involves using this overall picture for objectives such as discovering the 

characteristics of a set of sequences, identifying possible atypical or deviant individual 

trajectories, and comparing trajectory patterns among groups such as sexes, birth cohorts, or 

regions.” (p. 1) 
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Aisenbrey & Fasang (2010) further argue that SA is a useful tool due to (1) providing a 

methodological implementation of the theoretically emphasized trajectory concept, and (2) not 

being based on any assumptions about the data generation process. They proclaim that 

identifying patterns over time is a unique strength that receives little attention. A concept that 

Sackmann & Wingens (2001) have also been pointing to, elaborating that trajectory theory is 

the superior concept where events should be understood in their continuity instead of isolated 

from each other. 

Optimal Matching (OM), often seen as synonymous with SA, is an operation used to calculate 

the distance between a pair of sequences in order to compare them, find similarities, 

quantifying certain characteristics, and grouping similar sequences together (Brzinsky-Fay & 

Kohler, 2010). Severe criticism has been raised due to OM being subjective and arbitrary in 

comparing sequences with each other and grouping similar sequences into clusters (Aisenbrey 

& Fasang, 2010). Nevertheless, the clusters are used as input in other analyses. Ritschard and 

Studer (2018) comments that SA output provides limited conclusion without contextualizing 

the results and that most studies run in conjunction with other approaches e.g. regression 

analysis. We now turn to the use of SA in our thesis. 

 

5.2.2 Sequence Analysis in use 

In our thesis, a sequence is defined as the whole trajectory of resources acquired by the venture 

from its first observation until exit. Elements are defined as the four types of resources – IVC 

funding, CVC funding, patents, and trademarks – collected from TVE and ORBIS. 

We follow the five-step approach outlined by Brzinsky-Fay et al. (2006). In order to do so, we 

use the specialist statistical software package, Stata, as it offers a complete set of tools for 

performing SA and subsequent analyses. The first two steps are intended to get an 

understanding of the data and to guide the clustering that follows. This entails tabulating the 

frequency of each distinct sequence and creating a plot of the sequences. From these steps it 

became evident that we needed to reduce complexity in order to use the output of SA to help 

answer the research question. Figure III illustrates the initial plot of sequences. 
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Figure III: 
Sequence Analysis – Sequence Plot 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample prior to simplifying the sequences. The sample 

constitutes of 7,529 ventures all presented in the figure (vertical axis). The figure provides a maximum of 498 

elements (horizontal axis). Figure A1-A2 in Appendix 2 provides a similar overview of non-collapsed sequences 

with a cap on total observations. 

 

The figure shows 2,392 unique sequences. Receiving IVC as the only resource is observed 

1,531 in the dataset while 2,054 sequences is observed once. Without reducing complexity, 

sequences range from 1 to 498 elements. When including sequential data in the research design, 

the complexity of the analysis increases due to the number of possible sequences growing 

exponentially as a function of sequence length and number of different elements (Brzinsky-

Fay et al., 2006). A question of how to reduce variation in the sequences optimally without 

removing the sequential characteristics arises. Consequently, we tried reducing complexity by 

imposing a cap on number of elements allowed per sequence. However, through various 

approaches (e.g. 5- and 20-element, figures presented in Appendix 2 figure A1-A2) it became 

evident that we removed sequential characteristics of interest. Figure IV present an example of 

how sequential characteristics are removed when imposing a 5-element cap. 
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Figure IV: 
Sequence Analysis – No cap vs. 5-element cap 

The figure provides an example of capping the number of observations in a sequence in order to reduce 

complexity. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

It is clear that the characteristics of receiving an investment from a CVC and applying for a 

trademark in the later part of the sequence disappears. In order to reduce complexity while 

overcoming this issue, we decided to collapse the sequences. Whether an element occurs 

multiple times in a row is not of interest rather the timing between the elements. Collapsing 

helps us do that by transforming each episode into elements that will only appear once. An 

example of collapsing a sequence is presented in Figure V. 

Figure V: 
Sequence Analysis – Non-collapsed vs. Collapsed 

The figure provides an example of collapsing the episodes in a sequence in order to reduce complexity and 

maintain sequential characteristics in the data. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

This enables us to keep the uniqueness and sequential characteristics of the data, thus allowing 

us to analyze the timing and order in which ventures acquire the various resources. However, 

reducing complexity results in simplified data. This implies that precautions must be taken 

when comparing sequences. Whether the sequence in the example from Table II only 

constitutes of the four elements presented or whether it constitutes the 12 becomes 

unobservable. As will be explained in section 5.3.3 presenting our primary model, one 

precaution is to control for the total number observation prior to collapsing. 
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After collapsing the sequences, we proceeded with the steps outlined by Brzinsky-Fay et al. 

(2006). Step three is a comparison of the sequences by using OM. However, due to the large 

emphasis on the uniqueness of a venture’s sequence, we shy away from OM. Grouping 

sequences based on their dissimilarities calculated with OM would result in sequences with 

different resemblance being grouped together. As the interest is to study the timing of resource 

acquisition, we proceed directly to step four and cluster sequences based on the exact order of 

the resource acquired. This clustering is performed manually, as opposed to the algorithm 

provided in Stata. Yet, in later parts of our analysis we use two frameworks to guide the 

clustering, one with a focus on the IPR obtained by the venture and one with a focus on the 

sponsors of the venture. These will be explained in section 5.4, in which we present the 

storyline of the analysis. Lastly, as Ritschard and Studer (2018) emphasized, contextualizing 

the results is necessary to understand the dynamics of the sequences and we do so by running 

the SA in conjunction with a regression analysis. 

 

5.3 Multiple Regression Analysis 

This section reflects both on the theoretical perspective of multiple regression analysis along 

with its purpose and application in this thesis. We highlight the methodological considerations 

and our model-building approach to provide further understanding of the analysis that follows. 

 

5.3.1 Regression in theory 

We investigate the predictive power of resource acquisition timing in relation to exit outcome. 

In doing so, we use probit models (or probit regression). These are appropriate when attempting 

to model a dichotomous dependent variable (e.g. yes/no) by fitting a nonlinear function to the 

data in use (Berenson et al., 2012; Long & Freese, 2006). It thereby solves some of the 

drawbacks of the linear probability model. First, the linear probability model assumes that the 

conditional probability function has a linear relationship and may result in predictions outside 

the range of zero and one. Second, the functional form assumes that the marginal effect on the 

dependent variable from an increase in the independent variable is the same along the entire 

function, which is often inappropriate. Third, it assumes that the error term is homoscedastic 

on the dependent variable, which is unlikely as variability is often unequal across the range of 

values that the independent variable can take (i.e. it is heteroscedastic) (Berenson et al., 2012; 

Long 6 Freese, 2006).  
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Probit models, on the other hand, take the form of an S-shaped curve that 1) respects the 

boundaries of the dependent variable, 2) allows for different marginal effects across the 

function, and 3) deals with heteroscedasticity. It uses the cumulative distribution function of 

the standard normal distribution to define the regression predictors, meaning it essentially takes 

any number and rescales it to fall between zero and one (Berenson et al., 2012; Long & Freese, 

2006). This is useful in our study, as the dependent variable, exit outcome, has a binary 

relationship, the two possible outcomes being successful exit or failure. Furthermore, in order 

to isolate the effect of the independent variable, control variables are necessary to adjust for 

factors that are not examined in the study, yet, influence the dependent variable. In this thesis, 

control variables are in place to isolate the effect of resource acquisition timing on exit 

outcome. This is accounted for to the extent possible when building the probit models and a 

detailed walkthrough will be provided below. 

 

5.3.2 Regression in use 

In our thesis, the regression sample contains VC-backed ventures operating in the US software 

and hardware industries from 1985-2015. The dependent variable in focus, Exit outcome, is a 

binary variable taking the value of one if a venture exited through an IPO or acquisition 

(successful exit) and zero otherwise (failure). However, IPO and acquisition are two distinct 

exit types and different measures are often taken to achieve them (Giot & Schwienbacher, 

2007). We therefore also include Exit through IPO and Exit through acquisition as dependent 

variables to examine if exit outcomes at the aggregate level are driven by a certain exit type. 

The three dependent variables remain constant in all the regressions. The independent variables 

are the clusters obtained through SA, consisting of a specific sequence or theme based on the 

four elements of interest – IVC funding, CVC funding, patents and trademarks. The clusters 

change in all sub-analyses as complexity is added or focus is adjusted. Lastly, multiple 

variables are included in all regressions as control variables (Equity, Company young, SIC 

Code, Total observations, Investors and Year of first observation). The control variables 

applied in this thesis largely cohere with similar studies conducted on exit outcomes in VC 

financing (e.g. Sørensen, 2007; Chemmanur et al., 2019). However, adaptions are made as seen 

fit, in order to answer the research question.  

Due to the abundance of factors likely to affect exit outcome, we apply two models: one 

primary model (Model 1), in which the total observations of funding and IPR are grouped as 
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one control variable, and one supporting model (Model 2) used as a robustness check on our 

findings in Model 1, which unfolds the four elements (IVC rounds, CVC rounds, Patents, 

Trademarks) to adjust for their individual impact on exit outcome. When running our 

regression, we need to establish a baseline from which to interpret the results. Thus, the baseline 

is a reference group consisting of all the ventures that only received IVC funding, regardless 

of the number of rounds. The resulting coefficients for the factor-variables (clusters) are not 

intuitive to interpret, so we obtain the predictive margins instead i.e. the average predicted 

outcome relative to the baseline. This allows us to answer the question: For a given cluster, 

what is the predicted likelihood of successful exit compared to the baseline? Pairwise testing 

then allows us to investigate if a cluster is more (less) likely to predict successful exit compared 

to another, as well as whether that cluster is more (less) likely to predict an exit through IPO 

or acquisition relative to the baseline. In other words, whether resource acquisition timing 

matters. Conventional p-values are used to determine the significance level of the predictive 

margins. 

 

5.3.3 Model 1 

We begin by outlining the following probit models to examine the effect on successful exit, 

IPO, and acquisition imposed by the timing of resource acquisition: 

𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝛽5𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ 𝛽6𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 + 𝛽7𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

(1) 

𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑜 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝛽5𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ 𝛽6𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 + 𝛽7𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

(2) 

𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝛽5𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ 𝛽6𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 + 𝛽7𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

(3) 

Where the probability of the binary dependent variable is given as: 

𝑃(𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 1|𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 , … , 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

= Φ(𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛+. . . +𝛽7𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

and where Φ(∙) is the cumulative standard normal distribution function. 
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𝛽0 indicates the coefficient of the baseline. The same baseline is used in all regression models 

to create consistency regarding the ability of a given sequence to be more (less) likely to predict 

a successful exit. Clustern denotes the clusters being analyzed, where n indicates a given cluster. 

The variable is included as dummy independent variables in the model. All the remaining 

variables are control variables. We take the natural logarithm when see fit to correct for highly 

skewed distributions. Equity is the natural logarithm of the cumulative funding stock that the 

venture has received by VC investors. Company young is a dummy variable defining the 

maturity of the venture by terming the ventures as being either “early-stage” or “late-stage”. 

This control variable is calculated based on the mean amount of seed- and early-stage rounds. 

A venture receives a value of one if it has a larger fraction of rounds pertaining to early-stage 

and a value of zero if it has a larger fraction pertaining to later stage rounds. SIC code is a 

dummy that adjusts for the industry to which the venture belongs, terming software as one and 

hardware as zero. Total observations is the natural logarithm of the total number of funding 

rounds received (IVC and CVC) and IPR applications filed (patents and trademarks) in the 

period from first observation to either the time of successful exit or 10 years after first financing 

round for failures. Including total observations enable the comparison of sequences with 

different length. The 10-year cap is imposed due to varying time periods in which observations 

are detected. This delimitation enables a more accurate comparison between successful and 

failed investments and is based on the typically stipulated 10-year contractual term of a VC 

fund (Kandel et al., 2011). We acknowledge that these contracts are sometimes extended, yet, 

we argue that few resource acquisitions are made beyond this point and the exit outcome is 

likely defined by the resource acquisitions made in the first 10 years as a portfolio company. 

Investors is the natural logarithm of the VC syndicate size that invested in the venture. Lastly, 

Year of first observation is included as a dummy variable to adjust for the attrition bias caused 

by an unequal loss in ventures towards the end of our sample period. As an example, ventures 

receiving their first round of funding in 2015 will have less than 1 year to exit, while ventures 

initially funded in 1985 will have 30 years. Moreover, it allows us to adjust for differences in 

exit outcome across the sample period caused by macroeconomic fluctuations.  

 

5.3.4 Model 2 

The second model unfolds the control variable, Total observations, and results in the following 

probit models: 
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𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔 + 𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝛽5𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

+ 𝛽6𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑠 + 𝛽7𝐼𝑉𝐶 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝛽8𝐶𝑉𝐶 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝛽9𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠

+ 𝛽10𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

(4) 

𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑜 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔 + 𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝛽5𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

+ 𝛽6𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑠 + 𝛽7𝐼𝑉𝐶 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝛽8𝐶𝑉𝐶 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝛽9𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠

+ 𝛽10𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

(5) 

𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔 + 𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝛽5𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

+ 𝛽6𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑠 + 𝛽7𝐼𝑉𝐶 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝛽8𝐶𝑉𝐶 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝛽9𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠

+ 𝛽10𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

(6) 

Where the probability of the binary dependent variable is given as: 

𝑃(𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 1|𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 , … , 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

= Φ(𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛+. . . +𝛽10𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

and where Φ(∙) is the cumulative standard normal distribution function. 

Total observations are segregated into the natural logarithm of IVC rounds, CVC rounds, 

Patents, and Trademarks, respectively, received by the venture in the period from first 

observation to either the time of successful exit or 10 years after first financing round for 

failures. IVC rounds is the total number of funding rounds the venture has received where 

only IVC investors participated. CVC rounds is the total number of funding rounds the 

venture has received where at least one CVC investor participated in syndication with an IVC 

investor. Patents is the total number of patents applied for by the venture, and Trademarks is 

the total number of trademarks applied for by the venture. 

 

5.4 Storyline 

The storyline of the analysis starts from the very first observation of resource acquisition in 

order to establish a thorough understanding of the phenomenon as we add complexity or study 

themes across the sequences. Looking at the effect of adding elements to a sequence allows us 

to unfold the drivers behind the likelihood of predicting successful exit step by step. Initially, 

we observe whether funding versus IPR matters as the first element and correspondingly assign 

all sequences (except for the baseline) to one of the two clusters, regardless of their length and 

combination of subsequent elements.  
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Figure VI: 
Clustering Method – Funding vs. IPR 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences starting with funding and 

sequences starting with IPR. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

Next, we segregate funding into IVC and CVC as well as IPR into patent(s) and trademark(s) 

to see if their association with exit outcomes differ.  

Figure VII: 
Clustering Method – First element 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences based on their first element. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

Then we investigate the causalities when elements are combined to form a sequence by 

observing the two first elements. As previously described, a prerequisite for the inclusion of 

ventures in the dataset is the presence of at least one round of VC funding, implying that this 

analysis constitutes 14 clusters including the baseline. One cluster, apart from the baseline, will 

consist of only one element, namely the cluster of ventures that only received CVC funding.  
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Figure VIII: 
Clustering Method – Two elements 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences based on their first two elements. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

Subsequently, we investigate the relationship within sequences of at least three elements. We 

disregard all sequences, except from the baseline, consisting of fewer than three elements in 

order to get a deeper understanding for distinct timing aspects in unique resource acquisition 

patterns. A consequence of adding uniqueness to the sequences is the steep drop in frequency 

among individual sequences. Moreover, adding elements results in exponential growth in the 

amount of possible sequences, which at this stage is 46. We refrain from investigating all of 

them, and instead focus on the 20 clusters, excluding the baseline, with a minimum of 30 

ventures within each cluster.  

Figure IX: 
Clustering Method – Three elements 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences based on their first three elements. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

As the last step on unique sequences, we allow for a fourth element in order to clarify whether 

the predictive power of the first three elements can be extrapolated to longer sequences. This 

analysis includes 26 clusters, excluding the baseline, with a minimum frequency of 30 ventures 

per cluster. 
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Figure X: 
Clustering Method – Three or Four elements 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences based on their first three or four 

elements. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

Based on observable trends throughout the previous sections, we proceed to investigate 

whether themes might contain predictive power. Two different categorization frameworks are 

used. The first framework focuses on IPR themes and cluster sequences according to the 

position and presence of the two IPR. As an example, applying for both patent(s) and 

trademark(s), one pertaining to pre-funding the other pertaining to post-funding, in a three-

element sequences is clustered in “IPRx-VC-IPRy”, regardless of which IPR was on which side 

and with no distinction between IVC and CVC funding. Additionally, if both IPR are acquired 

prior to funding they are clustered in “IPRx-IPRy-VC”. This analysis exhausts the data by 

assigning clusters to all sequences. In this specific regression, we consider the entire sequence 

of each venture. The purpose of this is to rule out the possibility that unobserved elements 

further out in the sequence were defining for the exit outcome. 

Figure XI: 
Clustering Method – IPR themes 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences based on positions of IPR. The 

example is based on the IPRx-VC-IPRy and IPRx-IPRy-VC clusters. 

 
Source: Own contribution 
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The second framework focuses on sponsor themes and cluster sequences according to the 

position and presence of IVC and CVC funding within the first three elements of each 

sequence. As an example, if a venture has a sequence consisting of “IVC-PAT-IVC-TM”, it is 

placed in the “IVC first and last” cluster. In cases where ventures received CVC funding 

followed by IVC funding or vice versa, we give priority to the CVC e.g. “CVC-IVC-PAT” is 

clustered in the “CVC first” cluster as opposed to the “IVC middle” cluster. Both analyses on 

themes contain eight clusters, excluding the baseline. 

Figure XII: 
Clustering Method – Sponsor themes 

The figure provides an example of the clustering method to compare sequences based on positions of IPR. The 

example is based on the IPRx-VC-IPRy and IPRx-IPRy-VC clusters. 

 
Source: Own contribution 

After running the regressions for the given section, we perform pairwise tests across clusters 

to assess whether a significant difference exist in their likelihood of predicting a successful 

exit. Hence, this pairwise testing serves the purpose of mapping potential “superior” or 

“inferior” clusters in order to understand and interpret their predicted differences. Additionally, 

as previously described, we segregate successful exit into IPO and acquisition, allowing for 

tests to be conducted across exit types. This enables us to determine whether a given cluster is 

more (less) likely to predict an IPO exit or an acquisition exit relative to the baseline. However, 

due to the magnitude of clusters in the regressions on the first four elements, we limit the scope 

to only focus on sequences significantly different from the baseline at the aggregate exit level. 

We still test whether these specific sequences are driven by higher (lower) predicted IPO rates, 

acquisition rates or both. The findings at the aggregate exit level will drive the analysis, though 

additional tests are conducted on an ad-hoc basis. 

To validate the findings, Model 2 is compared to Model 1 as a robustness check. This enables 

us to contrast our findings with different model specifications and to understanding the 

sensitivity of the predictive power of resource acquisition timing in relation to exit outcome. 
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6. Results 

The following section reviews the results of our regression analysis. The predictive margins on 

successful exit outcome and their statistical significance are examined for the clusters, across 

exit types, and between clusters. Initially, summary statistics and correlation results are 

presented to provide an understanding of the data, and further to lay the foundation for the 

regressions to come. 

 

6.1 Summary statistics 

Table I-IV reports the summary statistics. Our sample comprises 41,990 observations collected 

from records on 7,529 companies operating in the software (90% of sample) and hardware 

(10% of sample) industry. These ventures received funding through 21,983 investment rounds 

from 23,770 investors, and applied for 13,603 patents and 6,404 trademarks. 

Table I: 

Summary Statistics – Overview 

The table provides summary statistics of the sample. The data covers VC-backed ventures operating in the 

software and hardware industries in the United States from 1985-2015. 

 

In our sample, 33.9% of ventures experienced a successful exit, out of which 5.9% were exited 

through an IPOs and the remaining 28% through an acquisition. The median time to exit from 

first resource acquisition is roughly 4 years and 11 months, while the median time to exit from 

first investment round is 4 years and 4 months. In other words, for those ventures applying for 
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IPR before funding (and successfully exiting), the first round of funding is on average received 

around half a year later. Less than 10% of the ventures exit more than 10 years after receiving 

their first investment. We thus confirm that all ventures that have not exited at the 10-year mark 

from first investment will on average not have a successful exit in 90% of the cases, justifying 

our categorization of those as failures. The average venture made its first resource acquisition 

move in 2003, received its first investment in 2004 and exited in 2005. Our time series is thus 

slightly skewed to the left, which is explained by the growth of the VC industry over the last 

three decades (Bley, 2020). 

 

6.1.1 Venture characteristics 

The median venture in our sample made three resource acquisitions. For successful exits, this 

number was five, driven more by ventures that went public than those that were acquired. 

Looking at the composition of resource acquisitions, the median venture received two rounds 

of funding and no funds from CVC investors. The median venture with a successful exit 

received three rounds of funding, regardless of whether the exit was an IPO or acquisition. 

Turning to IPR, the median number of IPR applications is zero. Yet, looking at the split, just 

short of 50% of the ventures applied for IPR. 39% applied for patents, 26% for trademarks and 

16% applied for both. The median number of applications among those ventures that did apply 

for IPR was three, implying that when ventures decide to apply for IPR, they typically do it 

more than once. The median exiting venture applied for IPR once and even though the variance 

is much higher on IPOs, both exit types show the same result. On average, 38.5% of ventures 

having applied for IPR experienced a successful exit distributed as 7.5% on IPO and 31% on 

acquisition. 

On average, each venture received $17 million in equity while the median was $8 million 

(range: 0.001-1,470). This large spectrum of funding received highlights the heterogeneity 

among ventures in terms of size and funding requirements. For exiting ventures, the median 

equity was $12.2 million, intuitively implying that successful exits are associated with higher 

equity. We observe once again that the variance on equity among ventures that went public is 

much larger than on acquisitions, though for IPOs the median equity was $0.8 million larger. 

For the median venture, 43% of its funding rounds were early-stage. Intuitively, this is lower 

for exiting ventures (median: 30%) as round advancement is a sign of development and 

achievement of milestones, and thus the increased likelihood of exit. Lowest is it for ventures 
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that were exited through an IPO (median: 18%), implying that ventures in these exit cases are 

more mature. 

Table II: 

Summary Statistics – Successful Exit versus Failure 

Table II provides summary statistics of the sample with a breakdown on successful exit and failure ventures. The 

data covers VC-backed ventures operating in the software and hardware industries in the United States from 1985-

2015. 

 

 

Table III:  

Summary Statistics - IPO Exit versus Acquisition Exit 

Table III provides summary statistics of the exiting ventures with a breakdown on IPO and acquisition exits. The 

data covers VC-backed ventures operating in the software and hardware industries in the United States from 1985-

2015. 

 

6.1.2 Investor characteristics 

Due to the inherently different ownership, governance and objectives of IVC- and CVC 

investors, table III provides a breakdown of the summary statistics on the two investor types. 

In the sample, 22% of the ventures had a CVC investor while 5% was syndicated by more than 

one CVC. CVC investors participated in 13% of all funding rounds, while 9% of the ventures 

in our sample received CVC funding more than once. 
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The average exit for ventures receiving IVC funding is 31%, while it is 46% for those including 

a CVC investor. We observe that the median time to exit from first observation is 

approximately 1.5 years longer for CVC-backed ventures. We observe that ventures backed by 

CVC investors make twice as many (median: 6) resource acquisitions and receive twice as 

many (median: 4) rounds of funding. However, though the median number of rounds is four, 

CVC investors only participate in one. The median CVC-backed venture applied for one IPR, 

pertaining to patents as opposed to trademarks, where the median was zero. The larger number 

of observations also translates into larger investments as the median CVC-backed venture 

received $17.5 million in funding, while the median venture only receiving IVC funding 

received $6 million. The ventures are also more mature, highlighted in the lower percentage of 

early-stage rounds among CVC-backed ventures (33% versus 50% for ventures receiving IVC 

only). 

The median syndicate in our sample consisted of three investors and included no CVC 

investors. However, the syndicate size differs greatly for ventures only receiving IVC funding 

versus those that received funding from both IVC- and CVC investors. In the former case, the 

median syndicate size is 2 while it is 5 in the latter. These findings are consistent with the 

literature stating that CVCs invest in larger syndicates (Dushnitsky & Shapira, 2010), though 

in our case, the difference is noteworthy. We emphasize that it makes some intuitive sense as 

we removed ventures that received funding from CVCs investing on their own or in pure CVC 

syndicates. In other words, there will always be at least two investors present when a venture 

received CVC funding, one IVC and one CVC investor. 
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Table IV: 

Summary Statistics - IVC investments versus CVC investments 

Table IV provides summary statistics of the sample with a breakdown on ventures receiving funding from IVC 

investors only and ventures receiving funding from both IVC and CVC investors. The data covers VC-backed 

ventures operating in the software and hardware industries in the United States from 1985-2015.  

 

 

 

6.1.3 Sequence overview 

Before we proceed to the correlational results, an overview of all sequences in the dataset is 

provided in figure XIII. The vertical axis represents the number of firms while the horizontal 

axis represents the number of elements in any given sequence capped at five. We observe that 

a vast majority of the ventures in our dataset received funding from IVC investors first, and 

that most of these never obtained any of the other three resources. These ventures will serve as 

our baseline in the regressions. A graphical illustration of the clusters will be provided for each 

regression. Table V provides an overview of the distribution in length of sequence that the 

ventures in our sample hold. From the sequence statistics, we find that 86.6% of the ventures 

have a sequence of maximum five elements visualized by the dotted line and that the medium 

venture holds a two-element sequence. 
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Figure XIII: 
Sequence Overview 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample. The sample constitutes of 7,529 ventures all 

presented in the figure (vertical axis). The figure provides a maximum of 5 elements for each sequence (horizontal 

axis). Figure A1-A2 in Appendix 2 provides a similar overview of non-collapsed sequences with a cap on total 

observations. 

 

Table V: 
Sequence Statistics 

The table provides the number of ventures with a given sequence length. The sequence lengths correspond to the 

data period from 1985-2015 and are based on the data collected. For failure ventures a 10-year cap is imposed 

from the first investment.  
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6.2 Correlation results 

Table VI shows the correlation between variables. Natural logarithm functions have been used 

for all continuous variables due to their skewed distribution of observations. It is evident that 

all variables are significantly correlated with successful exit, IPO, and acquisition, with the 

single exception of an insignificant relationship between trademarks and acquisitions. This 

finding contradicts with the recent study on trademarks in entrepreneurial finance by 

Chemmanur et al. (2019) finding that trademarks are positively associated with both exit types. 

Their study is conducted on the entire US VC industry from 1985-2015, indicating that 

industry-level differences exist. In our study, the SIC code variable is not significantly 

correlated with trademarks, indicating no industry-level differences between software and 

hardware ventures on trademarking. However, it has a significant (and almost solely negative) 

relationship with all other variables, implying that the two industries are still different from 

each other. In fact, the only positive relationship is with Company young, implying that 

investments in software ventures are generally more early stage than investments in hardware 

ventures, and intuitively have fewer exits, observations, and investors. This is confirmed by 

the significant and negative relationship between Company young and all other variables. As a 

last remark on IPR, while patents correlate more with overall exit and with exit through 

acquisition, trademarks correlate more with exit through IPO. Turning to sponsors, as implied 

by the exit rate among ventures with CVC funding compared to ventures with IVC funding 

only, the correlation between CVC rounds and exit is higher. The same relationship is not 

evident among investors, where an increase in IVC investors is more positively correlated with 

successful exit than an increase in CVC investors. The highest positive correlations with exit 

are equity, investment rounds and investors. 
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Table VI: 
Correlation Results 

The table provides the correlations between exit outcomes and the control variables. The correlational results 

correspond to the data period from 1985-2015 and are based on the data collection from TVE database and various 

IPR databases. The statistical significance is denoted at 5%*. 

 
 

6.3 Regression results 

The regression results investigate the predictive power of resource acquisition timing on exit 

outcomes. We examine the ventures by clustering them based on the appearance and order of 

the four elements of interest. The clusters serve as our independent variables. Going forward, 

when we refer to a cluster, we use the following abbreviations: IVC funding (IVC), CVC and 

IVC syndicated funding (CVC), patent(s) (PAT) and trademark(s) (TM). As an example, a 

cluster consisting of ventures receiving IVC funding subsequently applying for a patent and a 

trademark, will be clustered as: IVC-PAT-TM (#), where (#) denotes its designated number in 

the regression output. As we proceed from one section to another, we add complexity or impose 

a theme on our clustering technique. We apply Model 1, incorporating the control variables 

outlined in section 5.3.3: Equity, Company young, SIC code, Total observations, Investors and 

Year of first observation.  As a consequence of the attrition bias, the Year of first observation 

variable causes Stata to drop observations if Year of first observation predicts failure perfectly 

when running the regression. This results in fewer observations in the regression models 

compared to the actual count in the clusters. Our baseline is the one-element cluster consisting 

of ventures that purely received IVC funding, which constitutes 42% of our sample. Due to the 

magnitude of the output, we refrain from commenting on the level of statistical significance. 

Thus, when we state that a relationship is significant, we refer to statistical significance at the 
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90% confidence level or above (*p < 0.1). The entire regression output and associated tests are 

presented in Appendix 3. 

 

6.3.1 Funding vs. IPR 

We begin by looking at where it all started by clustering the ventures based on the nature of 

their first observation i.e. whether it initially received funding (1) or applied for IPR (2). All 

sequences in cluster 2 consist of more than one element, while cluster 1 includes both ventures 

that only received funding in a CVC syndicate with no other resource acquisition elements, as 

well as those ventures that received funding followed by other elements. We refer to this cluster 

as funding first (1), though we acknowledge that the baseline also consists of ventures receiving 

funding first. These ventures are placed in cluster 3 and is always placed as the last cluster in 

subsequent sections. It will not be illustrated graphically going forward. 

Figure XIV: 
Sequence Overview – Origin of First Element 

Figure V provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample starting from the first observations, capped at 

five elements and distributed between sequences starting with funding and starting with IPR. The baseline 

constitutes sequences with only IVC funding. The sample of 7,529 ventures are all presented in the figure. 
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Table VII: 
Regression Results – Origin of First Element 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition, respectively, and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the first resource acquisition being 

funding or IPR. Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in the model, and the 

statistical significance is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations deviate compared to 

the clusters in scope. This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first observation perfectly 

predicts failure. 

 

 

The predictive margins suggest that successful exit is significantly more likely for ventures 

receiving funding first (1) compared to the baseline. On the other hand, we find no evidence 

that the exit rate for ventures starting with IPR is different from the baseline. Testing funding 

first (1) versus IPR first (2), we find that the two are significantly different from each other. A 

successful exit is predicted to be 4.7 percentage points (points) more like for ventures starting 

with funding as opposed to IPR. This relationship also holds for acquisitions. However, at the 

IPO level, we find that both funding first (1) and IPR first (2) are positively associated with 

higher IPO rates compared to the baseline, while the two are insignificantly different from each 

other. Testing across exit types, we further find that both clusters are significantly more likely 
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to predict an IPO compared to an acquisition relative to the baseline. We proceed to segregate 

funding and IPR into its component parts. 

6.3.2 First element 

In this section, we separate the individual elements to create four clusters based on whether a 

venture initially received IVC (1) or CVC (2) or applied for patent(s) (3) or trademark(s) (4). 

All sequences in cluster 1, 3 and 4 consist of multiple elements, while cluster 2 now includes 

those ventures that only received funding in a CVC syndicate with no other resource acquisition 

elements, as well as those ventures that received CVC funding followed by other elements. 

IVC first (1) pertains to those ventures making at least two resource acquisition moves making 

them distinct from the baseline. 

Figure XV: 
Sequence Overview – First Element 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample (excluding the baseline), distributed based on 

the first element (horizontal axis). The baseline constitutes all ventures with only IVC funding. The sample 

consists of 7,529 ventures presented in the figure (vertical axis). 
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Table VIII: 
Regression Results – First Element 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition respectively and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the first resource acquisition being 

IVC, CVC, Patent(s) or Trademark(s). Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in 

the model, and the statistical significance is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations 

deviate compared to the clusters in scope. This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first 

observation perfectly predicts failure. 

 

 

We observe from the predictive margins that segregating funding type has an impact on exit 

rates. We found that the margin when receiving funding first was 4.6 points higher than the 

baseline (and significant), while ventures receiving specifically IVC first (1) are associated with 

a 6-point higher likelihood in the probability of successful exit over the baseline (and 

significant). This implies that ventures receiving CVC first (2) had a lower impact on the exit 

rate in the previous funding first cluster. We observe that CVC first is insignificantly different 

from the baseline at all exit levels, confirming that IVC first was in fact driving this relationship. 

A pairwise test also confirms that IVC first is significantly more likely to predict a successful 
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exit than CVC first. Testing IVC first against ventures with patent(s) first (3) and trademark(s) 

first (4), respectively, also yields a significant and positive difference on the aggregate exit rate 

in favor of IVC first. At this level of analysis, ventures pursuing patents as the first choice of 

resource acquisition are not significantly different on exit rate than ventures with no IPR i.e. 

the baseline. This is an interesting finding, which contradicts with previous literature 

suggesting that patenting is associated with higher exit rates (Cockburn & MacGarvie, 2009). 

Patenting may still function as a credible signal to attract investors and increase pre-money 

valuations in accordance with other studies on patenting and performance (Hsu & Ziedonis, 

2008; Long, 2002), but it does not translate into higher exit rates in our study when controlling 

for venture-, investment- and investor-specific effects. At least not as the first resource 

acquisition move. In sum, it appears that superior ventures on aggregate exit outcome are those 

that initially attract IVC funding and subsequently pursue other types of resources under IVC 

supervision. These VC firms are apparently able to select ventures with prominent prospects, 

support them in their subsequent IP protection efforts and/or attraction of CVC investors, and 

exit them successfully. 

Another interesting observation is that ventures starting with trademark(s) are significantly 

more likely to exit through an IPO with a positive margin of 4.5 points compared to the 

baseline, but significantly less likely to exit through an acquisition with a negative margin of 5 

points. The IPR literature suggests that in product lifecycles, trademarks will be applied for 

just prior to market entry (Hipp & Grupp, 2005), either indicating that the ventures in this 

cluster have not engaged in resource acquisition before the commercialization stage or that 

trademarks serve multiple purposes. Drawing from entrepreneurial studies, trademarks may be 

applied in upstream stages of development as a signaling device for attracting VC financing 

and in some cases substitute for patents (Seip et al., 2018). Trademarks also grant the venture 

some monopoly power in the product market, which Chemmanur et al. (2019) find to correlate 

with higher future performance and increased likelihood of successful exit (IPO and 

acquisition). Contrary to their findings, we only find this to hold true for IPOs. A potential 

explanation is that firms use trademarks to differentiate their products from those provided by 

other firms and enhance the perceived value of their offerings in order to increase loyalty to 

the brand (Veugelers & Schneider, 2018). A strong brand identity is arguably preferred when 

going public as the venture will take on incumbents rather than being absorbed by one as is 

often the case when subject to an acquisition by a strategic buyer. Testing the four clusters 

against each other on IPO, we can confirm that ventures starting with either trademark(s) or 
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IVC funding are not significantly different from each other, though they are both more likely 

to predict successful IPO compared to ventures starting with CVC or patent(s). The latter two 

are also not significantly different from each other. 

From an acquisition perspective, trademarks may be considered less valuable as the acquirer 

(if strategic) is likely to possess the resources and capabilities needed for commercialization. 

As an example, Santos & Eisenhardt (2009) find that ventures often seek out incumbents to 

gain access to marketing and distribution resources. Katila et al. (2008) also argue that 

incumbents likely place less strategic value on marketing resources and primarily place an 

emphasis on the technological development activity of the venture. We find evidence from the 

pairwise test on acquisition rates that ventures starting with patent(s) are more likely to predict 

acquisition than trademark(s), supporting this claim. In fact, trademark(s) first (4) is the 

definitive underperformer on acquisition rate as it is the only cluster with lower predicted exit 

rate than the baseline and is significantly less likely to predict acquisition compared to the 

remaining clusters. Interestingly, patent(s) first (3) is not significantly different from the 

baseline and less likely to predict acquisition compared to IVC first (1). It once again 

contradicts with the findings in previous literature on the positive attributes of pre-funding 

patenting. IVC first (1) and CVC first (2) are not significantly different from each other at this 

level.  

We further test the clusters across the two exit types to determine if there is statistical 

significance for the clusters being more (less) likely to predict IPO than an acquisition relative 

to the baseline. We find that ventures starting with either trademark(s) or IVC are significantly 

more likely to predict an IPO compared to an acquisition relative to the baseline. For those 

starting with CVC or patent(s), no difference prevailed. Adding some complexity and nuance 

may change this picture. In order to confirm this and add to the investigation on performance 

implications imposed by timing resource acquisition, we add an extra element to our sequences, 

thereby dividing them into 14 clusters. 

 

6.3.3 Two elements 

Since all ventures in our sample received VC funding at some point, a sequence cannot consist 

purely of IPR. Hence, when separating the clusters, we end up with four clusters starting with 

IVC and CVC, and three clusters starting with patent(s) and trademark(s), respectively. This 

also means that we now have a cluster serving as a counterpart to the baseline, CVC (4), in that 
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it also consists of ventures that exclusively received funding, but only in syndication between 

IVC- and CVC investors. 

Figure XVI: 
Sequence Overview – Two Elements 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample (excluding the baseline), distributed based on 

the order (horizontal axis) of the first two elements. The baseline constitutes all ventures with only IVC funding. 

The sample consists of 7,529 ventures presented in the figure (vertical axis). 
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Table IX: 
Regression Results – Two Elements 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition respectively and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the first two resource acquisitions. 

Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in the model, and the statistical significance 

is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations deviate compared to the clusters in scope. 

This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first observation perfectly predicts failure. 

  

We find that IVC-PAT (2) and IVC-TM (3) are the only clusters at the aggregate exit level that 

are significantly more likely to predict a successful exit than the baseline. Both start with IVC 

followed by IPR i.e. patent(s) and trademark(s), respectively. IVC-PAT (2) yield significant 

results both at the IPO and acquisition level while IVC-TM (3) is only more likely to predict an 

IPO. It indicates that though starting with IPR does not predict significantly different exit rates 

than the baseline, IPR still positively affects exit outcome and is valuable to pursue after 

investment to protect certain assets. Though the predictive margin on successful exit for IVC-

PAT (2) is 1.7 points higher than that of IVC-TM (3), testing the clusters against each other 

yields no significant difference. As IVC-PAT (2) has the highest predictive margin, we test it 

against all other clusters to determine its superiority. It exhibits a higher (and significant) 

likelihood to predict successful exit compared to the remaining clusters, except from TM-CVC 

(12). This also implies that IVC-CVC (1), the last cluster also starting with IVC funding, was 

not driving the relatively high exit rates predicted in section 6.3.1 on the first element. We find 

no proof that IVC-CVC (1) is significantly different from the baseline at any exit level in this 

section. Returning to the two relative over-performers, we test across exit types and find that 
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IVC-PAT (2) is not more likely to predict one over the other exit type relative to the baseline, 

indicating that ventures with patents do not hold strong associations with a specific exit route 

at this level of analysis. IVC-TM (3), on the other hand, is significantly more likely to predict 

an IPO compared to an acquisition relative to the baseline, which makes sense as we find no 

proof for difference from the baseline in the acquisition subset. Once again, this finding 

supports the positive association between trademarks and IPOs, as previously outlined. Testing 

IVC-TM (3) on IPO rate against all other clusters also confirms its strong predicted 

performance. All but one cluster have negative margins compared to IVC-TM (3), though only 

six clusters are significant. None of these include trademark(s) in the first two elements. 

Several other clusters are significantly more likely than the baseline to predict successful IPO. 

These include CVC (4), PAT-TM (10), TM-IVC (11) and TM-CVC (12). Interestingly, CVC 

outperforms its counterpart in the baseline on IPO rate by a predicted 4.5 points. In other words, 

IPR aside, investing with a CVC has a positive effect on IPO rate in excess of when no CVC 

participates. CVC only also means that no investment round was conducted without the 

involvement of one or more CVCs, indicating that the CVC may have been actively involved 

in the venture. Assuming this is the case, the positive significance is consistent with the theory 

that involvement is constructive for performance (Bottazzi et al., 2008). Moreover, a 

prerequisite for CVC involvement is goodwill in the objectives of the CVC, which is achieved 

when the CVC and the venture exhibit complementarity (Maula et al., 2009). If this is the case, 

CVCs may strive for IPOs, indirectly supporting the parent corporation by supporting the 

growth of complementary offerings. This objective, termed ‘demand enhancement’, has been 

cited as a common objective among CVCs (Kann, 2002). Along these lines, the TM-CVC (12) 

cluster is also significant and positive on IPO rate and holds the largest predictive margin at 

10.3 points over the baseline, emphasizing that CVC may in some cases be very attractive to 

pursue for IPO purposes. However, we also know from the literature that CVCs typically 

engage in later stages where the risk is lower and the likelihood of successful exit is higher, all 

else equal (Dushnitsky & Shapira, 2010; Sahlman, 1990). Nevertheless, these attributes are 

accounted for in the control variables, indicating that these clusters are still superior on IPO 

rate. Testing across exit types, both clusters are also significantly more likely to predict IPO 

compared to acquisition relative to the baseline. The opposite case seems to prevail for CVC-

IVC (5), which was the only cluster yielding a significantly lower predicted IPO rate than the 

baseline (and all other significant clusters). One might wonder why these findings prevail, and 

no adequate explanation can be provided within the bounds of this study. 
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Returning to PAT-TM (10) and TM-IVC (11), the other clusters predicting significantly higher 

IPO rates than the baseline, these are together with TM-CVC (12) all combinations of trademark 

with another element. It once again supports our findings and considerations on the relationship 

between trademarking and going public. PAT-TM (10) also supports the argument on IPR 

complementarity between patents and trademarks. While patents primarily protect 

technological invention, trademarks may signal the ability and intention to launch new products 

related to the invention, likely combining their positive attributes and enforcing their individual 

value and credibility (Chemmanur et al., 2019; Schwiebacher, 2009). Supporting this fact, 

Zhou et al. (2016) find that ventures applying for both IPR receive higher amounts of first-

round funding than those only applying for one of them. At this stage, it appears that the 

positive relationship translates into higher IPO rates as well. PAT-TM (10) is, however, almost 

10 points lower (and significant) than the baseline on acquisition rate. A consideration is 

whether this finding is attributed to one element or both. We remember that IVC-PAT (2) is 

significant on acquisition rate over the baseline while no significance was found on ventures 

starting with patents when observing the first element. We further find that no other cluster 

with patent application(s) in the two first elements is significantly less likely to predict 

acquisition compared to the baseline. Moreover, like for PAT-TM (10), TM-IVC (11) also 

predicts a significantly lower acquisition rate than the baseline and these are the only two 

clusters with that relationship. Our findings provide arguments to the conviction that trademark 

is driving the negative relationship in accordance with our considerations made in section 6.3.1 

on the first element. Moreover, we continue to observe ventures receiving IVC first as the 

predicted over-performers on successful exit outcomes. However, we uncovered that it only 

regards ventures subsequently pursuing IPR, as IVC-CVC (1) yielded insignificant margins at 

all levels. At this stage no clear picture is revealed for the timing of acquiring resources, except 

for the attractiveness of receiving IVC as the first element when followed by IPR. We proceed 

to add an additional element to the sequences. 

 

6.3.4 Three elements 

Adding yet another element to the sequences initially results in 46 clusters. We exclude clusters 

with low frequency and clusters with two-element sequences to focus on potential differences 

among more common yet distinct sequences. 
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Figure XVII: 
Sequence Overview – Three Elements 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample (excluding the baseline) with at least three 

elements and a frequency of n > 30, distributed based on the order (horizontal axis) of the first three elements. All 

sequences of shorter length are excluded. The baseline constitutes all ventures with only IVC funding. The final 

sample consists of 5,836 ventures presented in the figure (vertical axis). 
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Table X: 
Regression Results – Three Elements 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition respectively and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the first three resource acquisitions. 

Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in the model, and the statistical significance 

is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations deviate compared to the clusters in scope. 

This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first observation perfectly predicts failure. 

 

We begin to observe more clusters with positive predictive margins on successful exit 

compared to the baseline. Meanwhile, we have yet to observe any clusters with a negative and 

significant predictive margin. Out of the six clusters with positive significance, four of them 

start with IVC, and three of them are a continuation of our findings on two elements, namely 

IVC-PAT-TM (6), IVC-PAT-IVC (4) and IVC-TM-IVC (7). These findings confirm once again 

that some IVCs appear capable of executing on their investments, despite their investees not 

having IPR applications to signal the positive attributes of such observable resources. Despite 

this fact, they all applied for IPR at some point before exit. On average, roughly 30% of 

ventures in our sample receiving IVC first applies for IPR before exit (the majority of those 

not applying pertaining to the reference cluster). Our findings suggest that VCs supporting the 

protection of their portfolio ventures’ innovation and marketing efforts perform better than 

those who do not. However, given the conviction that IPR applications are considered credible 

signals of quality, especially in such high-technology sectors as software and hardware, the 

higher exit rates for these clusters may be associated with higher inherent quality of the 

ventures and not necessarily an effect of the resources acquired. The literature emphasizes that 

VCs can provide valuable experience in protecting IP (Seip et al., 2018), but if the value of the 
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IP does not cover the direct and indirect costs of protecting it, resources will likely focus their 

resources elsewhere (Graham et al., 2009). 

When testing the significant clusters against each other, we only observe two significant 

differences. IVC-PAT-TM (6) is more positively associated with exit than both IVC-PAT-IVC 

(4) and PAT-IVC-PAT (12). Ventures in the IVC-PAT-TM (6) cluster apply for both IPR as 

opposed to the other two clusters, once again supporting the complementarity between patents 

and trademarks that we observed on the predicted IPO rate of PAT-TM in the previous section 

on two elements. In terms of timing, however, the elements are acquired after IVC funding in 

the IVC-PAT-TM (6) cluster, as opposed to before funding for PAT-TM. PAT-TM is divided 

into PAT-TM-PAT (16) and PAT-TM-IVC (15) when adding the third element. These are 

insignificantly different from the baseline on overall exit at this level of analysis. Testing the 

clusters against each other, we further find that IVC-PAT-TM (6) is significantly more likely to 

predict overall exit than PAT-TM-IVC (15) and significantly more likely than both PAT-TM-

IVC (15) and PAT-TM-PAT (16) on acquisition rate. We also observe that PAT-TM-PAT (16) 

was driving the conclusion made on IPO rate when we investigated the first two elements as 

the predicted IPO rate on PAT-TM-IVC (15) is insignificantly different from the baseline. On 

overall exit outcome, IVC-PAT-TM (6) is not significantly more likely to predict a successful 

exit compared to IVC-TM-PAT (9), implying that the timing between the two IPR after IVC 

funding does not matter. It appears that adding complexity gives some nuance and at least to 

some degree, resource acquisition timing and the decision to pursue both IPR may predict 

success in exit outcomes. 

Apart from the usual suspects, two of the clusters more likely to predict an exit over the baseline 

involve CVC; PAT-IVC-CVC (11) and IVC-CVC-TM (3). The latter is only significant on 

overall exit, while the former is also positively associated with a higher acquisition rate. In fact, 

the predictive margin on PAT-IVC-CVC (11) is 13.5 points over the baseline – the highest of 

all the clusters. The only other cluster with CVC funding that is significantly different from the 

baseline at any exit level is IVC-CVC-IVC, which is positively associated with exit through 

acquisition. Other significant and positive clusters at the acquisition level include IVC-PAT-

TM (6), IVC-PAT-IVC (4) and PAT-IVC-PAT (12). Pairwise comparison shows that PAT-IVC-

CVC (11) is significantly more likely to predict acquisition than IVC-PAT-IVC (4) and PAT-

IVC-PAT (12). In terms of resources represented, their only difference is that PAT-IVC-CVC 

(11) receives CVC funding in one of the first three elements and the others do not. This finding 

may add backing to the discovery made by Hochberg et al. (2007), stating that ventures benefit 
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from being sponsored by IVCs that often invite CVCs into their syndicates for reasons related 

to their complementary resources. Moreover, while PAT-IVC-CVC (11) and IVC-CVC-IVC (1) 

are insignificantly different from each other on acquisition rate, both clusters are more likely 

to predict acquisition compared to IPO relative to the baseline. This once again highlights the 

contrasting exit outcomes in different clusters among ventures receiving CVC funding, whether 

this is related to their heterogeneity in ownership, governance, and strategic objectives or not. 

Turning to IPO, we observe that several clusters predict significantly higher performance than 

the baseline. Apart from IVC-PAT-TM (6) and PAT-TM-PAT (16), these include TM-IVC-TM 

(18), TM-IVC-PAT (17), IVC-PAT-IVC (4), IVC-TM-PAT (9), IVC-TM-IVC (7) and PAT-IVC-

TM (13). By testing the sequences pairwise, we find that PAT-TM-PAT (16) and IVC-TM-PAT 

(9) are both significantly more likely to predict an IPO compared to TM-IVC-TM, IVC-PAT-

IVC (4) and IVC-TM-IVC (7). PAT-IVC-TM (13) is also more likely to predict an IPO compared 

to IVC-PAT-IVC (4). The remaining clusters are insignificantly different from each other. Of 

the eight significant clusters, all but IVC-PAT-IVC (4) had trademarks present in the first three 

elements, and five of them had both IPR, supporting the complementarity between IPR at the 

IPO level and the claim in previous sections, that ventures benefit from protecting their 

marketing assets as they pursue an IPO. Conversely, we see that out of seven significant 

clusters in the acquisition regression, the three clusters significantly less likely to predict 

acquisition had IPR present two times in the first three elements and all had trademark(s) i.e. 

the opposite picture compared to the IPO regression. Moreover, trademark(s) only appears to 

have a positive impact once in the acquisition analysis in cluster IVC-PAT-TM (6), as 

previously mentioned. It seems to be the case that trademarks support IPOs and to some extent 

make acquisition less likely or at least have no overall impact on its likelihood. Moreover, it 

appears that at this stage, exit outcomes on IPO and acquisition are to some extent more driven 

by themes than by specific sequences, in that apart from the fact that IVC first appears to be 

the predicted overperformer, the presence of other elements matter more than their specific 

position in the sequence. 

Before turning to themes as our clustering technique, we continue to add complexity by adding 

a fourth element to investigate if our findings on three elements can be extrapolated to longer 

sequences. We further retain larger clusters with only three elements to clarify whether longer 

sequences are associated with higher exit rates. 
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6.3.5 Three or four elements 

Comparing all significant clusters at this stage becomes too cumbersome in the regression on 

IPO and acquisition, respectively. Hence, we limit our scope to the sequences that are 

significant at the aggregate exit level, while still emphasizing whether the significance of these 

sequences is attributed to IPOs, acquisitions or both. 

Figure XVIII: 
Sequence Overview – Three or Four Elements 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample (excluding the baseline) with minimum three 

and maximum four elements and a frequency of n > 30, distributed based on the order (horizontal axis) of the first 

three or four elements. All sequences of shorter length are excluded. The baseline constitutes all ventures with 

only IVC funding. The final sample consists of 5,172 ventures presented in the figure (vertical axis). 
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Table XI: 
Regression Results – Three or Four Elements 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition respectively and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the first three to four resource 

acquisitions. Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in the model, and the 

statistical significance is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations deviate compared to 

the clusters in scope. This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first observation perfectly 

predicts failure. 

  

We find that seven out of 26 clusters are significantly different from the baseline on overall 

exit rate, six of which start with IVC financing, supporting the argument previously made that 

differences may prevail among VC investors in their non-financial capabilities related to 

screening and treatment (Sørensen, 2007). Four of the significant clusters proceed to apply for 

patent(s) while two apply for trademark(s). The one cluster not starting with IVC financing is 

PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14), which was also significant in the previous section on three elements 

as PAT-IVC-PAT (13). Six clusters follow a pattern in which the ventures receive IVC and 

apply for IPR in turn e.g. IVC-PAT-IVC-PAT (5), while all of them have IVC appearing twice. 

This pattern clearly highlights the use of staged investments in VC to limit agency problems, 

by providing incentives in the form of additional funding upon the successful reach of certain 

milestones (Wang & Zhou, 2004). Confirming whether those milestones are related to IPR 

efforts lies outside the scope of our thesis. Testing the clusters pairwise, we find that IVC-TM-

IVC-PAT (9) is significantly more likely to predict a successful exit than IVC-PAT-IVC (3), 
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PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14), IVC-PAT-IVC-PAT (5) and IVC-TM-IVC-TM (10) on overall exit, 

none of which have both IPR present in the first four elements. All other (significant) clusters 

are insignificantly different from each other, including cluster IVC-PAT-TM-IVC (7), IVC-TM-

IVC-PAT (9) and IVC-PAT-IVC-TM (6), whose only difference is the order of the last three 

elements. Even though these clusters are insignificantly different from one another, we observe 

that the clusters with both IPR have higher predictive margins than those that do not, once 

again confirming the complementarity between patents and trademarks. These findings 

indicate, however, that the presence of IPR is more defining than the actual timing. Only one 

cluster (9) predicted significantly higher likelihood of successful exit compared to IVC-PAT-

IVC (3), indicating that longer sequences are not necessarily superior. 

Looking at the same clusters’ predicted IPO rate, we find that all but IVC-PAT-IVC (3) and 

PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14) are significantly more likely to exit through an IPO than the baseline. 

Both clusters lack trademark(s), while only IVC-PAT-IVC-PAT (5) still predicts higher exit 

rates, despite also not having trademark(s) present in the first four elements. We reached the 

same conclusion in the section on three elements. Interestingly, IVC-PAT-IVC-PAT (5) predicts 

higher IPO rate than the baseline while PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14) does not. The exact opposite 

is observed when focusing on acquisition rate where PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14) is the only cluster 

of interest significantly more likely to predict acquisition than the baseline. The two clusters 

are, however, not significantly different from each other on neither IPO nor acquisition. 

Comparing the seven clusters of interest on IPO, we find that IVC-TM-IVC-PAT (9) continues 

to outperform IVC-PAT-IVC (3), PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14) and IVC-PAT-IVC-PAT (5). At this 

subset, it is no longer significantly different from cluster IVC-TM-IVC-TM (10), the only cluster 

of interest having two trademark elements present. IVC-TM-IVC-TM (10) also predict higher 

IPO rate than IVC-PAT-IVC (3). 

As PAT-IVC-PAT-IVC (14) is the only cluster significantly more likely to predict exit through 

acquisition compared to the baseline, it appears that adding a fourth element to the sequences 

has little to no impact on acquisition rate in our model. Perhaps even a negative effect as we 

observed five significant and positive clusters when focusing on three elements in the previous 

section. This implies that acquisition is not necessarily obtained through variation in the 

resources acquired. It also implies that the significant differential in exit rate between the 

clusters and the baseline is driven by IPOs. We confirm this to some extent as IVC-PAT-IVC-

PAT (5), IVC-TM-IVC-PAT (9), and IVC-TM-IVC-TM (10) are more likely to predict IPO than 
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acquisition relative to the baseline. The other four clusters are insignificantly different between 

predicting one or the other. 

From a timing perspective, ventures pursuing IVC funding as the first resource acquisition 

appear to have the best prospects regarding exit outcomes. Subsequent IPR elements serve a 

complementary role regardless of the timing between them, though this effect only appears 

evident on predicted aggregate exit outcome and exit through IPO. Complementarity between 

IPR elements is also evident as ventures possessing both patent(s) and trademark(s) are the 

relative predicted over-performers. The opposite relationship exists at the acquisition level, 

where trademark(s) appear to have either no impact or negative impact on exit outcomes and 

patent(s) only show weak signs of complementarity. It may imply that exit through acquisition 

is reached through several ends and is not bound by a path-dependent sequence of resource 

acquisitions. A parallel in this conclusion can be drawn to the findings by Giot & 

Schwienbacher (2007), emphasizing that the hazard rate for acquisition exits is less time-

varying than for IPOs, which decrease in likelihood after a given holding period. Transferring 

this to our area of research, we find consistence in sequence patterns related to IPO exits, but 

not to acquisition exits. This is based on the observed amount of insignificant relationships 

between clusters at the acquisition level. 

Due to the exponentially increasing number of potential sequences, their decreasing frequency 

and the overall consistency in our findings as complexity is added, we terminate the analysis 

on specific sequences at this point and change focus to the themes and trends we have 

discovered so far. We group sequences based on the theme we intend to investigate, as outlined 

in section 5.4. 

6.3.6 IPR themes 

In this section, we focus on IPR themes by clustering sequences based on patents and 

trademarks, and their position compared to funding. We do not distinguish between IVC and 

CVC. In this section only, we consider the entire sequence of each venture in order to obtain 

the predictive margins based on the actual presence (or lack) of the given IPR. As an example, 

if a venture only received funding and patents in the first five elements, but applied for a 

trademark at any point thereafter, it is placed in the Funding before both IPR cluster, as opposed 

to the Funding before patent(s) cluster. All sequences consisting purely of a combination 

between IVC and CVC are grouped in a separate cluster (8). 
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Figure XIX: 
Sequence Overview – IPR Themes 

The figure provides an overview of all the sequences in the sample distributed based the positioning of IPR. The 

sample constitutes of 7,529 ventures all presented in the figure (vertical axis), excluding the ones pertaining to the 

baseline. The figure provides a maximum of 5 elements for each sequence (horizontal axis), clustered around the 

positioning and presence of IPR. 

 

 

Table XII: 
Regression Results – IPR Themes 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition respectively and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the theme of IPR acquisitions. 

Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in the model, and the statistical significance 

is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations deviate compared to the clusters in scope. 

This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first observation perfectly predicts failure. 
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We observe that the predictive margins over the baseline for sequences themed with VC 

followed by patent(s) (1) (hereafter denoted as VC-PAT) is 6.8 points, VC followed by 

trademark(s) (2) (hereafter denoted as VC-TM) is 5.5 points and VC followed by both IPR (3) 

(hereafter denoted as VC-IPRx-IPRy) is 7.5 points. These are the only clusters significantly 

more likely to predict exit compared to the baseline. Testing the clusters pairwise, VC-PAT (1) 

and VC-IPRx-IPRy (3), both of which contain ventures receiving VC first and having applied 

for patents at some point before exit, are also more likely to predict successful exit than the 

remaining clusters (4-8). VC-TM (2) only predicts higher exit rate than Trademark(s) before 

funding (5) (hereafter denoted as TM-VC), Both IPR before funding (6) (hereafter denoted as 

IPRx-IPRy-VC) and IVC/CVC combination (8) (hereafter denoted as IVC/CVC). Interestingly, 

this means that the predicted exit outcomes for the three clusters receiving VC first (1-3), are 

all higher than their reverse counterpart present in cluster 4-6. It also means that ventures 

receiving VC followed by only one of the two IPR (1 and 2) are predicted to successfully exit 

more often than those ventures pursuing Both IPR before funding (6). The same finding persists 

for ventures receiving VC followed by patent(s) (1) compared to ventures receiving VC between 

different IPR (7) (hereafter denoted as IPRx-VC-IPRy). Cluster 1-3 are insignificantly different 

from each other. 

In the IPO regression, we find that clusters 1-3 are still positively associated with IPO in excess 

of the baseline. VC-PAT (1) is still significantly more likely to predict IPO than its PAT-VC (4) 

counterpart and the IVC/CVC (8) cluster, but less likely compared to IPRx-VC-IPRy (7). VC-

TM (2) exhibits the same relationship to the three clusters, even though no significant difference 

was predicted at the overall exit level. The difference in IPO rate between VC-PAT (1) and 

IPRx-VC-IPRy (7) is striking, as we observed VC-PAT (1) to be the relative predicted 

overperformer at the aggregate exit level. It indicates that an inverse relationship exists between 

the two on IPO and acquisition, respectively. We conduct a pairwise test and confirm this 

relationship. The difference in their predictive margins is 4.9 points in favor of IPRx-VC-IPRy 

(7) on IPO rate while it is 8.6 points in favor of VC-PAT (1) on acquisition. The magnitude of 

the difference on acquisition explains why VC-PAT (1) is also significantly more likely to 

predict a successful exit at the aggregate level. IPRx-VC-IPRy (7) is, however, the only cluster 

that VC-IPRx-IPRy (3) is not significantly more likely to predict an IPO than. We can thereby 

confirm that applying for both IPR after first round of funding (3) has a significant and positive 

association with IPO compared to applying for both IPR before funding (6) as well as only 

applying for one of the two IPR (1, 2, 4 and 5). Despite the relationship between the ventures 
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applying for both IPR, IPRx-IPRy-VC (6) is still significant and positive on predicted IPO rate, 

and the three clusters (3, 6 and 7) have the highest predictive margins across the regression on 

IPO rate. We conduct a last pairwise test on cluster 6 and 7 to see if a ranked order can be 

established among the three, finding that they are insignificantly different from each other. 

Looking more broadly at the predicted acquisition rates, the margin of VC-PAT (1) is 3.5 points 

over the baseline and is the only positive cluster with statistical significance. Apart from IPRx-

VC-IPRy (7), it is also significantly more likely to predict acquisition than VC-IPRx-IPRy (3), 

TM-VC (5) and IPRx-IPRy-VC (6). The two latter clusters are also less likely to predict an 

acquisition exit compared to the baseline. It appears that while both IPR are valued for IPOs, 

that only counts (and only in some cases) for patents in acquisition exits. Drawing from 

previous arguments, it may imply that VC-backed ventures only invest in trademark 

applications when they are pursuing an IPO and/or that strategic acquirers place a lower 

premium on trademarks. As regards having both IPR present in the first three elements, VC-

IPRx-IPRy (3) is still significantly more likely to predict acquisition than IPRx-IPRy-VC (6). We 

conclude that this relationship persists on all three levels of analysis. If VCs are willing to pay 

premiums for ventures with both IPR present pre-funding, as Zhou et al. (2016) suggest, then 

they may also demand higher valuations at exit. Conversely, VCs having funded ventures with 

innovative technologies and a product/service portfolio that is (or eventually becomes) worth 

protecting but has yet to be filed for, may have an easier time obtaining a satisfactory rate of 

return and as a consequence be more inclined to experience a successful exit. This 

consideration may provide explanation for our findings, but confirming it lies outside the scope 

of this thesis. 

We also test across exit types and find that cluster VC-TM (2) and VC-IPRx-IPRy (3) are 

significantly more likely to predict an IPO as opposed to an acquisition relative to the baseline, 

both of which include ventures applying for trademark(s) at some point before exit. VC-PAT 

(1), on the other hand, is not significantly more likely to predict one or the other. We support 

our conjecture made previously, that ventures with only patent(s) hold weaker are less inclined 

to exit through a specific route compared to ventures with trademark(s). 

Lastly, we observe that clusters 1-3 are all insignificantly different from IVC/CVC (8) on 

acquisition rate, while they were all more likely to predict an IPO. It may either be related to 

the sponsors themselves or the fact that no IPR was applied for by these ventures. To further 

investigate this phenomenon, we turn to funding themes in the next analysis, putting an 
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emphasis on the distinctiveness of IVC versus CVC investors and the complementarity 

between sponsor and IPR. 

6.3.7 Sponsor themes 

In the previous section, we exhausted the data sample by clustering all ventures based on IPR 

position, regardless of the number of elements they had in their sequence. In the following 

section, we focus only on those ventures that have a sequence of at least three elements and 

cluster them only based on those elements. This means that a venture having applied for both 

patent(s) and trademark(s) are only clustered accordingly, if both applications took place as 

one of the first three distinct resource acquisitions. Moreover, we cluster the ventures based on 

the position of IVC and CVC funding, respectively. In cases where ventures received both 

CVC and IVC funding, we give priority to the CVC in order to keep the clusters mutually 

exclusive. We exclude ventures that did not receive funding as one of the first three elements 

in their respective sequences. 

Figure XX: 
Sequence Overview – Sponsor Themes 

The figure provides an overview of the sequences in the sample, distributed based the positioning of the sponsor. 

The sample constitutes of 5,931 ventures all presented in the figure (vertical axis), excluding the ones pertaining 

to the baseline. The figure provides a maximum of 3 elements for each sequence (horizontal axis), clustered around 

the sponsor characteristics. In cases with both sponsor types, priority is given to the CVC. 
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Table XIII: 
Regression Results – Sponsor Themes 

The table contains the estimated Probit model, model 1. The dependent variable is successful exit, IPO, and 

acquisition respectively and are based on the sample data from 1985-2015. The margins are dy/dx, the discrete 

change from the baseline. The independent variables are the clusters based on the theme of sponsor position in 

the order of resource acquisitions. Margins and standard error (in parentheses) are given for each variable in the 

model, and the statistical significance is denoted at 1%***, 5%**, and 10%*. The number of observations deviate 

compared to the clusters in scope. This is due to the regression dropping observation when Year of first 

observation perfectly predicts failure. 

  

We find that cluster IVC first (1), IVC middle (2), IVC first and last (4) and CVC last (7) are 

significantly more likely to predict a successful exit compared to the baseline. Cluster 1 has the 

highest predictive margin at 11.3 points over the baseline and among the relative over-

performers, its exit rate is also significantly higher than that of cluster 2. This finding is in line 

with our discovery from the IPR theme clustering and to a large extent also in previous sections, 

where funding followed by both IPR is significantly more likely to predict exit compared to all 

clusters starting with an IPR. However, we did not distinguish between IVC and CVC funding 

in the IPR theme clustering. Doing so provides us with further insight on the distinctiveness of 

financial sponsors where at this level of analysis, CVC first (5) is not significant at the overall 

exit level, whereas CVC last (7) is – the opposite relationship compared to ventures only 

receiving funding from IVC sponsors. We test IVC first (1) versus IVC last (3) and likewise 

for CVC, finding that the exit differential is only significant between the IVC clusters. This 

relationship was likely driving the finding on all three levels of analysis in section 6.3.6 on IPR 

themes, showing that funding before both IPR predicted significantly higher exit rates than 

both IPR before funding. IVC first (1) is also significantly more likely to predict a successful 

exit compared to CVC first (5). It further appears that at this level of analysis, CVC has a lower 

overall association with exit compared to IVC as only one CVC cluster is significant and 

positive compared to the baseline. 
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Segregating exit into its two component parts, we see that our findings on the aggregate exit 

rate persists on IPO for IVC first (1), IVC middle (2), and IVC first and last (3). IVC first (1) 

once again has the highest predictive margin at 9.6 points over the baseline and is also 

significantly more likely to predict an IPO exit compared to IVC middle (2) and IVC first and 

last (4). It is noteworthy that at this level, CVC first (5) is also significant and positive, which 

may add explanation as to why CVC last (7) was not significantly more likely to predict a 

successful exit when comparing the two on overall exit outcome. They are also insignificantly 

different from each other on IPO rate. However, among the CVC clusters, CVC first (5) is 

positive and significantly associated with IPO in excess of both CVC middle (6) and CVC first 

and last (8). We previously made discoveries on ventures starting with CVC financing, finding 

that when observing the first two elements (section 6.3.3), receiving CVC followed by IVC 

funding has a significant and negative association with exit through IPO, compared both to the 

baseline and across exit types. Moreover, in that regression, CVC followed by either patent(s) 

or trademark(s) has no significant relationship with any of the exit types. We observe that 

findings made at the theme level where sequences are grouped, are not necessarily consistent 

with those made at the distinct sequence level when focusing on CVC, and that differences 

unfold in longer sequences despite starting with the same resource. For this same reason, we 

are unable to provide explanation as to why receiving CVC first in a sequence of at least three 

elements yields a significantly higher IPO rate than the baseline, the second highest in the 

regression, or why it is not the case for cluster CVC first and last (8).  

Proceeding to the acquisition regression, we discover that only IVC first and last (4) predicts a 

significantly higher acquisition rate than the baseline. This finding is consistent with the 

discoveries made previously that the presence of both IPR elements generally have little to no 

impact on predicting higher acquisition rates than the baseline in our model. We test cluster 4 

against all other clusters and find that it also has a positive and significant association with 

acquisition in excess of IVC last (3) and CVC first (5). This finding has two implications; it 

once again provides evidence for the relatively lower exit rates on IPO and acquisition for 

ventures applying for both IPR before receiving IVC funding (cluster 3). However, we find no 

significant difference in acquisition rate across the other clusters with a combination of IVC 

funding and IPR (cluster 1-4). It further implies that CVC first (5) generally has a higher 

association with exit through IPO compared to acquisition relative to the baseline, as its 

predictive margin was 6.7 points over the baseline in the IPO subset, but is 7.2 points below 
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the baseline in the acquisition subset. We test this relationship and confirm that it is statistically 

significant.  

We can conclude from these findings that resource acquisition timing, and strategy with the 

resources pursued, have an impact on exit rates in coherence with our previous findings. 

However, we also find that from a CVC standpoint, when grouping sequences based on 

sponsor, no specific timing conclusion can be drawn. Nevertheless, we observe that CVC last 

is significant and positive compared to the baseline on an aggregate exit level, while the same 

relationship exists for CVC first compared to the baseline on exit through IPO. No significant 

difference appeared between CVC clusters. 

 

6.3.8 Regression conclusion 

Throughout the regression analysis, we find that the likelihood of a successful exit increases 

when ventures obtain IVC funding as their first resource acquisition and subsequently pursue 

IP protection. The timing aspect between patents and trademarks is less relevant, while from a 

strategy perspective, both should be acquired to enhance the likelihood of a successful exit. 

We started out by investigating whether predicted exit outcomes differ for ventures receiving 

funding versus IPR as the first observation of resource acquisition. We found that receiving 

funding first was more likely to predict both a successful exit and an exit through acquisition 

while the two clusters were insignificantly different on IPO. Segregating the elements into 

IVC/CVC and patents/trademarks, we found ventures starting with IVC to be significantly 

more likely to predict an exit and an IPO compared to the rest except for trademarks at the IPO 

level. Starting with trademark(s), however, proved to be associated with significantly lower 

exits through acquisition than the other three. Turning to two elements, we found cluster IVC-

PAT and IVC-TM to be the only clusters significantly more likely to predict a successful exit 

compared to the baseline. While IVC-PAT was insignificantly different in the likelihood of 

predicting either an IPO or an acquisition, IVC-TM showed a significant likelihood towards 

IPO compared to acquisition relative to the baseline. From an IPO perspective, four clusters 

with trademark(s) in combination with other elements proved to be significantly more likely to 

predict this outcome compared to the baseline, two of which had an inverse relationship at the 

acquisition level. In this regression, the only other cluster besides IVC-PAT that was significant 

and positive compared to the baseline was CVC-IVC. General trends for all four elements 

should prove to persist to a large extent throughout the analysis; (1) relative over-performance 
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of clusters starting with IVC funding, (2) disperse findings for ventures starting with CVC and 

relative under-performance compared to ventures starting with IVC, (3) an (overall) inverse 

relationship between IPO and acquisition exits for ventures starting with trademark(s), and (4) 

the relative insignificance at all exit levels for ventures starting with patent(s), yet, as a strong 

supportive resource when ventures have received IVC first. However, their combinations 

provided nuance to the findings. 

Adding another element, IVC-PAT-TM and IVC-PAT-IVC were significantly more likely to 

predict a successful exit at all three levels, yet with a larger disposition for acquisition compared 

to IPO. IVC-TM-IVC was significantly more likely to predict successful exit and IPO compared 

to the baseline, while PAT-IVC-CVC was significantly more likely to predict successful exit 

and acquisition. IVC-CVC-TM was only positive and significantly associated with successful 

exit at the overall exit level. On the timing of IPR when pursued upon receiving IVC funding, 

we found no proof of whether patents should be acquired prior to trademarks or vice versa. 

Segregating further, we found seven clusters with positive and significant predictive margins, 

of which six started with IVC. Pairwise tests proved that clusters containing both patent(s) and 

trademark(s), were insignificantly different from each other, yet IVC-TM-IVC-PAT was 

significantly more likely to predict a successful exit outcome compared to several clusters with 

only one of the two IPR. We concluded that IVC as the first element matters from a timing 

perspective, while pursuing both IPR after IVC matters only from a strategy perspective.  

Lastly, by investigating themes based on IPR, we found that VC followed by either patent(s), 

trademark(s) or both, to a large extent showed to be significantly more likely to predict a 

successful exit compared to the remaining clusters, thereby including their reverse 

counterparts. Moreover, VC followed by only one of the two IPR proved to be outperforming 

the cluster where both patent(s) and trademark(s) were acquired pre-investment. This backed 

the conclusion that predicted exit rates are higher when IPR follows funding. However, the 

timing between IPR is still unclear, which is why the resource acquisition strategy matters more 

in that relationship. Clustering the sequences by sponsor type and position, we found that CVC 

has little timing disposition, as the four CVC clusters are insignificantly different from each 

other at the aggregate exit level. We found that compared to the baseline, only ventures 

receiving CVC funding as the last element in the framework are more likely to experience a 

successful exit, contradicting with the disposition for funding first among IVC-sponsored 

ventures. Lastly, we found that IVC first still predicts a higher exit rate than CVC first, 
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confirming that sponsor type matters in its likelihood of predicting successful exit outcomes. 

The overall conclusion for the regression results imply that timing of resource acquisition holds 

predictive power as the first element while resource acquisition strategy is determinant 

afterwards. 

 

6.4 Robustness check 

Throughout the regression results, differences between sections, sequences, and exit types have 

appeared. Model 1 identified that the timing and strategy of resource acquisition to some extent 

explains the predicted likelihood of successful exit. However, only controlling for total 

observations and not its component parts, implies that factors other than resource acquisition 

timing may still have an influence on the findings. Consequently, Model 2 differs from Model 

1 in that it unfolds the general count of “total observations” into its component parts; IVC 

rounds, CVC rounds, patents, and trademarks. The model is defined in equation (4), (5) and (6) 

of section 5.3.4. As presented in the correlational results, we observe significant and varying 

correlations between the model variables and exit outcome, implying that the relationships and 

findings from Model 1 could be subject to changes in Model 2. The purpose of changing the 

model is to create a robustness check and to understand whether the findings are sensitive to 

more elaborate model specifications. We will therefore only focus on the clusters with a 

significant association to successful exit at the aggregate level compared to the baseline in 

Model 1, as well as the relationships between these clusters. 

When applying Model 2 on our data, we find that clusters are affected to various extents. In 

general, the imposed effect by unfolding the observation count influence clusters negatively 

compared to the baseline on IPO while positively on acquisition. As a result, we find that most 

clusters become more likely to predict an acquisition exit compared to an IPO exit, relative to 

the baseline. The regression tables from Model 2 are presented in Appendix 4, table A2-A8, 

while the entire regression output with associated tests are presented in Appendix 5. 

We confirm the findings on funding versus IPR from Model 1, meaning that funding first is 

significantly more likely to predict an exit compared to IPR first and the baseline with Model 

2. Looking at the segregation of the first element, we again find the same results as with Model 

1. IVC first is significantly more likely to predict a successful exit compared to the baseline 

and the other clusters. In section 6.3.3 on two elements with Model 1, both IVC-PAT and IVC-

TM are significantly more likely to predict a successful exit compared to the baseline, while 
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this association only holds for IVC-PAT with Model 2. In section 6.3.4 on three elements, we 

find that cluster PAT-IVC-CVC, IVC-CVC-TM, IVC-PAT-TM, IVC-PAT-IVC, IVC-TM-IVC, 

and PAT-IVC-PAT are significantly more likely to predict a successful exit compared to the 

baseline with Model 1. However, with Model 2, only cluster IVC-PAT-TM and IVC-TM-IVC 

hold that predictive power. This supports the finding that clusters have become more even in 

their predictive abilities towards a successful exit. Interestingly, we find from section 6.3.5 on 

three or four elements, that IVC-TM-IVC is driven by IVC-TM-IVC-PAT, as this is the only 

cluster significantly more likely to predict a successful exit at 21.8 points over the baseline. 

We thus confirm the complementarity in applying for both IPR. Testing the significant clusters 

from Model 1with both IPR present (IVC-TM-IVC-PAT, IVC-PAT-TM-IVC, and IVC-PAT-

IVC-TM), Model 2 show no significant difference between them, implying that the timing 

between patents and trademarks is still irrelevant when following an IVC investment. Turning 

towards IPR themes, we find that cluster funding before patent(s), funding before trademark(s), 

and funding before both IPR are positive and significantly associated with a successful exit 

compared to the baseline in both models. With Model 2, we additionally find that cluster 

funding between two different IPR becomes significantly more likely to predict a successful 

exit compared to the baseline. Lastly, in section 6.3.7 on sponsor themes, we find once again 

that clusters have become more even. Model 2 only predicts cluster IVC first to be significantly 

more likely to predict a successful exit compared to the baseline. With model 1 that finding 

also applies to IVC middle, IVC first and last, and CVC last. 

Testing the relationships between clusters, we find evidence for the conclusion that the 

predictive abilities of the clusters become more even. Multiple relationships among clusters 

become insignificant, implying that no statistical difference prevail in their likelihood of 

predicting a successful exit. This entails that the timing of resource acquisition proposed with 

Model 2 has less impact on a successful exit outcome than proposed with Model 1. However, 

returning to the purpose of checking for robustness in our findings with Model 1, we find that 

the general conclusion from Model 2 is coherent with Model 1. That is, IVC as the first resource 

acquisition predicts the highest and most consistent likelihood for a successful exit when 

followed by IPR. It appears that applying for IPR serves a complementary role in increasing 

the likelihood of predicting a successful exit, though more from the perspective of resource 

acquisition strategy as opposed to timing. In other words, no clear evidence is found as to 

whether patents should be applied for prior to trademarks or vice versa. The findings are, 

however, sensitive to changes and to some degree dependent on the model specifications. 
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7. Discussion and Limitations 

In the following sections we discuss our findings and their implications. We reflect on 

unobservable factors that may have played a role as we contrast our findings to previous 

literature on exit outcomes in entrepreneurial finance. We further scrutinize our methodological 

approach and the applicability of sequence analysis on our topic. Lastly, we review limitations 

that might question the generalizability of our findings. 

7.1 Venture perspective 

In our findings, we predict that the optimal route to successful exit from a resource acquisition 

timing perspective is associated with receiving IVC as the first resource and from a resource 

acquisition strategy perspective to subsequently pursue patent(s) and trademark(s) with no clear 

evidence on the appropriate timing of these IPR. However, the road from acknowledging this 

to acting upon it is long and paved. Under the assumption that IPR applications in high-

technology sectors are in fact credible signals of quality (Mann & Sager, 2007), these resources 

must be developed through time-consuming and path-dependent processes in order to create a 

competitive advantage (Dierickx & Cool, 1989; Barney, 1991). The higher predicted exit rates 

are therefore likely to be associated with higher inherent quality of the ventures and not 

necessarily an effect of the resource acquisition timing and strategy. Our results also confirm 

the complementarity between patent(s) and trademark(s). Trademarks may complement patents 

in that inventions do not speak for themselves but benefit from the support of brands to 

communicate with customers (Schwiebacher & Müller, 2009). Conversely, patents may 

increase the effect of trademarks by strengthening their function as legal anchors of brands 

(Zhou et al., 2016). We support that these complementarities seem to translate into increased 

likelihood of successful exit. However, that still provides little explanation as to why predicted 

exit rates are higher among ventures with IPR applications after funding as opposed to before 

funding.  

We know from the literature that a positive relationship exists between IPR applications and 

pre-money valuation (e.g. Cockburn & MacGarvie, 2009; Zhou et al., 2016). In other words, 

investors are willing to pay a premium on ventures with pending IPR applications. However, 

the impact on valuation is most profound in early stage rounds where information asymmetry 

is highest (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008; Block et al., 2014). The “informational role” that IPR serves 

as a signaling device to convey quality attributes is therefore likely to be high before funding, 

whereas the “protective role”, as a means for enabling better future financial performance likely 
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becomes the larger area of interest after funding (Chemmanur et al., 2019). However, IPR also 

serves as signals of quality to exit markets, emphasizing the multiple roles both pre- and post-

funding. In continuation hereof, studies also show that among VC-backed ventures, pre-

funding patenting rates are higher than post-funding, though the value of those filed post-

funding is higher (Metrick & Yasuda, 2011). This may imply that fewer and more valuable 

IPR applications are filed among those ventures in our sample receiving IVC funding before 

applying for IPR, as opposed to the reverse order. When controlling for these effects in our 

regressions, it will have a larger negative impact on sequences starting with patent(s) or 

trademark(s). Comparing the clusters in section 6.3.2 on the first element, we observe from 

table XIV that the median number of total IPR applications is two for ventures starting with 

IVC and three for ventures starting with patent(s) or trademark(s), respectively. So far, we can 

confirm that there is a possibility that differences to some extent are associated with quantity 

in IPR applications. An open question remains as to whether the difference is also associated 

to quality. 

Table XIV: 
Additional Statistics – First Element 

Table XIV provides additional statistics of the sample with a breakdown on ventures receiving IVC first, CVC 

first, Patent(s) first, and Trademark(s) first. The data covers VC-backed ventures operating in the software and 

hardware industries in the United States from 1985-2015. 

 
 

In continuation of the comparison above, we make the discovery that despite differences in 

total IPR applications, the median number of total observations is six for all three clusters. 

Implicitly, the total number of investment rounds must be lower for ventures receiving patent(s) 

or trademark(s) first. According to literature, monitoring and VC staging (i.e. incentivizing) 

can to some extent be seen as substitutes (Tian, 2011). However, just like monitoring comes 

with a cost, investing in a larger number of rounds is associated with greater contracting costs, 

negotiation costs and other costs. According to the author, VC firms are therefore more likely 
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to invest in higher quality ventures requiring less monitoring by using a smaller number of 

investment rounds. As we have established, IPR applications signal higher venture quality, 

implying that ventures with IPR applications prior to funding will have fewer stages of IVC 

investments as opposed to those who do not. We confirm that ventures applying for either 

patent(s) or trademark(s) first have a median of two investment rounds, whereas ventures 

receiving IVC first have a median of four rounds. This brings us back to the status quo as the 

quantity of observations is the same for ventures starting with IVC, patent(s) and trademark(s). 

In other words, IPR applications prior to first round of IVC funding seem to substitute (to some 

extent) for staging of investments, by decreasing information asymmetries in coherence with 

theory and research (Gompers, 1995; Dahiya & Ray, 2011). Differences in their correlation 

with successful exit does however still exist, which is why we adjusted for these differences in 

Model 2. Our results on the superiority in positive exit outcomes when receiving IVC funding 

as the first resource, still prevailed. 

One final perspective on the relationship between ventures receiving IVC first and ventures 

receiving IPR first concerns the valuation upon successful exit. As we established, investors 

pay a premium on ventures with IPR applications present to signal their quality, and the value 

of these signals diminish in subsequent rounds as informational asymmetries decrease. There 

is even the risk that the IPR is not granted. Moreover, IPR can serve as quality signals without 

directly enhancing productivity, provided that the signaling costs give indication of “quality 

types” e.g. as evidence that the venture is well-managed (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008). In the 

opposite case (receiving IVC first), it seems reasonable to make the argument that no (or a 

smaller) premium is paid for ventures with valuable IP, which has yet to be fully developed 

and/or filed protection for. When it does, however, it is likely that it has a positive effect on 

valuation, as previously outlined. All else equal, investors may in these cases have an easier 

time achieving the required rate of return and thereby relatively higher chances of exiting 

successfully, than those investors having to recoup the premium paid for ventures with IPR 

applications prior to funding. It is in this case arguably favorable from an investor perspective 

to select ventures with valuable IP, which has yet to be filed for. However, all VC firms might 

not have the abilities to successfully do so. This brings us to another discussion on the 

heterogeneity in VC investors’ ability to source high-quality deals and nurture those ventures 

to success. 
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7.2 VC firm perspective 

Another causality concern known to have profound impact on performance is the 

characteristics of the investor. VCs are highly heterogenous in their endowments of non-

financial capital, which has consistently been found to impact performance and exit outcomes 

due to their differences in selection abilities and value-added services (e.g. Sørensen, 2007; 

Hochberg et al., 2007). Based on the regression results, we proclaim that on exit outcomes, 

some IVCs appear to be good at spotting promising ventures without IPR to convey their 

quality, and subsequently support them in pursuing IP protection. We emphasize once more, 

that it implies that the inherent quality may have been present prior to funding. After all, though 

the literature stresses the valuable support VC firms can provide in protecting IP, if there is 

nothing worth protecting (or the marginal benefit is too low), their financial resources and 

value-added services will likely be focused elsewhere (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008). This suggests 

that in our sample, the investors in these ventures may have been capable of spotting valuable 

IP pre-investment and subsequently support its nurture and protection, supporting the findings 

in previous studies. Higher-quality VC firms are not only able to source higher-quality deals, 

they are also better at supporting their portfolio companies (Sørensen, 2007). Their advantage 

is multiplied as ventures are also more inclined to choose high-reputation VC firms, even if it 

comes at a cost of a lower valuation (Hsu, 2004). In other words, there may be a bias in VC 

firm characteristics among the clusters as spotting quality ventures and supporting them in their 

protection of valuable IP may be an easier task for more experienced VC firms compared to 

the less experienced ones. The apparent overperformance in successful exit outcomes among 

those ventures receiving IVC first followed by IPR can therefore perhaps be explained not by 

timing but by the unobservable heterogeneity in abilities among VC firms. An open question 

thus remains as to whether our findings are sensitive to such VC characteristics. 

We do not infer that less experienced VC firms are then always investors in ventures having 

applied for IPR before funding. In fact, some studies suggest that more experienced VC firms 

may value IPR higher than their less experienced counterparts due to superior complementarity 

between the resources of the venture and the experienced VC firm e.g. specialized legal 

counsel, collaborative commercialization partners and professionalization of business 

processes, which can enhance the value of entrepreneurial patenting (Hsu & Ziedonis, 2008; 

Hellmann & Puri, 2002). However, due to higher search costs among less experienced VC 

firms, we argue that they are also (and perhaps even more) inclined to pursue ventures with 

credible signals of quality, such as IPR, the difference thus being the premium the investor 
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place on the signal. We merely suggest that the proportion of more experienced investors in 

the clusters with ventures receiving IVC first followed by IPR, may be higher due to their 

superior selection abilities and value-added services. Incorporating information on the 

characteristics of lead VC firms in each venture e.g. fund size or prior investment experience 

(Metrick & Yasuda, 2011; Gompers, 1996), would enable us to investigate this hypothesis and 

elaborate on their causality effects imposed on the timing of resource acquisition. 

One central VC firm characteristic that we do account for in this study is ownership i.e. whether 

the investor is an IVC or a CVC. We observe in the summary statistics, that the average exit 

rate among CVC-sponsored ventures is 46% as opposed to 31% among ventures funded only 

by IVCs. This finding is consistent with previous literature concluding that CVCs generally 

perform well on exit outcomes, though the difference in our sample is conspicuous (Gompers 

& Lerner, 1998; Park & Steensma, 2012). Yet, we observe relatively few instances where our 

model predicts significantly higher exit rates among ventures backed by CVC investors, 

compared to the baseline. That initially raises a concern regarding the predictive power of our 

model. However, the literature highlights numerous differences between the two investor types, 

the most profound ones relating to governance and objectives. Whereas IVCs serve to 

maximize the financial gain of their limited partners (Sahlman, 1990), CVCs generally serve 

to maximize the strategic value created for its corporate parent (Dushnitsky, 2012). Due to the 

inherently different ownership structure, CVC autonomy is often limited and accompanied by 

a lack of performance-based pay (Dushnitsky & Shapira, 2010). This structure impedes risk-

taking, and thus motivates syndication and opting for larger deals in later stages. The lower 

risk is reflected in the discount rates that VCs apply in valuing a venture. These are high in 

early stages but drops in later stages, reflecting the increased likelihood of success (Sahlman, 

1990). As outlined in the summary statistics of section 6.1.2, the median equity is close to 3 

times larger for CVC-backed ventures as opposed to ventures only backed by IVC investors 

($17.5 million versus $6 million). Further, they received more funding in later-stage rounds 

(67% versus 50%) and the median syndicate size was more than twice as large (5 versus 2). 

Therefore, it is no surprise that from a risk-return perspective, CVCs ought to exit more often 

than IVCs (Markovitz, 1952). Moreover, larger investments are more likely to go public 

(Cumming & Johan, 2008), supporting why CVC-backed ventures are exited more often 

through IPOs than IVC-backed ventures in our data sample. Hence, we argue that the control 

variables are rightfully in place, allowing for the timing of resource acquisition to show whether 

a cluster predicts higher likelihood of successful exit or not, as opposed to investment specific 
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characteristics. On the other hand, we acknowledge that not all CVC investors are the same. 

They may in fact be more heterogenous than IVC investors, due to differences in the resource 

base of their corporate parent and governance structure of the CVC program, which is rather 

uniform among IVC firms. This might explain why our findings on CVC-backed ventures are 

less consistent and sometimes contradicting. We now reflect on those findings.  

In section 6.3.3 on two elements, we found that the CVC only and TM-CVC clusters predicted 

significantly higher IPO outcomes than the baseline. In fact, TM-CVC had the highest predicted 

IPO rate at 10.3 points over the baseline, while on acquisition its margin was 9.4 points below 

the baseline. The same relationship was observed for the CVC first cluster in section 6.3.7 on 

sponsor themes. Similar for the three clusters is that their first round of funding all included a 

CVC investor. This may contradict with the notion that CVCs generally invest in later stages 

to avoid risk-taking. Investigating this hypothesis on the aforementioned clusters, table XV 

confirms that while ventures in the CVC first cluster still have a smaller average share of early-

stage rounds compared to the sample mean, the average share of early stage rounds for the 

clusters CVC only and TM-CVC is higher than the sample average. The ventures in these 

clusters also more closely reflect the sample median on both equity and syndicate size. It 

appears that CVCs do not always shy away from investing in early-stage ventures. Supporting 

this finding, the literature suggests that when CVCs are structured like IVCs, the two 

counterparts engage in practices that are not much different from each other (i.e. earlier stages 

and smaller syndicates), and that it has a positive impact on financial performance (Dushnitsky 

& Shapira, 2010). Though we are unable to confirm that different governance structures are at 

stake, these considerations may support our findings on the predicted likelihood of successful 

exit outcome 

Table XV: 
Additional Statistics – CVC Characteristics 

Table XV provides additional statistics characteristics of the CVC clusters pertaining to section 6.3.3 on two 

elements as well as the CVC first cluster in section 6.3.7 on sponsor themes. The data covers VC-backed ventures 

operating in the software and hardware industries in the United States from 1985-2015. 
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Another consideration regarding the CVC only cluster is that for all ventures in this cluster, no 

investment round took place without the involvement of a CVC investor. Without information 

on their equity stake to confirm it, we postulated that this may imply that CVC investors were 

actively involved in these ventures. Bottazzi et al. (2008) claim that active involvement by VC 

investors has a positive impact on performance. However, CVCs are often constrained in their 

active involvement as the fear of misappropriation generally makes ventures wary of allowing 

them to gain influence (Katila et al., 2008). For that same reason, studies invariably find that 

the most rewarding CVC investments are based on complementarity between the venture and 

the corporate parent, and that it increases the chances of an IPO exit (Park & Steensma, 2012). 

Moreover, when a complementary relationship exists, the venture may also be more inclined 

to allow CVCs to invest in earlier stages, despite ventures being more vulnerable to 

misappropriation in those stages (Masulis & Nahata, 2009). It is therefore likely that a 

complementary relationship existed between ventures in the three clusters and their CVC 

sponsor(s). By supporting the growth of complementary offerings, the CVCs are indirectly 

supporting the demand for the offerings of their corporate parent. This argument is consistent 

with the finding by Kann (2002) who surveyed 100 CVCs ranking ‘demand enhancement’ to 

be one of their primary objectives. Conversely, if the venture is offering competing 

products/services, it makes it very unlikely that the CVC investor would exit the venture 

through an IPO, further supporting this claim. Generally speaking, the only logical choice in 

this case would be to acquire the venture if it was unable to appropriate its offerings without 

doing so. 

Contrary to the reflections made above on the positive relationship between CVCs and IPOs, 

we also observed clusters with CVC-backed ventures that predicted exit through acquisition to 

be significantly more likely than exit through IPO. The CVC-IVC cluster predicted this 

relationship in section 6.3.3 on two elements, and so did the IVC-CVC-IVC cluster in section 

6.3.4 on three elements. Moreover, the PAT-IVC-CVC cluster was insignificant compared to 

the baseline on IPO rate while it had the highest margin (13.5 points) over the baseline on 

acquisition. One might wonder if this phenomenon is the result of the CVC investing in the 

venture to get a window on a potential acquisition (Alter & Buchsbaum, 2000). An empirical 

example is the study on 61 corporate investors from 1987 to 2003 by Benson & Ziedonis 

(2010), in which the authors find that one of every five ventures acquired was a portfolio 

company of the acquirer’s CVC unit. However, several surveys find this objective to be ranked 

lowest due to the inherent tension related to the acquirer versus investor role (Dushnitsky, 
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2012). Another explanation, again related to demand enhancement, is the pressure that CVCs 

may impose on portfolio ventures to sell out to interested acquirers in order to speed up 

commercialization of complementary offerings (Gompers & Lerner, 2000). In this case, the 

likelihood of successful exit may be biased towards acquisition among CVC-backed ventures 

as their corporate investor(s) may exit them at stages of development or at valuations that IVCs 

would not. Masulis & Nahata (2011) find proof for this consideration as acquisitions of CVC-

backed ventures in their study are related to higher acquirer announcement returns, indicating 

suboptimal target purchase prices. They also explain it as a probable result of the lack of 

performance-based pay in CVC programs, making directors less inclined to maximize the 

financial gain and more risk averse and anxious to exit their investments. However, in our 

sample no CVC invested without the presence of an IVC, making it less likely that the IVC 

would agree to exit the venture prematurely. Investigating acquirer identity and CVC 

governance structures could potentially add further insight regarding differing strategies in 

resource acquisition timing and its impact on performance and innovation of the venture, and 

in continuation thereof, on the strategic value creation for the corporate parent. 

One final consideration is whether these outcomes rather pertain to the characteristics of the 

IVC(s) in those syndicates as opposed to the CVC(s). Hochberg et al. (2007) find that ventures 

benefit from being backed by IVCs that often invite CVCs into their syndicates. These 

relationships can support the venture with valuable suppliers, customers or strategic alliance 

partners. In their study, they state that no CVC actually invested in the deals, it was merely the 

relationships to CVCs held by the IVC that mattered. In other words, the relative 

overperformance of PAT-IVC-CVC may be driven by well-networked IVC investors as 

opposed to CVC participation. For the sake of the argument, one could suggest that those 

relationship-building deals were likely to be fruitful and may provide explanation as to why 

the relationships became valuable in the first place. Conclusively, the heterogeneity among VC 

investors, both within and across types, raises some concerns regarding causality in our thesis 

and is an area for future investigation. 

7.3 Unobservable factors 

The models applied in this study are restricted to investigate the acquisition pattern of a few, 

yet highly meaningful resources pertaining to VC funding and IPR. Moreover, to establish if a 

relationship exists between timing of resource acquisition and exit outcomes. While the special 

features of these resources are profound and frequently found to correlate with successful exit 

outcomes (Cockburn & MacGarvie, 2009), we acknowledge that the success of a venture is 
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impacted by numerous other factors, contingencies and circumstances. Song et al. (2008) state 

that the performance of new technology ventures is based on eight central factors, which 

besides some of those incorporated in our models (financial resources and patent protection) 

include e.g. market scope, and the composition and experience of the management team. For 

the same reason, these are also screening criteria that investors apply before making investment 

decisions (Baum & Silverman, 2004). It implies that the IPR portfolio may not have been 

defining for the investment decision or the subsequent exit outcome. Moreover, though 

trademarks may to some extent be indicative of progress on operational levers (Chemmanur et 

al., 2019), operational performance is still unaccounted for in our thesis. Such metrics also play 

a large part in exit outcomes (Chemmanur et al., 2011), which in turn may be enhanced based 

on the quality of investors, who are known to be highly heterogenous, as previously 

emphasized. As such, competitive advantage and success is not confined to the mere attraction 

of VCs and the pursuit for IPR. This allows for questioning whether our models include the 

appropriate control variables or whether the predictive power would be impacted if additional 

data was collected and incorporated. We observed some changes when applying Model 2 on 

our dataset, supporting this claim. Thus, various nuances are likely to be found if additional 

specifications are made. Yet, we proclaim that our findings are a useful starting point for 

investigating the relationship between resource acquisition timing and exit outcomes. We now 

proceed to discuss other circumstances related to the data and methodology of our thesis that 

may have affected the findings. 

 

7.4 Data and methodology 

7.4.1 Cyclicality 

By studying all investments made in the US software and hardware VC industry from 1st 

January 1985 until 31st December 2015, we are implicitly suggesting that resource acquisition 

timing is constant in its relationship to exit outcome over time. However, this may not be the 

case. Is a sequence that appeared attractive in 1985 still attractive in 2015? Funds today are 

larger in real dollar terms than they were 30 years ago and has led many VC firms to increase 

their ticket size in portfolio ventures (Bley, 2020). Fewer constraints on funding may lead 

ventures to dedicate resources to multiple purposes, such as increasing R&D and marketing, 

and as a derived effect, also patenting and trademarking. As table VI in section 6.2 on 

correlation results shows, the correlation between exit year and IPR is significant and positive 

for both patents and trademarks. In other words, the average exiting venture applies for more 
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IPR in the later years of our sample period compared to the early years. Furthermore, the VC 

industry is highly cyclical and incorporating a long data series exposes our findings to such 

macroeconomic fluctuations. We incorporated a control variable for the year of first 

observation in order to adjust for these effects on exit outcome. However, any effects imposed 

on decision-making among VC firms and ventures is unaccounted for. In periods of 

contraction, the cost of failing is higher as the flow of capital to the industry is constrained 

(Gompers, 2007). VC investors may in periods like these be more inclined to go with the “safe 

bet”. Having IPR applications to signal quality thus increases the chance that a venture is 

funded (Conti et al., 2019).  

 

7.4.2 Exit timing 

As regards exit outcomes, market conditions may also have an impact on the average holding 

period, which in our study would affect the venture’s sequence of resource acquisitions. We 

know from the literature that timing of exits is common in the VC industry and that more 

ventures are taken public at market peaks and are exited through acquisitions during troughs 

(Lerner, 1994b). But we know little as to how that impacts resource acquisition timing. Our 

findings suggest higher predicted IPO rates among ventures applying for both IPR. Exits 

through acquisitions, on the other hand, are less affected by IPR and holds little regard for 

trademark applications. With this foresight, the available exit opportunities may impact the 

resource acquisition strategy of a venture and may also impact the investment decisions by the 

VC. Supporting this argument, Giot & Schwienbacher (2007) state that VCs place a large 

emphasis on assessing their exit opportunities prior to funding a new venture. Even at the fund 

level, resource acquisition may be exposed to factors outside the scope of this study. As Masulis 

& Nahata (2011) point out, liquidity events are impacted by the contractual fixed-term life of 

a fund where fire-sales are evident near fund expiration. Exit prospects may therefore impact 

the investment strategy and the strategic direction of the given portfolio venture. It also implies 

that not all exits are successful and ventures with a specific sequence may have been subject to 

these fire sales. Thus, it was not necessarily the preferred resource acquisition strategy that led 

to the “successful” exit and the sequence may have looked differently if more time to nurture 

the venture had been available for the VC. The propensity to file for IPR may decrease due to 

the time lag in grants and the investor may decide not to commit to an extra round of funding. 

In our study, for every extra element added to a sequence (from 1-5 elements), the median time 
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to exit from first investment increases with approximately eight months, supporting this claim 

(see table XVI). 

Table XVI: 
Additional Statistics –Exit Time by Sequence Length 

Table XV provides additional statistics of the increase in exit time by sequence length. The data covers VC-backed 

ventures operating in the software and hardware industries in the United States from 1985-2015. 

 
 

7.4.3 Sequence Analysis considerations 

The deliberate choice of not observing all elements in a venture’s sequence also impose a risk 

of missing specific aspects of resource acquisition timing when exit happens beyond the scope 

of the applied clustering technique. Even in those sequences fully captured within the scope of 

our study, some elements may have had little impact on the “journey to exit”. As an example, 

if a venture applied for a patent 10 years prior to its first investment, it arguably decreases the 

likelihood that the patent played a large part in the funding decision and subsequent success of 

the venture – especially in high-technology sectors that are constantly being disrupted by new 

inventions (Graham et al., 2009). Additionally, the venture may not even receive the patent 

grant. However, the term of a patent under US law is 20 years (Lemley, 1994), so the likelihood 

of that patent impacting the investment decision is still present. Regardless, the sequence ends 

up in a “patent first” cluster. Without any knowledge of patent grant or value, we were unable 

to objectively choose a cut-off point as to how far we should track resource acquisition prior 

to the first investment. Accordingly, we chose not to. A venture is therefore able to make 

resource acquisitions throughout the entire study, at which point a multitude of factors may 

have impacted the “journey to exit”. As regards uncaptured elements, the median venture in 

our sample holds a two-element sequence likely making the limitation less impactful. 

Another issue regarding the elements that constitutes a sequence in our sample, is “collapsing”. 

Building on the example presented before, a sequence consisting of patent(s) followed by 

funding may have multiple of both elements or just one of each. The intention with “collapsing” 

is to reduce complexity. However, although we control for the number of resource acquisitions, 

which serves to adjust for these differences, the resulting sequence provides little insight 
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regarding the magnitude of the observations present and to what degree one can interpret the 

patent or funding element as valuable. A venture applying for 10 patents before receiving one 

round of funding may have had little success with its technological innovation efforts, while a 

venture applying for one patent followed by 10 rounds of funding may imply the opposite. 

Conversely, it may imply that the former venture was highly innovative while the latter was 

not. In our sample, the median number of observations is three (see section 6.1.1 table II) and 

with a median sequence consisting of two elements (see section 6.1.3 table V), differences do 

exist though extremes are unlikely to occur. IPR applications are frequently cited as credible 

signals due to their direct and indirect costs and have been used as proxies in multiple studies 

on the relationship between innovation and performance (Chemmanur et al., 2019). Moreover, 

they are useful for determining exactly when the innovation took place (Hoenen et al., 2014), 

which is paramount in our study. However, incorporating information on IPR grants and value 

would allow for a deeper understanding of the causality effects of resource acquisition timing 

on venture performance. It may also provide insight on the innovative output created in specific 

sequences, which may be of interest for policy makers. 

Despite this study being based on a large and comprehensive sample size, we run into issues 

with frequency when elements are added to the sequences, making them more unique. The 

number of possible combinations increases exponentially while frequency drops. For the same 

reason, we had to impose restrictions on the number of clusters observed in section 6.3.4 on 

three elements and section 6.3.5 on three and four elements, respectively. This limitation 

implies that the root cause for a cluster to have a high likelihood of predicting successful exit 

in one section may be unobservable in the subsequent section. As an example, in section 6.3.3 

on two elements, we found that TM-CVC was 10.3 points over the baseline at the IPO level and 

significant, while no sequences started with TM-CVC in section 6.3.4 on three elements. Hence, 

concluding on the drivers behind the high predictive margin was restricted. Regardless, it was 

unavoidable in order to stay focused on the larger picture and implies that more nuanced 

findings can be reached if one chooses to focus more on the development of specific sequences 

as complexity is added. 

 

7.5 Generalizability of the findings and macroeconomic factors 

The inductive approach of this study has allowed us to make propositions regarding the 

predictive power of resource acquisition timing on exit outcomes. However, a question remains 
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as to whether our findings are generalizable to a greater population, and if so, to what extent. 

We previously highlighted that exit outcomes can rely on an abundance of factors and that the 

mechanisms behind formulating a causal model are challenging. We observed that when 

changing model specifications, many findings were robust though some deviated. We argue 

that within the bounds of our study, the findings are to some extent generalizable. That entails 

US-based firms operating in the software and hardware industry. However, in our efforts of 

increasing the sample size to enhance generalizability, we faced an issue regarding 

macroeconomic fluctuations and structural changes that impacted the VC industry over the last 

three decades. Circumstances that may also have impacted the appropriateness of pursuing a 

given sequence in one time period versus another. We suggest practitioners to proceed with 

caution before inferring that a sequence with a high predicted exit rate relative to other 

sequences is preferred under any given circumstance. At an industry level, we argue that the 

transferability is limited. Obviously, the number of IPR applications filed by a venture may not 

be a fully revealing signal of firm value and the cost of pursuing them is a function of the 

valuation and other benefits obtained (Chemmanur et al., 2019). Graham et al. (2009) find in a 

survey on entrepreneurs in different high-technology sectors, that the drivers and patterns of 

applying for IPR are highly industry- and context-specific. Moreover, while in high-technology 

industries, patenting generally reflects actual innovation, it may also be used as a strategic 

maneuver in other industries (Conti et al., 2019). Depending on industry standards, the 

equilibrium may be a partial pooling equilibrium in which ventures with a wide range of 

intrinsic quality acquire the same number of IPR (Gick, 2008). Little insight is thus to be 

inferred from IPR applications in such industries, making acquisition timing of these distinct 

resources less relevant. However, pursuing frivolous IPR with no intention of using it also 

comes at a reputational cost, which is likely substantial for the venture, making a fully pooling 

equilibrium less likely in any industry (Chemmanur et al., 2019). 

Basing our study on US VC firms also entails that we investigate under the US institutional 

setting. As outlined in section 4.2 on data classification, the US scores highest on the VC 

Attractiveness Index due to its favourable economic and legal frameworks (Groh et al., 2018). 

These settings have allowed US VC firms to dominate the industry since its inception and 

accumulate substantial experience in excess of other geographies (Bertoni et al., 2015). We 

emphasized that experience impacts performance as VC firms are highly heterogenous in their 

selection and treatment abilities. Contrasting these considerations onto geographical 

differences, Hege et al. (2011) find that US VC firms perform better than European ventures 
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for several reasons. They assert a more active role in value creation measured by the greater 

use of contractual instruments (i.e. contingent control rights). Further, they syndicate more 

often and manage financial relationships more effectively. Lastly, they have superior screening 

abilities and are therefore more active in early stages where informational asymmetries are 

highest. This implies, that ventures starting with IVC funding and subsequently pursue IPR 

under different circumstances may not necessarily turn out to be the relative over-performers. 

Bertoni et al. (2015) also find that investment patterns differ between US and Europe on both 

industry and age dimensions in high-tech sectors, and that investor type composition is 

different in Europe where governmental- and bank-affiliated VC are both larger VC types than 

CVC. Our emphasis on the role of corporate investors in the VC landscape is therefore not 

applicable to the same extent on Europe. We argue that our findings may be subject to change 

if applied on other geographical settings due to differences in institutional frameworks and VC 

firm abilities. 

Future research may strengthen the results of our findings by adapting a more focused 

perspective on resource acquisition timing and taking these circumstances into account. 

Multiple considerations have been aired and upon concluding on our findings, we will 

emphasize our main suggestions for future research. 
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8. Conclusion 

In this thesis, we investigate the predictive power of resource acquisition timing on successful 

exit outcome in the US venture capital industry from 1985-2015. We employ a holistic view 

on the trajectory of entrepreneurial ventures by observing their acquisitions of resources 

pertaining to funding by independent- and corporate venture capitalists (IVC and CVC), as 

well as intellectual property rights (IPR) based on patent and trademark applications filed. We 

create sequences from these resources starting from the ventures’ first observation until their 

exit – either successful or unsuccessful. This enables us to group ventures with similar 

sequences into clusters, serving as regression input to understand the dynamics of the 

trajectories. We further use two subjective clustering techniques, grouping sequences based on 

their timing of IPR and sponsor type, respectively. We apply regressions to determine whether 

any distinct sequences are more likely to predict a successful exit outcome and/or whether more 

general patterns of resource acquisition timing prevail both at an aggregate level as well as in 

the specific form of an IPO or acquisition. We install a baseline consisting of all ventures whose 

only resource acquisition was funding from IVCs to serve as our reference cluster. 

Carrying out the regressions with an initial emphasis on the first resource acquisition allows us 

to track the development in sequences as we add complexity and they become more unique. 

This enables us, to some extent, to find the root cause of a given predicted likelihood of 

successful exit. We test cross-cluster relationships to identify superior predictors of successful 

exit, and across exit type, to gain an understanding of whether exit through IPO or acquisition 

might be driving the aggregate predicted exit rate. 

We find that from a resource acquisition timing perspective, ventures receiving funding from 

IVCs as their first resource followed by IPR resources most consistently predict superior 

successful exit outcomes. This finding holds both when clustering the ventures based only on 

their first observation as well as when complexity is added by allowing for more distinct 

sequences. We therefore confirm existing literature emphasizing the influence of IPR on exit 

outcomes. We further find that while patents are less associated with a specific exit route, 

trademarks are sensitive towards exit routes, and ventures with trademarks in isolation exhibit 

a strong preference for IPO exits. Moreover, we find that on an aggregate exit level, receiving 

both patents and trademarks after IVC funding is more attractive than only receiving one of the 

two IPR. We thereby confirm the complementarity effects suggested in recent studies, though 

little empirical research in entrepreneurial finance exists on the subject, especially regarding 
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exit outcomes. A controversial finding is the superiority among ventures applying for IPR after 

funding as opposed to ventures applying for IPR before funding. Existing literature has found 

that venture capitalists place a premium on ventures possessing IPR pre-funding, acting as a 

credible signal to convey the quality of the venture and decrease informational asymmetries. 

We argue that it may be related to the quality of those IPR applied for after receiving funding. 

Moreover, that the reward from selecting and nurturing quality ventures with IP, which has yet 

to be fully appreciated and/or applied protection for, is higher and thus entails better prospects 

for successful exit. We find no clear patterns on ventures receiving funding from a CVC, as 

instances of relatively higher predicted exit rates are observed among clusters including CVC 

in combination with all other resources, and with CVC both as the first and a later resource. In 

coherence with literature, opting for CVC may be contingent on the specific needs of the 

venture. Moreover, CVC ownership, governance and objectives are highly heterogenous, 

which may support the diverging findings. 

We conduct a robustness check to validate the findings by further specifying the control 

variables. Segregating total observations of resource acquisitions into its parts, we find that all 

clusters shift compared to the baseline. A majority of the clusters have negative margins on 

IPO while positive margins on acquisition in comparison to the baseline. We find fewer clusters 

with significant predicted overperformance at the aggregate exit level, implying that when 

adjusting for differences in resource composition, clusters become more even in their predictive 

abilities. The cross-cluster relationships show similar results, and so the findings are sensitive 

to changes in model specification. Yet, the general finding that IVC funding followed by both 

IPR predicts superior exit outcomes, cohere across the two models. 

A discussion on our findings highlight various causality concerns as unobservable factors may 

interfere with our findings, questioning their generalizability. The findings may be prone to a 

bias in VC firm characteristics as spotting quality ventures and supporting them in their 

subsequent IPR efforts may be an easier task for more experienced VC firms, compared to less 

experienced VC firms. The heterogeneity among IVCs and CVCs suggest that unobservable 

characteristics may affect exit outcome through their differences in selection and treatment 

abilities. From a practitioner perspective, our findings are difficult to implement. Obtaining 

IPR that serves both as a signal of quality and protects the venture’s innovative efforts and 

market position, requires time-consuming and path-dependent processes in order to create 

competitive advantage, which contributes to a successful exit outcome. Lastly, we find that the 

data used, and the methodology applied, hold various limitations. We suggest that the findings 
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are not generalizable to other institutional settings and time periods and should be interpreted 

with caution. 

Concluding on the research question, we suggest that timing of resource acquisition matters. 

However, beyond the initial resource acquisition, the value is mainly generated from the 

resource acquisition strategy.  
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9. Future Research 

This section serves to provide guidance for future research areas to investigate in relation to 

resource acquisition timing outside the scope of our thesis. These potential areas of 

investigation relate both to the limitations raised regarding causality concerns, the degree of 

success in successful exits and sample-specific changes. We suggest that future research 

examines the heterogeneity in VC characteristics, incorporates more elaborate measures on the 

importance of IPR, and apply the methodology on other measures of performance, sample 

periods, industries and geographic location. 

We suggest that it would be interesting to include data on experience-related metrics of VC 

characteristics. Previous studies have found that certain characteristics, such as VC firm age, 

fund size or prior investment experience, have significant impact on exit outcome. Including 

such variables would allow for an understanding of their contribution to successful exit 

outcome in a given sequence, and an elaboration on the causality effects imposed on the timing 

of resource acquisition, derived from the experience of investors. It would also provide answers 

for the hypothesis that a bias in VC experience exists related to the superiority on exit rates 

among ventures receiving IVC funding first, subsequently pursuing IPR. We know from theory 

that investors consider their exit opportunities already before funding a new venture. Are some 

VCs therefore also inclined to commit to a specific order of resource acquisitions in the pursuit 

to get there? Another potential research perspective on VC heterogeneity pertains to differences 

in ownership, governance and objectives of CVC firms. These attributes may influence the 

sequences that CVCs adhere to. Uncovering them would provide insight as to how CVC 

objectives influence exit outcomes and allow for an investigation of the diverging results 

among sequences including CVC funding. 

We further suggest that future scholars elaborate on the value of IPR by uncovering the 

causality effects related to investment and exit. We are unable to rule out that some ventures 

were not granted the IPR they applied for, neither that some ventures apply for IPR with a 

larger emphasis on attracting investors as opposed to protecting their asset base. Incorporating 

IPR grants and value e.g. in the form of citations or infringements, may provide valuable insight 

on the discussion of quality versus quantity in IPR applications among ventures applying for 

IPR before versus after funding. With this information, researchers are also able to apply our 

methodology on other measures of success, such as innovative output. Some sequences may 

spur higher degrees of innovative output, yet may not be the superior performers on exit 
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outcome. Understanding these dynamics and the relationship between innovation and 

performance may be of interest for policy makers and practitioners alike. 

We also uncovered that not all exits are successful, despite being classified as one. This 

especially pertains to exits through acquisitions, which may in some cases result in inferior 

financial gains and high acquirer announcement returns, due to suboptimal purchase prices. 

Previous studies show that valuations upon successful exit and post-exit performance is higher 

among ventures with IPR. Examining the degree of success may therefore also constitute a 

fruitful area of future investigation and help uncover if the importance of timing IPR 

applications not only affects successful exit outcomes, but also the degree of success. 

Finally, we suggest scholars investigate the phenomenon of resource acquisition timing in more 

specific time periods and in other institutional contexts. We investigated a sample of 7,529 US 

ventures in the software and hardware industry from 1985 until 2015. By doing so, we 

implicitly assumed that the relationship between resource acquisition timing and exit outcome 

remains the same over time. This is expected to be a wrongful assumption due to the cyclical 

nature of the industry. Previous studies have shown that investment strategies change with 

market fluctuations and this likely imposes an effect on the resources acquired by ventures. As 

a starting point we suggest that scholars investigate if the predicted exit rate of any given 

sequence is sensitive to crisis times e.g. the Financial Crisis of 2008. Moreover, the 

methodology could be applied to other high-technology industries. We know from literature 

that industry and context affect the drivers and patterns of applying for IPR and is therefore 

also likely to impose an effect on the predicted likelihood of successful exit among different 

sequences. 

Lastly, the institutional setting in US is considered the most favorable globally, which has also 

resulted in US VCs being the most experienced investor. This leads us to assume that our 

findings would be subject to change if a similar study was conducted in a different institutional 

context e.g. Europe or Asia. We propose scholars to apply similar methods in other geographies 

and compare the findings with ours. 
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11.1 Appendix 1: Description of Cash Flow Provisions 

 

Table A1 

 

Source: Bengtsson & Sensoy (2011) 
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11.2 Appendix 2: Overview of non-collapsed sequences 

 

Figure A1 – non-collapsed sequences with 20 elements cap 

 

 

Figure A2 – non-collapsed sequences with 5 elements cap 
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11.3 Appendix 3: Regression and test output – Model 1 
 

11.3.1 Funding vs. IPR 
 

Probit Regression – Exit 
 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err. t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 fundingvsip_d1 0.159 0.047 3.37 0.001 0.067 0.251 *** 

 fundingvsip_d2 -0.003 0.052 -0.07 0.948 -0.104 0.098  

 equity_ln 0.047 0.016 2.92 0.004 0.015 0.078 *** 

 comp_young 0.192 0.038 5.03 0.000 0.117 0.267 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.052 0.053 0.97 0.331 -0.053 0.156  

 totalobs_ln -0.154 0.027 -5.79 0.000 -0.206 -0.102 *** 

 investors_ln 0.320 0.032 9.87 0.000 0.256 0.383 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.425 0.170 2.50 0.012 0.092 0.758 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.213 0.208 1.02 0.305 -0.194 0.619  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.824 0.188 4.37 0.000 0.455 1.194 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.382 0.199 1.92 0.055 -0.008 0.773 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.528 0.184 2.86 0.004 0.167 0.889 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.821 0.195 4.20 0.000 0.438 1.204 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.625 0.190 3.29 0.001 0.253 0.997 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.862 0.196 4.41 0.000 0.478 1.245 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.758 0.168 4.50 0.000 0.428 1.088 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.764 0.144 5.30 0.000 0.482 1.047 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.726 0.135 5.39 0.000 0.462 0.991 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.658 0.131 5.01 0.000 0.401 0.916 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.732 0.132 5.54 0.000 0.473 0.991 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.716 0.124 5.78 0.000 0.473 0.959 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.602 0.119 5.05 0.000 0.368 0.835 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.591 0.131 4.52 0.000 0.335 0.848 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.520 0.139 3.74 0.000 0.247 0.792 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.574 0.135 4.25 0.000 0.310 0.838 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.452 0.137 3.30 0.001 0.183 0.720 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.149 0.136 1.09 0.273 -0.117 0.415  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.008 0.136 -0.06 0.953 -0.274 0.258  
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 2007.year_first_obs -0.001 0.137 -0.01 0.992 -0.269 0.266  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.295 0.141 -2.10 0.036 -0.570 -0.019 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.262 0.150 -1.75 0.081 -0.556 0.032 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.453 0.143 -3.18 0.001 -0.733 -0.174 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.703 0.135 -5.21 0.000 -0.968 -0.438 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.035 0.142 -7.27 0.000 -1.314 -0.756 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.511 0.162 -9.35 0.000 -1.828 -1.195 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.550 0.354 -7.21 0.000 -3.243 -1.857 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.868 0.119 -7.29 0.000 -1.101 -0.635 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.212 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1971.562 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7390.251 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7644.429 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err. t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 fundingvsip_d1 0.249 0.080 3.13 0.002 0.093 0.405 *** 

 fundingvsip_d2 0.190 0.091 2.09 0.036 0.012 0.367 ** 

 equity_ln 0.155 0.031 5.02 0.000 0.094 0.215 *** 

 comp_young -0.060 0.066 -0.92 0.357 -0.189 0.068  

 siccode_dummy -0.186 0.076 -2.44 0.015 -0.335 -0.037 ** 

 totalobs_ln 0.030 0.041 0.71 0.475 -0.051 0.111  

 investors_ln 0.079 0.053 1.48 0.140 -0.026 0.183  

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.287 0.183 1.57 0.116 -0.071 0.645  

 1987.year_first_obs -0.065 0.235 -0.28 0.782 -0.526 0.396  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.392 0.197 2.00 0.046 0.007 0.778 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.024 0.226 0.10 0.917 -0.419 0.467  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.079 0.203 0.39 0.697 -0.319 0.477  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.347 0.203 1.71 0.087 -0.051 0.745 * 
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 1992.year_first_obs -0.037 0.215 -0.17 0.865 -0.458 0.384  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.239 0.205 1.16 0.244 -0.163 0.641  

 1994.year_first_obs -0.002 0.188 -0.01 0.990 -0.372 0.367  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.232 0.163 -1.42 0.156 -0.551 0.088  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.264 0.153 -1.72 0.085 -0.565 0.037 * 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.504 0.156 -3.23 0.001 -0.809 -0.198 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.819 0.165 -4.97 0.000 -1.142 -0.496 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.178 0.165 -7.14 0.000 -1.501 -0.854 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.214 0.157 -7.72 0.000 -1.523 -0.906 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.355 0.200 -6.78 0.000 -1.746 -0.963 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.524 0.245 -6.21 0.000 -2.004 -1.043 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.678 0.257 -6.54 0.000 -2.181 -1.175 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.146 0.196 -5.85 0.000 -1.529 -0.762 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.581 0.241 -6.55 0.000 -2.054 -1.107 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.844 0.297 -6.21 0.000 -2.426 -1.262 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.295 0.214 -6.05 0.000 -1.715 -0.876 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.301 0.222 -5.87 0.000 -1.735 -0.867 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.386 0.253 -5.48 0.000 -1.882 -0.891 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.136 0.375 -5.70 0.000 -2.871 -1.401 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.111 0.145 -7.65 0.000 -1.396 -0.827 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.218 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   670.806 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2476.625 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2694.849 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 
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 fundingvsip_d1 0.083 0.048 1.73 0.084 -0.011 0.176 * 

 fundingvsip_d2 -0.060 0.052 -1.15 0.250 -0.163 0.042  

 equity_ln 0.016 0.016 1.01 0.312 -0.015 0.048  

 comp_young 0.225 0.039 5.81 0.000 0.149 0.301 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.150 0.055 2.71 0.007 0.041 0.258 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.157 0.027 -5.75 0.000 -0.211 -0.104 *** 

 investors_ln 0.279 0.033 8.43 0.000 0.214 0.344 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.345 0.207 1.67 0.095 -0.060 0.750 * 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.399 0.245 1.63 0.104 -0.082 0.879  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.639 0.215 2.98 0.003 0.219 1.060 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.566 0.229 2.47 0.014 0.116 1.015 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.641 0.210 3.06 0.002 0.230 1.053 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.701 0.220 3.18 0.001 0.269 1.133 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.894 0.210 4.25 0.000 0.482 1.306 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.858 0.216 3.98 0.000 0.435 1.280 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.964 0.189 5.11 0.000 0.594 1.333 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.079 0.165 6.54 0.000 0.756 1.402 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.066 0.157 6.77 0.000 0.758 1.375 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.144 0.155 7.41 0.000 0.841 1.447 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.345 0.155 8.70 0.000 1.042 1.648 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.454 0.148 9.80 0.000 1.163 1.745 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.338 0.144 9.27 0.000 1.055 1.621 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.362 0.154 8.83 0.000 1.060 1.665 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.309 0.161 8.11 0.000 0.993 1.625 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.387 0.158 8.78 0.000 1.077 1.696 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.183 0.160 7.40 0.000 0.870 1.496 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.931 0.159 5.85 0.000 0.619 1.243 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.781 0.159 4.92 0.000 0.470 1.092 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.724 0.160 4.53 0.000 0.410 1.038 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.409 0.164 2.50 0.013 0.088 0.731 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.461 0.172 2.68 0.007 0.123 0.799 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.335 0.164 2.04 0.042 0.013 0.657 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.071 0.158 0.45 0.652 -0.238 0.381  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.276 0.164 -1.68 0.093 -0.598 0.046 * 
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 2013.year_first_obs -0.756 0.181 -4.19 0.000 -1.110 -0.403 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.777 0.360 -4.93 0.000 -2.483 -1.071 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.640 0.146 -11.26 0.000 -1.925 -1.354 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.179 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1547.698 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7177.299 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7431.477 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test  
 

[exit]fundingvsip_d1 - [exit]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   12.84 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0003 

 

  

[exit_ipo]fundingvsip_d1 - [exit_ipo]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4224 

 

  

[exit_acq]fundingvsip_d1 - [exit_acq]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    9.70 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0018 

 

Test across exit type  
 

[ipo_exit_ipo]fundingvsip_d1 + [acq_exit_acq]fundingvsip_d1 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    2.89 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0892 

 

[ipo_exit_ipo]fundingvsip_d2 + [acq_exit_acq]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    5.42 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0199 
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11.3.2 First Element 
 

Probit Regression – Exit 
 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err. t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element1_d1 0.207 0.050 4.12 0.000 0.109 0.306 *** 

 element1_d2 -0.010 0.079 -0.13 0.898 -0.166 0.145  

 element1_d3 0.044 0.056 0.78 0.437 -0.066 0.154  

 element1_d4 -0.042 0.070 -0.60 0.546 -0.180 0.095  

 equity_ln 0.047 0.016 2.92 0.004 0.015 0.078 *** 

 comp_young 0.191 0.038 5.00 0.000 0.116 0.266 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.049 0.054 0.91 0.364 -0.056 0.154  

 totalobs_ln -0.172 0.027 -6.26 0.000 -0.226 -0.118 *** 

 investors_ln 0.329 0.033 10.04 0.000 0.265 0.394 *** 

 1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.410 0.170 2.41 0.016 0.077 0.743 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.192 0.208 0.93 0.355 -0.215 0.599  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.806 0.189 4.27 0.000 0.436 1.177 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.368 0.199 1.84 0.065 -0.023 0.758 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.511 0.184 2.77 0.006 0.149 0.873 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.792 0.196 4.04 0.000 0.408 1.176 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.595 0.190 3.13 0.002 0.223 0.967 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.838 0.196 4.28 0.000 0.454 1.221 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.734 0.169 4.34 0.000 0.402 1.065 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.742 0.144 5.13 0.000 0.459 1.025 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.701 0.135 5.18 0.000 0.436 0.966 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.630 0.132 4.79 0.000 0.372 0.889 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.707 0.132 5.34 0.000 0.447 0.967 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.692 0.124 5.56 0.000 0.448 0.935 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.585 0.119 4.91 0.000 0.352 0.819 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.569 0.131 4.34 0.000 0.313 0.826 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.499 0.139 3.58 0.000 0.226 0.771 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.546 0.135 4.03 0.000 0.281 0.811 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.425 0.137 3.10 0.002 0.156 0.694 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.125 0.136 0.92 0.359 -0.142 0.392  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.036 0.136 -0.27 0.791 -0.302 0.230  
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 2007.year_first_obs -0.027 0.137 -0.19 0.847 -0.295 0.242  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.328 0.141 -2.33 0.020 -0.605 -0.051 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.289 0.150 -1.92 0.055 -0.584 0.006 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.489 0.143 -3.41 0.001 -0.769 -0.208 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.730 0.136 -5.38 0.000 -0.995 -0.464 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.059 0.143 -7.43 0.000 -1.339 -0.780 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.536 0.162 -9.49 0.000 -1.854 -1.219 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.553 0.348 -7.34 0.000 -3.235 -1.872 *** 

 2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.835 0.120 -6.99 0.000 -1.069 -0.601 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.213 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1980.384 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7385.429 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7653.346 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err. t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element1_d1 0.299 0.083 3.59 0.000 0.136 0.463 *** 

 element1_d2 -0.009 0.134 -0.07 0.946 -0.272 0.254  

 element1_d3 0.122 0.101 1.21 0.228 -0.076 0.320  

 element1_d4 0.384 0.114 3.38 0.001 0.161 0.608 *** 

 equity_ln 0.154 0.031 4.98 0.000 0.093 0.214 *** 

 comp_young -0.050 0.066 -0.76 0.450 -0.179 0.079  

 siccode_dummy -0.210 0.077 -2.74 0.006 -0.360 -0.060 *** 

 totalobs_ln 0.011 0.043 0.27 0.791 -0.072 0.095  

 investors_ln 0.104 0.054 1.93 0.053 -0.001 0.210 * 

 1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.256 0.184 1.40 0.163 -0.104 0.616  

 1987.year_first_obs -0.101 0.236 -0.43 0.669 -0.564 0.362  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.370 0.198 1.87 0.061 -0.018 0.757 * 

 1989.year_first_obs -0.003 0.228 -0.01 0.988 -0.450 0.443  
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 1990.year_first_obs 0.055 0.204 0.27 0.787 -0.345 0.455  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.328 0.204 1.61 0.108 -0.072 0.729  

 1992.year_first_obs -0.047 0.216 -0.22 0.829 -0.469 0.376  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.200 0.206 0.97 0.331 -0.204 0.605  

 1994.year_first_obs -0.041 0.189 -0.22 0.827 -0.412 0.330  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.270 0.165 -1.64 0.101 -0.593 0.053  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.305 0.155 -1.96 0.050 -0.609 -0.001 * 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.533 0.158 -3.37 0.001 -0.842 -0.223 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.852 0.166 -5.13 0.000 -1.178 -0.527 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.215 0.167 -7.30 0.000 -1.542 -0.889 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.225 0.158 -7.75 0.000 -1.535 -0.915 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.367 0.201 -6.80 0.000 -1.762 -0.973 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.539 0.245 -6.27 0.000 -2.019 -1.058 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.696 0.257 -6.61 0.000 -2.199 -1.193 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.179 0.198 -5.96 0.000 -1.567 -0.791 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.616 0.243 -6.66 0.000 -2.091 -1.140 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.877 0.299 -6.27 0.000 -2.464 -1.291 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.325 0.215 -6.18 0.000 -1.746 -0.905 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.349 0.224 -6.03 0.000 -1.788 -0.911 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.447 0.257 -5.63 0.000 -1.950 -0.943 *** 

 2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.184 0.379 -5.77 0.000 -2.926 -1.442 *** 

 2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.071 0.147 -7.30 0.000 -1.358 -0.783 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.221 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   682.263 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2469.168 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2700.618 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  
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Probit Regression – Acquisition 

 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element1_d1 0.103 0.051 2.02 0.043 0.003 0.203 ** 

 element1_d2 0.021 0.080 0.26 0.797 -0.137 0.178  

 element1_d3 0.002 0.057 0.03 0.974 -0.110 0.113  

 element1_d4 -0.178 0.073 -2.45 0.014 -0.321 -0.036 ** 

 equity_ln 0.016 0.016 1.00 0.315 -0.016 0.048  

 comp_young 0.221 0.039 5.71 0.000 0.145 0.297 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.154 0.055 2.78 0.005 0.046 0.263 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.164 0.028 -5.82 0.000 -0.219 -0.109 *** 

 investors_ln 0.279 0.034 8.31 0.000 0.213 0.344 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.339 0.207 1.64 0.101 -0.066 0.744  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.393 0.245 1.61 0.108 -0.086 0.873  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.623 0.215 2.90 0.004 0.201 1.044 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.553 0.230 2.41 0.016 0.103 1.004 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.634 0.210 3.02 0.003 0.222 1.045 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.677 0.221 3.07 0.002 0.244 1.109 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.869 0.211 4.12 0.000 0.456 1.282 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.849 0.216 3.94 0.000 0.426 1.271 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.952 0.189 5.04 0.000 0.582 1.322 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.069 0.165 6.48 0.000 0.746 1.393 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.055 0.158 6.69 0.000 0.745 1.364 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.126 0.155 7.27 0.000 0.822 1.429 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.332 0.155 8.60 0.000 1.028 1.635 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.442 0.149 9.70 0.000 1.151 1.733 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.327 0.144 9.19 0.000 1.044 1.610 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.344 0.154 8.70 0.000 1.041 1.646 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.294 0.161 8.02 0.000 0.977 1.610 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.368 0.158 8.65 0.000 1.058 1.678 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.165 0.160 7.27 0.000 0.851 1.478 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.919 0.159 5.77 0.000 0.607 1.231 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.762 0.159 4.80 0.000 0.451 1.074 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.710 0.160 4.43 0.000 0.396 1.024 *** 
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 2008.year_first_obs 0.393 0.164 2.39 0.017 0.071 0.715 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.447 0.173 2.58 0.010 0.108 0.785 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.315 0.165 1.91 0.056 -0.008 0.638 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.059 0.158 0.37 0.711 -0.251 0.369  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.290 0.165 -1.76 0.078 -0.613 0.032 * 

 2013.year_first_obs -0.771 0.181 -4.27 0.000 -1.125 -0.417 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.785 0.358 -4.99 0.000 -2.486 -1.083 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.623 0.146 -11.11 0.000 -1.909 -1.336 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.180 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1555.292 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7173.705 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7441.623 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 

  
[exit]element1_d1 - [exit]element1_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0074 

 

  

[exit]element1_d1 - [exit]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.45 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0012 

 

  

[exit]element1_d1 - [exit]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   13.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0002 

 

  

[exit]element1_d2 - [exit]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5344 

 

  

[exit]element1_d2 - [exit]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.11 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7407 
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[exit]element1_d3 - [exit]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.59 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2075 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d1 - [exit_ipo]element1_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.60 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0180 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d1 - [exit_ipo]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0362 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d1 - [exit_ipo]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4087 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d2 - [exit_ipo]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.81 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3679 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d2 - [exit_ipo]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0124 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d3 - [exit_ipo]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.73 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0167 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d1 - [exit_acq]element1_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3147 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d1 - [exit_acq]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0469 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d1 - [exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   16.55 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 
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[exit_acq]element1_d2 - [exit_acq]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.05 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8299 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d2 - [exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.98 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0460 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d3 - [exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.48 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0109 

 

Test across exit type 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element1_d1 + [acq_exit_acq]element1_d1 = 0 

 

           chi2(  1) =    3.59 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0580 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element1_d2 + [acq_exit_acq]element1_d2 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8657 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element1_d3 + [acq_exit_acq]element1_d3 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    1.06 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3036 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element1_d4 + [acq_exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   14.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0001 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d1 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d1 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6654 

 

11.3.3 Two Elements 
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Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element2_d1 0.112 0.078 1.45 0.149 -0.040 0.264  

 element2_d2 0.255 0.063 4.07 0.000 0.132 0.378 *** 

 element2_d3 0.196 0.070 2.79 0.005 0.058 0.333 *** 

 element2_d4 0.019 0.124 0.16 0.876 -0.224 0.263  

 element2_d5 0.036 0.120 0.30 0.762 -0.199 0.271  

 element2_d6 -0.074 0.184 -0.40 0.687 -0.435 0.286  

 element2_d7 -0.320 0.246 -1.30 0.193 -0.802 0.162  

 element2_d8 0.096 0.060 1.61 0.106 -0.021 0.213  

 element2_d9 -0.156 0.136 -1.14 0.254 -0.423 0.112  

 element2_d10 -0.142 0.117 -1.21 0.226 -0.372 0.088  

 element2_d11 -0.062 0.078 -0.80 0.425 -0.214 0.090  

 element2_d12 0.007 0.263 0.03 0.978 -0.508 0.522  

 element2_d13 0.027 0.137 0.20 0.845 -0.241 0.295  

 equity_ln 0.046 0.016 2.86 0.004 0.015 0.078 *** 

 comp_young 0.190 0.038 4.96 0.000 0.115 0.265 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.050 0.054 0.94 0.348 -0.055 0.156  

 totalobs_ln -0.173 0.029 -5.96 0.000 -0.230 -0.116 *** 

 investors_ln 0.341 0.034 9.99 0.000 0.274 0.408 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.398 0.170 2.34 0.019 0.065 0.732 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.193 0.208 0.93 0.351 -0.213 0.600  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.802 0.189 4.24 0.000 0.431 1.173 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.366 0.200 1.84 0.066 -0.025 0.758 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.508 0.185 2.75 0.006 0.146 0.870 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.778 0.196 3.96 0.000 0.393 1.163 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.593 0.190 3.12 0.002 0.220 0.966 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.835 0.196 4.25 0.000 0.450 1.220 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.734 0.169 4.33 0.000 0.402 1.066 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.744 0.145 5.14 0.000 0.460 1.027 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.696 0.136 5.13 0.000 0.430 0.961 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.623 0.132 4.72 0.000 0.364 0.882 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.698 0.133 5.26 0.000 0.438 0.959 *** 
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 1999.year_first_obs 0.694 0.125 5.56 0.000 0.449 0.938 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.584 0.120 4.88 0.000 0.349 0.819 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.564 0.131 4.29 0.000 0.306 0.822 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.499 0.140 3.57 0.000 0.225 0.772 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.529 0.136 3.90 0.000 0.263 0.795 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.418 0.138 3.04 0.002 0.148 0.687 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.112 0.137 0.82 0.411 -0.155 0.380  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.041 0.136 -0.30 0.765 -0.308 0.226  

 2007.year_first_obs -0.027 0.137 -0.20 0.843 -0.296 0.242  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.335 0.141 -2.37 0.018 -0.612 -0.058 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.298 0.151 -1.98 0.048 -0.594 -0.003 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.490 0.143 -3.42 0.001 -0.771 -0.209 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.731 0.136 -5.38 0.000 -0.997 -0.465 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.072 0.143 -7.50 0.000 -1.353 -0.792 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.539 0.162 -9.49 0.000 -1.857 -1.221 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.569 0.350 -7.34 0.000 -3.254 -1.883 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.839 0.120 -7.00 0.000 -1.074 -0.604 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.215 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1992.876 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7390.938 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7720.682 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element2_d1 0.031 0.119 0.26 0.795 -0.201 0.263  

 element2_d2 0.325 0.101 3.21 0.001 0.127 0.523 *** 

 element2_d3 0.465 0.110 4.22 0.000 0.249 0.682 *** 

 element2_d4 0.386 0.205 1.88 0.060 -0.016 0.789 * 

 element2_d5 -0.365 0.199 -1.84 0.066 -0.754 0.024 * 

 element2_d6 -0.084 0.323 -0.26 0.794 -0.717 0.549  
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 element2_d7 0.090 0.406 0.22 0.824 -0.706 0.886  

 element2_d8 0.114 0.108 1.05 0.292 -0.098 0.327  

 element2_d9 -0.374 0.303 -1.23 0.218 -0.968 0.221  

 element2_d10 0.450 0.183 2.46 0.014 0.092 0.808 ** 

 element2_d11 0.390 0.125 3.12 0.002 0.145 0.635 *** 

 element2_d12 0.881 0.343 2.57 0.010 0.209 1.552 ** 

 element2_d13 0.335 0.228 1.47 0.142 -0.112 0.782  

 equity_ln 0.159 0.031 5.10 0.000 0.098 0.220 *** 

 comp_young -0.059 0.066 -0.89 0.374 -0.189 0.071  

 siccode_dummy -0.212 0.078 -2.73 0.006 -0.364 -0.060 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.001 0.045 -0.03 0.979 -0.090 0.088  

 investors_ln 0.156 0.056 2.78 0.005 0.046 0.266 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.289 0.184 1.56 0.118 -0.073 0.650  

 1987.year_first_obs -0.108 0.238 -0.46 0.649 -0.576 0.359  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.374 0.199 1.88 0.060 -0.016 0.765 * 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.012 0.229 0.05 0.958 -0.436 0.461  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.054 0.206 0.26 0.793 -0.350 0.457  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.344 0.206 1.67 0.095 -0.060 0.748 * 

 1992.year_first_obs -0.036 0.217 -0.17 0.867 -0.461 0.389  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.177 0.208 0.85 0.395 -0.231 0.585  

 1994.year_first_obs -0.026 0.190 -0.14 0.892 -0.399 0.347  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.255 0.166 -1.54 0.125 -0.579 0.070  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.308 0.157 -1.97 0.049 -0.614 -0.001 ** 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.537 0.159 -3.38 0.001 -0.848 -0.225 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.872 0.168 -5.17 0.000 -1.202 -0.542 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.232 0.168 -7.34 0.000 -1.561 -0.903 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.249 0.160 -7.80 0.000 -1.563 -0.935 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.416 0.204 -6.95 0.000 -1.816 -1.016 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.562 0.244 -6.39 0.000 -2.042 -1.083 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.725 0.258 -6.67 0.000 -2.232 -1.219 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.187 0.199 -5.96 0.000 -1.578 -0.797 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.647 0.243 -6.77 0.000 -2.124 -1.170 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.919 0.305 -6.29 0.000 -2.517 -1.322 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.353 0.217 -6.24 0.000 -1.778 -0.928 *** 
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 2008.year_first_obs -1.386 0.227 -6.11 0.000 -1.831 -0.941 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.506 0.262 -5.74 0.000 -2.020 -0.992 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.245 0.390 -5.75 0.000 -3.010 -1.480 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.110 0.148 -7.49 0.000 -1.401 -0.820 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.230 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   710.052 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2459.379 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2750.345 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element2_d1 0.096 0.078 1.24 0.215 -0.056 0.249  

 element2_d2 0.150 0.063 2.36 0.018 0.025 0.274 ** 

 element2_d3 0.036 0.071 0.51 0.613 -0.104 0.176  

 element2_d4 -0.061 0.126 -0.49 0.625 -0.308 0.185  

 element2_d5 0.225 0.121 1.86 0.063 -0.012 0.463 * 

 element2_d6 -0.071 0.189 -0.38 0.706 -0.443 0.300  

 element2_d7 -0.369 0.254 -1.45 0.147 -0.867 0.130  

 element2_d8 0.058 0.060 0.96 0.339 -0.060 0.175  

 element2_d9 -0.068 0.137 -0.49 0.623 -0.337 0.202  

 element2_d10 -0.348 0.125 -2.78 0.005 -0.593 -0.103 *** 

 element2_d11 -0.205 0.081 -2.54 0.011 -0.364 -0.047 ** 

 element2_d12 -0.335 0.277 -1.21 0.227 -0.878 0.209  

 element2_d13 -0.067 0.140 -0.48 0.634 -0.342 0.208  

 equity_ln 0.014 0.016 0.86 0.388 -0.018 0.046  

 comp_young 0.223 0.039 5.75 0.000 0.147 0.299 *** 
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 siccode_dummy 0.161 0.056 2.89 0.004 0.052 0.270 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.159 0.030 -5.35 0.000 -0.218 -0.101 *** 

 investors_ln 0.274 0.035 7.86 0.000 0.206 0.342 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.328 0.208 1.58 0.114 -0.079 0.735  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.403 0.246 1.64 0.101 -0.078 0.885  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.627 0.216 2.90 0.004 0.204 1.050 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.555 0.231 2.41 0.016 0.103 1.008 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.643 0.211 3.05 0.002 0.230 1.055 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.669 0.222 3.02 0.003 0.235 1.104 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.880 0.212 4.16 0.000 0.465 1.294 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.868 0.217 4.00 0.000 0.443 1.293 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.963 0.190 5.07 0.000 0.590 1.335 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.080 0.166 6.50 0.000 0.754 1.405 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.062 0.159 6.69 0.000 0.751 1.373 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.134 0.156 7.27 0.000 0.828 1.439 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.340 0.156 8.59 0.000 1.034 1.646 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.463 0.150 9.77 0.000 1.170 1.757 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.345 0.146 9.22 0.000 1.059 1.631 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.363 0.156 8.76 0.000 1.058 1.668 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.319 0.163 8.11 0.000 1.000 1.638 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.373 0.159 8.61 0.000 1.060 1.685 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.173 0.161 7.28 0.000 0.857 1.489 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.929 0.161 5.79 0.000 0.614 1.244 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.774 0.160 4.84 0.000 0.460 1.088 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.729 0.161 4.52 0.000 0.413 1.046 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.404 0.166 2.44 0.015 0.080 0.729 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.460 0.174 2.64 0.008 0.119 0.801 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.331 0.166 1.99 0.046 0.005 0.656 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.070 0.159 0.44 0.659 -0.242 0.382  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.284 0.166 -1.72 0.086 -0.609 0.040 * 

 2013.year_first_obs -0.761 0.182 -4.19 0.000 -1.117 -0.405 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.764 0.356 -4.96 0.000 -2.461 -1.067 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.638 0.147 -11.12 0.000 -1.926 -1.349 *** 
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Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.182 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1577.013 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7169.984 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7499.729 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 

  
[exit]element2_d1 - [exit]element2_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.87 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0902 

 

  

[exit]element2_d1 - [exit]element2_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.83 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3624 

 

  

[exit]element2_d2 - [exit]element2_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4254 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.60 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2053 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7796 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   11.63 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0007 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.49 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4839 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6074 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.63 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1050 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7255 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   15.85 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0001 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9321 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.33 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5674 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2298 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.51 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0061 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.05 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8165 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9894 
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[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.59 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2079 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d5 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.24 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0014 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d5 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   11.87 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0006 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d5 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.43 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0012 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d10 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.10 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7494 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d10 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.33 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2486 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d11 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.96 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1616 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d2 - [exit_acq]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.36 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5476 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d2 - [exit_acq]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   15.94 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0001 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d2 - [exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   17.69 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 
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[exit_acq]element2_d5 - [exit_acq]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   11.81 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0006 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d5 - [exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    9.76 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0018 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d10 - [exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2844 

 

 

Test across exit type 
 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d2 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d2 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    1.82 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1776 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d3 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d3 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    9.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0026 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d4 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d4 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    2.74 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0978 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d5 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d5 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    4.91 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0268 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d6 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d6 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9715 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d7 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d7 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3782 
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- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d8 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d8 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6514 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d9 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d9 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.71 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4000 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d10 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d10 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   11.94 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0005 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d11 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   13.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0003 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d12 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d12 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    6.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0141 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]element2_d13 + [acq_exit_acq]element2_d13 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    1.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1626 

 

11.3.4 Three Elements 
 

Probit Regression – Exit 
 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster3plus_d1 0.140 0.117 1.20 0.232 -0.089 0.369  

 cluster3plus_d2 0.121 0.195 0.62 0.534 -0.261 0.503  

 cluster3plus_d3 0.407 0.241 1.69 0.092 -0.066 0.880 * 

 cluster3plus_d4 0.242 0.077 3.14 0.002 0.091 0.393 *** 

 cluster3plus_d5 0.107 0.176 0.61 0.543 -0.239 0.453  
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 cluster3plus_d6 0.515 0.163 3.17 0.002 0.196 0.835 *** 

 cluster3plus_d7 0.271 0.094 2.87 0.004 0.086 0.456 *** 

 cluster3plus_d8 0.316 0.261 1.21 0.227 -0.196 0.828  

 cluster3plus_d9 0.169 0.159 1.07 0.286 -0.142 0.480  

 cluster3plus_d10 0.192 0.208 0.92 0.358 -0.217 0.600  

 cluster3plus_d11 0.392 0.170 2.30 0.021 0.058 0.726 ** 

 cluster3plus_d12 0.193 0.087 2.23 0.026 0.023 0.363 ** 

 cluster3plus_d13 0.187 0.127 1.47 0.140 -0.062 0.435  

 cluster3plus_d14 0.107 0.202 0.53 0.594 -0.288 0.503  

 cluster3plus_d15 -0.209 0.155 -1.35 0.177 -0.512 0.094  

 cluster3plus_d16 0.148 0.192 0.77 0.442 -0.229 0.524  

 cluster3plus_d17 0.081 0.176 0.46 0.645 -0.263 0.425  

 cluster3plus_d18 -0.020 0.111 -0.18 0.855 -0.239 0.198  

 cluster3plus_d19 0.147 0.161 0.92 0.360 -0.168 0.462  

 cluster3plus_d20 -0.288 0.308 -0.94 0.349 -0.892 0.315  

 equity_ln 0.051 0.019 2.74 0.006 0.014 0.087 *** 

 comp_young 0.174 0.044 3.96 0.000 0.088 0.261 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.069 0.061 1.14 0.256 -0.050 0.188  

 totalobs_ln -0.212 0.035 -6.01 0.000 -0.281 -0.143 *** 

 investors_ln 0.344 0.040 8.67 0.000 0.266 0.422 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.458 0.198 2.31 0.021 0.069 0.846 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.453 0.240 1.89 0.059 -0.018 0.924 * 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.929 0.209 4.45 0.000 0.520 1.339 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.510 0.231 2.21 0.027 0.057 0.963 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.543 0.218 2.49 0.013 0.116 0.970 ** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.818 0.216 3.78 0.000 0.394 1.242 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.768 0.215 3.57 0.000 0.346 1.190 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 1.083 0.226 4.79 0.000 0.639 1.526 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.773 0.189 4.09 0.000 0.402 1.144 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.918 0.171 5.36 0.000 0.582 1.253 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.744 0.157 4.74 0.000 0.436 1.052 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.751 0.152 4.92 0.000 0.452 1.049 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.889 0.156 5.70 0.000 0.584 1.195 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.818 0.147 5.57 0.000 0.530 1.105 *** 
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 2000.year_first_obs 0.650 0.142 4.60 0.000 0.373 0.928 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.686 0.154 4.45 0.000 0.384 0.988 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.562 0.161 3.48 0.000 0.246 0.878 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.606 0.158 3.83 0.000 0.296 0.916 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.495 0.159 3.11 0.002 0.183 0.808 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.227 0.159 1.43 0.153 -0.084 0.538  

 2006.year_first_obs 0.002 0.160 0.01 0.988 -0.311 0.316  

 2007.year_first_obs 0.000 0.161 0.00 0.998 -0.315 0.316  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.269 0.163 -1.65 0.098 -0.589 0.050 * 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.299 0.177 -1.69 0.092 -0.646 0.048 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.429 0.167 -2.56 0.010 -0.758 -0.101 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.614 0.159 -3.85 0.000 -0.926 -0.302 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.042 0.171 -6.09 0.000 -1.378 -0.707 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.413 0.187 -7.54 0.000 -1.780 -1.045 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.914 0.141 -6.49 0.000 -1.190 -0.638 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.389 SD dependent var  0.488 

Pseudo r-squared  0.185 Number of obs   5160.000 

Chi-square   1278.206 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5727.322 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 6080.952 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster3plus_d1 -0.178 0.171 -1.04 0.296 -0.513 0.156  

 cluster3plus_d2 0.302 0.248 1.22 0.223 -0.184 0.789  

 cluster3plus_d3 0.284 0.351 0.81 0.418 -0.403 0.972  

 cluster3plus_d4 0.276 0.124 2.23 0.026 0.033 0.519 ** 

 cluster3plus_d5 -0.051 0.286 -0.18 0.857 -0.613 0.510  

 cluster3plus_d6 0.652 0.236 2.76 0.006 0.189 1.114 *** 

 cluster3plus_d7 0.461 0.142 3.24 0.001 0.182 0.740 *** 
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 cluster3plus_d8 0.499 0.309 1.62 0.106 -0.106 1.103  

 cluster3plus_d9 0.882 0.211 4.18 0.000 0.469 1.296 *** 

 cluster3plus_d10 -0.269 0.317 -0.85 0.395 -0.890 0.351  

 cluster3plus_d11 -0.213 0.286 -0.74 0.458 -0.774 0.349  

 cluster3plus_d12 0.143 0.149 0.96 0.337 -0.149 0.434  

 cluster3plus_d13 0.765 0.188 4.06 0.000 0.396 1.135 *** 

 cluster3plus_d14 -0.153 0.391 -0.39 0.696 -0.919 0.613  

 cluster3plus_d15 -0.014 0.318 -0.04 0.964 -0.638 0.610  

 cluster3plus_d16 0.975 0.248 3.93 0.000 0.488 1.461 *** 

 cluster3plus_d17 0.502 0.267 1.88 0.060 -0.021 1.025 * 

 cluster3plus_d18 0.446 0.167 2.68 0.007 0.120 0.773 *** 

 cluster3plus_d19 0.383 0.275 1.40 0.163 -0.155 0.921  

 cluster3plus_d20 0.141 0.500 0.28 0.778 -0.840 1.121  

 equity_ln 0.143 0.035 4.05 0.000 0.074 0.213 *** 

 comp_young -0.094 0.076 -1.24 0.215 -0.242 0.055  

 siccode_dummy -0.202 0.089 -2.26 0.024 -0.376 -0.027 ** 

 totalobs_ln -0.039 0.055 -0.71 0.479 -0.147 0.069  

 investors_ln 0.181 0.065 2.79 0.005 0.054 0.308 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.368 0.215 1.71 0.087 -0.054 0.791 * 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.056 0.275 0.20 0.839 -0.482 0.594  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.428 0.219 1.95 0.051 -0.002 0.858 * 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.060 0.263 0.23 0.820 -0.456 0.576  

 1990.year_first_obs -0.020 0.253 -0.08 0.936 -0.516 0.475  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.382 0.228 1.68 0.094 -0.065 0.830 * 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.014 0.245 0.06 0.954 -0.465 0.493  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.375 0.232 1.62 0.106 -0.080 0.831  

 1994.year_first_obs 0.007 0.214 0.03 0.974 -0.413 0.427  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.188 0.195 -0.96 0.335 -0.571 0.194  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.221 0.181 -1.22 0.221 -0.575 0.133  

 1997.year_first_obs -0.523 0.184 -2.84 0.005 -0.884 -0.161 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.799 0.196 -4.08 0.000 -1.183 -0.415 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.169 0.197 -5.94 0.000 -1.555 -0.783 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.190 0.189 -6.30 0.000 -1.560 -0.820 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.325 0.230 -5.75 0.000 -1.777 -0.874 *** 
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 2002.year_first_obs -1.738 0.316 -5.50 0.000 -2.358 -1.118 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.647 0.285 -5.79 0.000 -2.206 -1.089 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.073 0.223 -4.82 0.000 -1.509 -0.637 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.615 0.280 -5.77 0.000 -2.164 -1.066 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.777 0.330 -5.38 0.000 -2.424 -1.129 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.245 0.248 -5.01 0.000 -1.732 -0.758 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.258 0.249 -5.06 0.000 -1.745 -0.770 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.446 0.303 -4.78 0.000 -2.039 -0.853 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.031 0.409 -4.96 0.000 -2.832 -1.229 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.126 0.172 -6.56 0.000 -1.463 -0.790 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.274 

Pseudo r-squared  0.230 Number of obs   4298.000 

Chi-square   557.887 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 1970.385 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2295.046 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 

 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster3plus_d1 0.207 0.117 1.77 0.077 -0.022 0.436 * 

 cluster3plus_d2 -0.033 0.189 -0.17 0.862 -0.404 0.338  

 cluster3plus_d3 0.307 0.234 1.31 0.189 -0.152 0.766  

 cluster3plus_d4 0.152 0.078 1.96 0.050 0.000 0.305 * 

 cluster3plus_d5 0.140 0.174 0.81 0.418 -0.200 0.481  

 cluster3plus_d6 0.289 0.162 1.79 0.074 -0.028 0.607 * 

 cluster3plus_d7 0.119 0.096 1.25 0.213 -0.068 0.306  

 cluster3plus_d8 -0.043 0.250 -0.17 0.862 -0.534 0.447  

 cluster3plus_d9 -0.188 0.169 -1.11 0.267 -0.519 0.144  
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 cluster3plus_d10 0.309 0.210 1.47 0.141 -0.103 0.721  

 cluster3plus_d11 0.450 0.165 2.73 0.006 0.127 0.773 *** 

 cluster3plus_d12 0.149 0.087 1.71 0.088 -0.022 0.320 * 

 cluster3plus_d13 -0.058 0.130 -0.44 0.657 -0.312 0.197  

 cluster3plus_d14 0.163 0.201 0.81 0.418 -0.232 0.558  

 cluster3plus_d15 -0.268 0.159 -1.69 0.091 -0.580 0.043 * 

 cluster3plus_d16 -0.400 0.224 -1.79 0.074 -0.839 0.039 * 

 cluster3plus_d17 -0.092 0.182 -0.51 0.614 -0.448 0.264  

 cluster3plus_d18 -0.198 0.117 -1.69 0.092 -0.428 0.032 * 

 cluster3plus_d19 0.039 0.164 0.24 0.811 -0.281 0.360  

 cluster3plus_d20 -0.332 0.324 -1.02 0.306 -0.967 0.303  

 equity_ln 0.024 0.019 1.28 0.202 -0.013 0.061  

 comp_young 0.219 0.045 4.90 0.000 0.131 0.306 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.171 0.063 2.73 0.006 0.048 0.293 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.191 0.036 -5.26 0.000 -0.262 -0.120 *** 

 investors_ln 0.272 0.041 6.70 0.000 0.192 0.351 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.361 0.246 1.47 0.142 -0.120 0.843  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.612 0.282 2.17 0.030 0.060 1.165 ** 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.754 0.239 3.15 0.002 0.285 1.223 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.713 0.267 2.67 0.008 0.190 1.236 *** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.780 0.250 3.12 0.002 0.291 1.269 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.681 0.252 2.70 0.007 0.186 1.176 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 1.015 0.242 4.20 0.000 0.541 1.489 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.943 0.250 3.77 0.000 0.453 1.433 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.995 0.219 4.55 0.000 0.567 1.424 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.215 0.199 6.10 0.000 0.825 1.606 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.057 0.189 5.58 0.000 0.686 1.428 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.237 0.185 6.68 0.000 0.874 1.600 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.492 0.187 7.97 0.000 1.125 1.859 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.549 0.181 8.57 0.000 1.195 1.903 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.374 0.177 7.78 0.000 1.027 1.720 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.447 0.187 7.73 0.000 1.080 1.813 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.376 0.193 7.13 0.000 0.998 1.755 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.421 0.191 7.46 0.000 1.047 1.794 *** 
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 2004.year_first_obs 1.204 0.192 6.28 0.000 0.828 1.580 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 1.014 0.191 5.30 0.000 0.639 1.388 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.771 0.192 4.01 0.000 0.395 1.148 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.703 0.194 3.63 0.000 0.324 1.083 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.409 0.196 2.09 0.037 0.025 0.793 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.419 0.208 2.01 0.045 0.010 0.827 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.354 0.198 1.79 0.074 -0.034 0.743 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.149 0.191 0.78 0.436 -0.226 0.523  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.305 0.202 -1.51 0.130 -0.701 0.090  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.680 0.214 -3.18 0.001 -1.100 -0.261 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.686 0.178 -9.49 0.000 -2.034 -1.338 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.321 SD dependent var  0.467 

Pseudo r-squared  0.158 Number of obs   5160.000 

Chi-square   1024.886 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5562.617 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5916.247 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 

 
[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9594 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.30 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5856 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.75 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3869 

 

 

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5075 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.25 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2627 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7014 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.46 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4984 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.30 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5870 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.75 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3860 

 

 [exit]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.77 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0961 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.98 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1599 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.79 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0516 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7718 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.31 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5796 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d7 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.55 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4579 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.04 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8442 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4241 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 = 0  

           chi2(  1) =    1.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3131 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0415 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.55 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0596 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9377 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.25 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1336 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6505 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.71 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3983 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1564 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.49 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2225 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8813 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3768 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.54 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1107 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2977 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.66 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4176 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.60 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4382 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.18 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6735 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    8.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0042 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    8.45 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0036 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.55 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2128 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.80 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0091 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.10 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7481 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0437 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.59 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4431 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0566 
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[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.23 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6323 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.29 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1304 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.73 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3936 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d15 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6958 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d15 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6104 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1998 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.53 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4662 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0775 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.04 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0814 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6639 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6617 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6591 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.70 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4012 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.73 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3938 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9705 

 

Test across exit type 
 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_3plus_d20 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_3plus_d20 = 0 

 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9712 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_3plus_d14 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_3plus_d14 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.62 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4316 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_3plus_d6 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_3plus_d6 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    2.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1457 
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- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_3plus_d15 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_3plus_d15 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   12.81 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0003 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_3plus_d7 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_3plus_d7 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    1.42 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2337 

 

11.3.5 Three or Four Elements 
 

Probit Regression - Exit 
 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster34plus_d1 0.061 0.148 0.41 0.678 -0.229 0.352  

 cluster34plus_d2 0.097 0.207 0.47 0.639 -0.308 0.503  

 cluster34plus_d3 0.222 0.105 2.10 0.036 0.015 0.428 ** 

 cluster34plus_d4 0.204 0.205 0.99 0.320 -0.198 0.606  

 cluster34plus_d5 0.256 0.110 2.33 0.020 0.040 0.473 ** 

 cluster34plus_d6 0.388 0.181 2.14 0.032 0.033 0.742 ** 

 cluster34plus_d7 0.553 0.248 2.23 0.026 0.066 1.040 ** 

 cluster34plus_d8 0.074 0.132 0.56 0.574 -0.184 0.332  

 cluster34plus_d9 0.800 0.230 3.48 0.001 0.349 1.250 *** 

 cluster34plus_d10 0.298 0.145 2.06 0.040 0.014 0.582 ** 

 cluster34plus_d11 0.205 0.236 0.87 0.383 -0.256 0.667  

 cluster34plus_d12 0.162 0.241 0.67 0.501 -0.310 0.634  

 cluster34plus_d13 0.207 0.150 1.38 0.167 -0.087 0.501  

 cluster34plus_d14 0.304 0.106 2.88 0.004 0.097 0.511 *** 

 cluster34plus_d15 0.132 0.225 0.59 0.558 -0.308 0.572  

 cluster34plus_d16 -0.211 0.214 -0.99 0.323 -0.630 0.208  

 cluster34plus_d17 0.076 0.247 0.31 0.759 -0.408 0.560  

 cluster34plus_d18 0.215 0.177 1.21 0.225 -0.132 0.562  

 cluster34plus_d19 0.296 0.234 1.26 0.206 -0.163 0.755  

 cluster34plus_d20 -0.204 0.220 -0.93 0.353 -0.635 0.227  

 cluster34plus_d21 0.278 0.226 1.23 0.220 -0.166 0.721  

 cluster34plus_d22 -0.069 0.244 -0.28 0.777 -0.548 0.410  

 cluster34plus_d23 0.187 0.166 1.12 0.260 -0.139 0.513  
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 cluster34plus_d24 -0.271 0.165 -1.64 0.101 -0.595 0.053  

 cluster34plus_d25 0.147 0.222 0.66 0.507 -0.288 0.582  

 cluster34plus_d26 -0.071 0.270 -0.26 0.794 -0.601 0.459  

 equity_ln 0.051 0.019 2.62 0.009 0.013 0.089 *** 

 comp_young 0.169 0.047 3.59 0.000 0.077 0.261 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.119 0.065 1.82 0.068 -0.009 0.248 * 

 totalobs_ln -0.217 0.040 -5.50 0.000 -0.295 -0.140 *** 

 investors_ln 0.344 0.043 8.06 0.000 0.260 0.428 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.407 0.206 1.98 0.048 0.003 0.811 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.370 0.248 1.49 0.136 -0.117 0.856  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.847 0.215 3.94 0.000 0.425 1.269 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.422 0.239 1.76 0.078 -0.047 0.892 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.395 0.230 1.72 0.086 -0.056 0.846 * 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.800 0.227 3.53 0.000 0.356 1.244 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.746 0.227 3.29 0.001 0.302 1.190 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 1.108 0.241 4.59 0.000 0.635 1.581 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.751 0.200 3.75 0.000 0.358 1.144 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.751 0.184 4.09 0.000 0.391 1.111 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.637 0.169 3.77 0.000 0.306 0.968 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.724 0.163 4.44 0.000 0.405 1.044 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.916 0.169 5.43 0.000 0.585 1.247 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.734 0.157 4.68 0.000 0.426 1.041 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.588 0.151 3.91 0.000 0.293 0.883 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.611 0.163 3.74 0.000 0.291 0.931 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.539 0.172 3.14 0.002 0.203 0.876 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.570 0.167 3.41 0.001 0.242 0.898 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.464 0.170 2.72 0.006 0.130 0.797 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.198 0.167 1.18 0.236 -0.130 0.526  

 2006.year_first_obs 0.023 0.169 0.14 0.890 -0.308 0.354  

 2007.year_first_obs -0.072 0.171 -0.42 0.674 -0.407 0.263  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.323 0.171 -1.89 0.059 -0.659 0.013 * 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.296 0.187 -1.59 0.113 -0.662 0.070  

 2010.year_first_obs -0.419 0.176 -2.38 0.018 -0.764 -0.073 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.602 0.168 -3.59 0.000 -0.932 -0.273 *** 
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 2012.year_first_obs -1.034 0.178 -5.82 0.000 -1.383 -0.686 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.410 0.194 -7.28 0.000 -1.789 -1.030 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.915 0.150 -6.11 0.000 -1.209 -0.622 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.375 SD dependent var  0.484 

Pseudo r-squared  0.175 Number of obs   4507.000 

Chi-square   1044.050 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5039.154 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5423.957 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster34plus_d1 -0.155 0.221 -0.70 0.482 -0.588 0.278  

 cluster34plus_d2 -0.278 0.299 -0.93 0.353 -0.864 0.308  

 cluster34plus_d3 0.244 0.182 1.34 0.181 -0.113 0.600  

 cluster34plus_d4 0.024 0.330 0.07 0.942 -0.624 0.671  

 cluster34plus_d5 0.498 0.172 2.90 0.004 0.162 0.834 *** 

 cluster34plus_d6 0.708 0.265 2.67 0.008 0.187 1.228 *** 

 cluster34plus_d7 0.793 0.351 2.26 0.024 0.104 1.481 ** 

 cluster34plus_d8 0.030 0.256 0.12 0.906 -0.472 0.533  

 cluster34plus_d9 1.134 0.269 4.21 0.000 0.606 1.662 *** 

 cluster34plus_d10 0.666 0.208 3.21 0.001 0.259 1.073 *** 

 cluster34plus_d11 0.989 0.312 3.17 0.002 0.378 1.600 *** 

 cluster34plus_d12 1.221 0.317 3.85 0.000 0.599 1.843 *** 

 cluster34plus_d13 0.528 0.251 2.10 0.035 0.036 1.021 ** 

 cluster34plus_d14 0.289 0.180 1.61 0.107 -0.063 0.641  

 cluster34plus_d15 -0.006 0.382 -0.02 0.987 -0.755 0.743  

 cluster34plus_d16 0.198 0.414 0.48 0.632 -0.613 1.010  

 cluster34plus_d17 0.298 0.527 0.57 0.572 -0.735 1.331  

 cluster34plus_d18 1.054 0.251 4.20 0.000 0.562 1.546 *** 

 cluster34plus_d19 1.102 0.322 3.42 0.001 0.471 1.732 *** 
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 cluster34plus_d20 0.520 0.364 1.43 0.153 -0.193 1.233  

 cluster34plus_d21 1.373 0.288 4.76 0.000 0.807 1.938 *** 

 cluster34plus_d22 0.554 0.363 1.52 0.127 -0.158 1.266  

 cluster34plus_d23 0.326 0.289 1.13 0.259 -0.241 0.894  

 cluster34plus_d24 0.530 0.231 2.29 0.022 0.076 0.983 ** 

 cluster34plus_d25 1.062 0.304 3.49 0.000 0.466 1.657 *** 

 cluster34plus_d26 0.231 0.601 0.38 0.701 -0.947 1.409  

 equity_ln 0.178 0.038 4.64 0.000 0.103 0.254 *** 

 comp_young -0.103 0.083 -1.25 0.213 -0.265 0.059  

 siccode_dummy -0.169 0.099 -1.71 0.088 -0.364 0.025 * 

 totalobs_ln -0.137 0.063 -2.17 0.030 -0.260 -0.013 ** 

 investors_ln 0.176 0.072 2.46 0.014 0.036 0.317 ** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.328 0.226 1.45 0.147 -0.116 0.772  

 1987.year_first_obs -0.002 0.285 -0.01 0.995 -0.561 0.557  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.366 0.231 1.58 0.113 -0.087 0.818  

 1989.year_first_obs 0.069 0.274 0.25 0.800 -0.468 0.607  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.034 0.264 0.13 0.899 -0.485 0.552  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.418 0.239 1.75 0.081 -0.052 0.887 * 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.101 0.257 0.39 0.693 -0.402 0.605  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.402 0.250 1.61 0.107 -0.087 0.891  

 1994.year_first_obs -0.056 0.232 -0.24 0.810 -0.510 0.398  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.287 0.216 -1.33 0.185 -0.710 0.137  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.432 0.202 -2.13 0.033 -0.828 -0.035 ** 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.590 0.202 -2.92 0.003 -0.986 -0.194 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.836 0.217 -3.85 0.000 -1.261 -0.410 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.320 0.221 -5.96 0.000 -1.753 -0.886 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.352 0.211 -6.41 0.000 -1.766 -0.939 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.400 0.246 -5.69 0.000 -1.882 -0.918 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.792 0.330 -5.43 0.000 -2.439 -1.145 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.711 0.301 -5.68 0.000 -2.301 -1.121 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.152 0.241 -4.77 0.000 -1.626 -0.679 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.860 0.325 -5.72 0.000 -2.497 -1.223 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -2.051 0.412 -4.98 0.000 -2.858 -1.244 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.354 0.270 -5.02 0.000 -1.883 -0.825 *** 
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 2008.year_first_obs -1.348 0.264 -5.09 0.000 -1.866 -0.829 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.739 0.362 -4.81 0.000 -2.447 -1.030 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.121 0.433 -4.90 0.000 -2.969 -1.273 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.061 0.187 -5.68 0.000 -1.427 -0.695 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.079 SD dependent var  0.270 

Pseudo r-squared  0.251 Number of obs   3729.000 

Chi-square   517.532 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 1654.360 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2009.122 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster34plus_d1 0.110 0.150 0.73 0.464 -0.184 0.403  

 cluster34plus_d2 0.213 0.208 1.02 0.306 -0.195 0.622  

 cluster34plus_d3 0.129 0.106 1.22 0.225 -0.079 0.338  

 cluster34plus_d4 0.187 0.202 0.93 0.353 -0.208 0.582  

 cluster34plus_d5 0.117 0.112 1.05 0.294 -0.102 0.336  

 cluster34plus_d6 0.154 0.182 0.85 0.397 -0.203 0.511  

 cluster34plus_d7 0.319 0.250 1.27 0.202 -0.171 0.809  

 cluster34plus_d8 0.044 0.133 0.34 0.737 -0.215 0.304  

 cluster34plus_d9 0.264 0.222 1.19 0.236 -0.172 0.700  

 cluster34plus_d10 0.092 0.148 0.62 0.534 -0.198 0.381  

 cluster34plus_d11 -0.159 0.249 -0.64 0.523 -0.647 0.329  

 cluster34plus_d12 -0.335 0.268 -1.25 0.211 -0.861 0.191  

 cluster34plus_d13 0.054 0.154 0.35 0.726 -0.248 0.356  

 cluster34plus_d14 0.238 0.106 2.24 0.025 0.029 0.446 ** 

 cluster34plus_d15 0.117 0.223 0.53 0.599 -0.320 0.554  
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 cluster34plus_d16 -0.342 0.224 -1.53 0.127 -0.781 0.097  

 cluster34plus_d17 -0.024 0.249 -0.10 0.923 -0.512 0.464  

 cluster34plus_d18 -0.145 0.185 -0.78 0.433 -0.507 0.218  

 cluster34plus_d19 -0.011 0.238 -0.04 0.965 -0.476 0.455  

 cluster34plus_d20 -0.420 0.235 -1.79 0.074 -0.881 0.041 * 

 cluster34plus_d21 -0.449 0.270 -1.67 0.096 -0.979 0.080 * 

 cluster34plus_d22 -0.249 0.255 -0.97 0.330 -0.750 0.252  

 cluster34plus_d23 0.090 0.172 0.52 0.601 -0.247 0.426  

 cluster34plus_d24 -0.484 0.179 -2.71 0.007 -0.835 -0.133 *** 

 cluster34plus_d25 -0.289 0.244 -1.19 0.236 -0.767 0.189  

 cluster34plus_d26 -0.152 0.276 -0.55 0.582 -0.694 0.389  

 equity_ln 0.017 0.020 0.86 0.388 -0.022 0.056  

 comp_young 0.218 0.048 4.54 0.000 0.124 0.312 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.213 0.068 3.13 0.002 0.080 0.347 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.171 0.041 -4.21 0.000 -0.251 -0.091 *** 

 investors_ln 0.282 0.044 6.46 0.000 0.196 0.368 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.265 0.256 1.03 0.301 -0.237 0.766  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.476 0.292 1.63 0.103 -0.096 1.048  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.659 0.245 2.69 0.007 0.178 1.139 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.533 0.280 1.90 0.057 -0.016 1.082 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.505 0.267 1.89 0.059 -0.019 1.030 * 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.534 0.265 2.01 0.044 0.014 1.054 ** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.881 0.253 3.48 0.001 0.385 1.377 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.902 0.264 3.42 0.001 0.385 1.419 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.940 0.229 4.11 0.000 0.492 1.388 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.076 0.210 5.12 0.000 0.664 1.488 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.008 0.199 5.07 0.000 0.618 1.398 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.195 0.193 6.19 0.000 0.816 1.573 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.483 0.197 7.53 0.000 1.097 1.868 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.454 0.188 7.72 0.000 1.085 1.822 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.298 0.183 7.09 0.000 0.939 1.657 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.343 0.194 6.93 0.000 0.963 1.723 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.338 0.201 6.65 0.000 0.944 1.732 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.359 0.197 6.89 0.000 0.973 1.746 *** 
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 2004.year_first_obs 1.148 0.200 5.73 0.000 0.756 1.541 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.973 0.198 4.93 0.000 0.586 1.361 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.781 0.199 3.93 0.000 0.391 1.171 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.609 0.201 3.03 0.002 0.214 1.003 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.318 0.203 1.57 0.116 -0.079 0.715  

 2009.year_first_obs 0.432 0.215 2.01 0.045 0.010 0.853 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.337 0.205 1.65 0.099 -0.064 0.738 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.131 0.197 0.67 0.506 -0.255 0.518  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.326 0.206 -1.58 0.114 -0.731 0.078  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.707 0.219 -3.23 0.001 -1.136 -0.278 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.675 0.184 -9.09 0.000 -2.036 -1.314 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.310 SD dependent var  0.462 

Pseudo r-squared  0.153 Number of obs   4507.000 

Chi-square   853.365 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 4845.335 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5230.138 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 
 

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d14 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.40 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5296 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.62 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2034 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7970 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.65 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0174 
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[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6449 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.71 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3998 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.96 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3273 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6967 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0362 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9699 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6562 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.33 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2487 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.57 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4495 
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[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.86 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3530 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.32 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5741 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d5 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0232 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d5 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7960 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d5 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.47 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4942 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.77 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0521 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.18 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1395 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d10 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.17 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6767 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    8.57 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0034 
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[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d14 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    8.57 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0034 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.96 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0259 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.27 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1318 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.84 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0917 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d24 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   15.04 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0001 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d21 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0115 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d20 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.67 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0056 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d24 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d21 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9106 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d24 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d20 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.05 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8185 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d21 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d20 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.01 
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         Prob > chi2 =    0.9316 

 

Test across exit type 
 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_34plus_d9 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_34plus_d9 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    5.89 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0152 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_34plus_d7 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_34plus_d7 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.05 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8209 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_34plus_d10 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_34plus_d10 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   12.59 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0004 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_34plus_d6 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_34plus_d6 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.99 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3205 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_34plus_d16 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_34plus_d16 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.47 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4948 

 

11.3.6 IPR Themes 
 

Probit Regression – Exit  

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_iptheme_d1 0.233 0.063 3.67 0.000 0.108 0.357 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d2 0.189 0.072 2.62 0.009 0.047 0.331 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d3 0.258 0.088 2.94 0.003 0.086 0.430 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d4 0.091 0.061 1.50 0.135 -0.028 0.209  

 cluster_iptheme_d5 -0.106 0.084 -1.26 0.208 -0.271 0.059  

 cluster_iptheme_d6 -0.082 0.097 -0.85 0.397 -0.272 0.108  
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 cluster_iptheme_d7 0.076 0.086 0.88 0.378 -0.093 0.245  

 cluster_iptheme_d8 0.038 0.068 0.56 0.578 -0.095 0.171  

 equity_ln 0.049 0.016 3.02 0.003 0.017 0.080 *** 

 comp_young 0.187 0.038 4.89 0.000 0.112 0.263 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.047 0.054 0.88 0.379 -0.058 0.152  

 totalobs_ln -0.180 0.030 -6.08 0.000 -0.239 -0.122 *** 

 investors_ln 0.332 0.033 9.90 0.000 0.266 0.397 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.412 0.170 2.43 0.015 0.079 0.745 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.199 0.207 0.96 0.338 -0.208 0.605  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.814 0.189 4.30 0.000 0.443 1.184 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.383 0.199 1.92 0.055 -0.008 0.774 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.519 0.185 2.81 0.005 0.157 0.881 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.788 0.196 4.02 0.000 0.404 1.173 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.604 0.190 3.18 0.001 0.232 0.977 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.846 0.196 4.31 0.000 0.461 1.230 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.740 0.169 4.38 0.000 0.409 1.071 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.744 0.144 5.16 0.000 0.461 1.027 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.704 0.135 5.21 0.000 0.439 0.969 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.628 0.132 4.77 0.000 0.370 0.886 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.706 0.132 5.33 0.000 0.447 0.966 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.687 0.124 5.52 0.000 0.443 0.931 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.576 0.119 4.83 0.000 0.342 0.810 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.557 0.131 4.24 0.000 0.300 0.814 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.490 0.139 3.52 0.000 0.217 0.764 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.538 0.135 3.98 0.000 0.273 0.803 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.420 0.137 3.06 0.002 0.151 0.689 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.123 0.136 0.90 0.367 -0.144 0.390  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.037 0.136 -0.27 0.786 -0.303 0.229  

 2007.year_first_obs -0.028 0.137 -0.20 0.839 -0.297 0.241  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.324 0.141 -2.30 0.022 -0.600 -0.048 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.288 0.150 -1.91 0.056 -0.582 0.007 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.485 0.143 -3.39 0.001 -0.766 -0.205 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.729 0.135 -5.38 0.000 -0.994 -0.464 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.065 0.143 -7.46 0.000 -1.345 -0.786 *** 
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 2013.year_first_obs -1.545 0.162 -9.54 0.000 -1.862 -1.228 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.569 0.350 -7.35 0.000 -3.254 -1.883 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.828 0.120 -6.93 0.000 -1.063 -0.594 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.214 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1986.380 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7387.433 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7682.830 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_iptheme_d1 0.325 0.104 3.14 0.002 0.122 0.529 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d2 0.344 0.122 2.83 0.005 0.105 0.582 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d3 0.838 0.128 6.56 0.000 0.588 1.088 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d4 0.039 0.117 0.33 0.740 -0.190 0.267  

 cluster_iptheme_d5 0.395 0.140 2.82 0.005 0.120 0.669 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d6 0.521 0.161 3.23 0.001 0.205 0.837 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d7 0.748 0.134 5.58 0.000 0.485 1.010 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d8 -0.056 0.112 -0.50 0.620 -0.276 0.164  

 equity_ln 0.181 0.032 5.69 0.000 0.119 0.243 *** 

 comp_young -0.064 0.067 -0.96 0.337 -0.195 0.067  

 siccode_dummy -0.256 0.078 -3.29 0.001 -0.408 -0.103 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.108 0.047 -2.29 0.022 -0.200 -0.016 ** 

 investors_ln 0.155 0.056 2.79 0.005 0.046 0.264 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.325 0.185 1.76 0.078 -0.036 0.687 * 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.062 0.238 -0.26 0.794 -0.530 0.405  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.460 0.199 2.31 0.021 0.070 0.851 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.062 0.229 0.27 0.785 -0.386 0.511  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.096 0.205 0.47 0.640 -0.306 0.498  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.399 0.205 1.94 0.052 -0.003 0.802 * 
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 1992.year_first_obs -0.016 0.218 -0.07 0.942 -0.442 0.411  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.251 0.208 1.21 0.228 -0.157 0.659  

 1994.year_first_obs 0.007 0.190 0.04 0.972 -0.366 0.380  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.278 0.166 -1.68 0.094 -0.603 0.047 * 

 1996.year_first_obs -0.325 0.156 -2.08 0.038 -0.630 -0.019 ** 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.575 0.160 -3.60 0.000 -0.888 -0.262 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.892 0.168 -5.32 0.000 -1.220 -0.563 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.273 0.169 -7.55 0.000 -1.604 -0.943 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.274 0.160 -7.96 0.000 -1.588 -0.960 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.424 0.204 -7.00 0.000 -1.823 -1.025 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.593 0.247 -6.45 0.000 -2.078 -1.109 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.779 0.263 -6.76 0.000 -2.294 -1.263 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.208 0.199 -6.07 0.000 -1.598 -0.818 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.670 0.245 -6.82 0.000 -2.149 -1.190 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.902 0.299 -6.35 0.000 -2.489 -1.315 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.383 0.219 -6.30 0.000 -1.813 -0.952 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.411 0.230 -6.14 0.000 -1.861 -0.960 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.539 0.266 -5.79 0.000 -2.060 -1.018 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.234 0.385 -5.81 0.000 -2.988 -1.480 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.019 0.147 -6.93 0.000 -1.308 -0.731 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.238 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   733.831 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2425.600 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2683.502 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
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 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_iptheme_d1 0.123 0.064 1.94 0.053 -0.002 0.248 * 

 cluster_iptheme_d2 0.079 0.073 1.08 0.278 -0.064 0.222  

 cluster_iptheme_d3 -0.070 0.090 -0.78 0.435 -0.246 0.106  

 cluster_iptheme_d4 0.063 0.061 1.03 0.303 -0.057 0.182  

 cluster_iptheme_d5 -0.249 0.088 -2.84 0.005 -0.421 -0.077 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d6 -0.267 0.101 -2.65 0.008 -0.464 -0.070 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d7 -0.182 0.089 -2.05 0.040 -0.356 -0.008 ** 

 cluster_iptheme_d8 0.075 0.068 1.09 0.274 -0.059 0.209  

 equity_ln 0.013 0.016 0.79 0.432 -0.019 0.045  

 comp_young 0.225 0.039 5.79 0.000 0.149 0.301 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.168 0.056 3.01 0.003 0.058 0.277 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.132 0.030 -4.33 0.000 -0.191 -0.072 *** 

 investors_ln 0.263 0.034 7.70 0.000 0.196 0.330 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.319 0.207 1.54 0.123 -0.086 0.725  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.380 0.245 1.55 0.121 -0.100 0.861  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.599 0.216 2.78 0.005 0.177 1.022 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.548 0.230 2.38 0.017 0.097 0.999 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.632 0.210 3.01 0.003 0.221 1.043 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.647 0.221 2.92 0.003 0.213 1.080 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.865 0.211 4.11 0.000 0.452 1.278 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.839 0.216 3.88 0.000 0.416 1.263 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.940 0.189 4.97 0.000 0.570 1.311 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.070 0.165 6.48 0.000 0.746 1.393 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.060 0.158 6.72 0.000 0.751 1.369 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.128 0.155 7.28 0.000 0.824 1.432 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.337 0.155 8.63 0.000 1.033 1.641 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.447 0.149 9.72 0.000 1.156 1.739 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.327 0.145 9.16 0.000 1.043 1.611 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.342 0.155 8.67 0.000 1.038 1.645 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.299 0.162 8.02 0.000 0.982 1.616 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.371 0.158 8.66 0.000 1.061 1.682 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.164 0.160 7.26 0.000 0.850 1.478 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.925 0.160 5.80 0.000 0.612 1.238 *** 
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 2006.year_first_obs 0.762 0.159 4.79 0.000 0.450 1.074 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.710 0.161 4.42 0.000 0.395 1.025 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.398 0.164 2.42 0.015 0.076 0.721 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.453 0.173 2.62 0.009 0.113 0.792 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.315 0.165 1.91 0.056 -0.008 0.639 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.060 0.158 0.38 0.703 -0.250 0.370  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.294 0.165 -1.78 0.075 -0.617 0.029 * 

 2013.year_first_obs -0.777 0.181 -4.30 0.000 -1.132 -0.423 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.792 0.359 -4.99 0.000 -2.495 -1.088 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.642 0.147 -11.21 0.000 -1.930 -1.355 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.182 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1572.784 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7164.214 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7459.610 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 
 

[exit]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit]cluster_iptheme_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.30 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5846 

 

  

[exit]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7696 

 

  

[exit]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.51 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4732 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8855 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =   17.40 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.23 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6332 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.51 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2185 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.64 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0011 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   12.58 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0004 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.11 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7457 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2993 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0053 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    8.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0045 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.75 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0528 
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[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5070 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.48 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4866 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0261 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.90 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1680 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8793 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.38 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5355 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.57 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4510 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.63 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0011 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.14 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0015 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.18 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0074 
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Test across exit type 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d1 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    2.30 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1290 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    3.06 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0801 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   26.10 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d4 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d4 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8599 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   12.73 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0004 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   15.56 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0001 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =   28.83 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d8 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d8 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.85 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3573 
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11.3.7 Sponsor Themes 

 

Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_sponsor_d1 0.361 0.120 3.01 0.003 0.126 0.596 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d2 0.161 0.073 2.21 0.027 0.018 0.304 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d3 -0.024 0.117 -0.20 0.840 -0.254 0.206  

 cluster_sponsor_d4 0.268 0.068 3.93 0.000 0.134 0.401 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d5 -0.030 0.192 -0.16 0.876 -0.406 0.346  

 cluster_sponsor_d6 0.093 0.088 1.06 0.289 -0.079 0.266  

 cluster_sponsor_d7 0.184 0.106 1.75 0.081 -0.023 0.391 * 

 cluster_sponsor_d8 0.106 0.165 0.64 0.520 -0.218 0.430  

 equity_ln 0.053 0.018 2.88 0.004 0.017 0.089 *** 

 comp_young 0.166 0.043 3.81 0.000 0.081 0.251 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.088 0.060 1.47 0.142 -0.029 0.205  

 totalobs_ln -0.232 0.035 -6.68 0.000 -0.301 -0.164 *** 

 investors_ln 0.357 0.039 9.05 0.000 0.280 0.434 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.512 0.194 2.64 0.008 0.132 0.893 *** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.436 0.239 1.82 0.068 -0.033 0.906 * 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.934 0.208 4.50 0.000 0.527 1.341 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.524 0.229 2.29 0.022 0.076 0.972 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.494 0.214 2.31 0.021 0.074 0.914 ** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.832 0.216 3.85 0.000 0.409 1.255 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.798 0.216 3.69 0.000 0.374 1.221 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 1.206 0.229 5.26 0.000 0.757 1.655 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.783 0.187 4.18 0.000 0.417 1.150 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.897 0.166 5.39 0.000 0.570 1.223 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.766 0.154 4.98 0.000 0.465 1.068 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.794 0.150 5.29 0.000 0.500 1.087 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.897 0.151 5.92 0.000 0.600 1.194 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.803 0.143 5.63 0.000 0.524 1.083 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.683 0.138 4.97 0.000 0.413 0.953 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.666 0.150 4.44 0.000 0.372 0.960 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.625 0.158 3.96 0.000 0.316 0.934 *** 
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 2003.year_first_obs 0.608 0.155 3.92 0.000 0.304 0.912 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.525 0.156 3.37 0.001 0.220 0.831 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.263 0.156 1.69 0.091 -0.042 0.568 * 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.006 0.157 0.04 0.967 -0.301 0.314  

 2007.year_first_obs 0.031 0.158 0.20 0.845 -0.279 0.341  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.249 0.161 -1.55 0.120 -0.564 0.065  

 2009.year_first_obs -0.243 0.174 -1.40 0.163 -0.584 0.098  

 2010.year_first_obs -0.396 0.164 -2.42 0.016 -0.717 -0.075 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.599 0.156 -3.84 0.000 -0.905 -0.294 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.055 0.168 -6.28 0.000 -1.384 -0.726 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.408 0.185 -7.60 0.000 -1.771 -1.045 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.943 0.138 -6.83 0.000 -1.213 -0.672 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.391 SD dependent var  0.488 

Pseudo r-squared  0.181 Number of obs   5250.000 

Chi-square   1268.689 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5842.062 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 6117.833 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_sponsor_d1 0.808 0.170 4.74 0.000 0.474 1.142 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d2 0.395 0.120 3.28 0.001 0.159 0.630 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d3 0.213 0.215 0.99 0.321 -0.208 0.634  

 cluster_sponsor_d4 0.374 0.109 3.44 0.001 0.161 0.588 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d5 0.566 0.265 2.14 0.033 0.047 1.086 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d6 0.034 0.135 0.25 0.800 -0.230 0.298  

 cluster_sponsor_d7 0.165 0.162 1.02 0.307 -0.152 0.482  

 cluster_sponsor_d8 -0.159 0.261 -0.61 0.542 -0.672 0.353  

 equity_ln 0.168 0.036 4.72 0.000 0.098 0.238 *** 

 comp_young -0.059 0.074 -0.80 0.423 -0.205 0.086  
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 siccode_dummy -0.130 0.088 -1.48 0.140 -0.302 0.043  

 totalobs_ln -0.066 0.054 -1.22 0.223 -0.173 0.040  

 investors_ln 0.152 0.064 2.37 0.018 0.026 0.278 ** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.383 0.210 1.82 0.068 -0.029 0.796 * 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.022 0.278 -0.08 0.938 -0.566 0.523  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.384 0.219 1.75 0.079 -0.045 0.813 * 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.176 0.259 0.68 0.496 -0.331 0.683  

 1990.year_first_obs -0.041 0.247 -0.17 0.869 -0.525 0.443  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.322 0.228 1.41 0.158 -0.125 0.770  

 1992.year_first_obs 0.045 0.243 0.19 0.852 -0.432 0.523  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.417 0.230 1.81 0.070 -0.034 0.869 * 

 1994.year_first_obs -0.050 0.214 -0.23 0.815 -0.470 0.369  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.166 0.189 -0.88 0.379 -0.537 0.204  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.255 0.178 -1.44 0.151 -0.604 0.093  

 1997.year_first_obs -0.510 0.180 -2.83 0.005 -0.863 -0.157 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.855 0.191 -4.46 0.000 -1.230 -0.479 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.222 0.193 -6.34 0.000 -1.599 -0.844 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.241 0.185 -6.72 0.000 -1.603 -0.879 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.329 0.224 -5.92 0.000 -1.769 -0.889 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.465 0.262 -5.58 0.000 -1.979 -0.950 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.630 0.275 -5.93 0.000 -2.169 -1.092 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.174 0.224 -5.23 0.000 -1.614 -0.734 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.612 0.277 -5.81 0.000 -2.156 -1.069 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.994 0.393 -5.07 0.000 -2.765 -1.223 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.250 0.244 -5.12 0.000 -1.728 -0.772 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.271 0.245 -5.18 0.000 -1.751 -0.790 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.318 0.276 -4.77 0.000 -1.860 -0.776 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.099 0.403 -5.21 0.000 -2.889 -1.310 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.180 0.170 -6.93 0.000 -1.514 -0.846 *** 
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Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.273 

Pseudo r-squared  0.220 Number of obs   4384.000 

Chi-square   543.362 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 1999.738 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2248.781 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_sponsor_d1 0.070 0.123 0.57 0.569 -0.171 0.310  

 cluster_sponsor_d2 0.036 0.074 0.48 0.629 -0.109 0.181  

 cluster_sponsor_d3 -0.113 0.120 -0.94 0.346 -0.348 0.122  

 cluster_sponsor_d4 0.147 0.069 2.13 0.033 0.012 0.282 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d5 -0.237 0.197 -1.20 0.230 -0.624 0.150  

 cluster_sponsor_d6 0.087 0.088 0.98 0.326 -0.086 0.259  

 cluster_sponsor_d7 0.128 0.105 1.23 0.221 -0.077 0.333  

 cluster_sponsor_d8 0.167 0.169 0.99 0.321 -0.163 0.498  

 equity_ln 0.020 0.019 1.05 0.294 -0.017 0.056  

 comp_young 0.195 0.044 4.44 0.000 0.109 0.281 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.164 0.062 2.66 0.008 0.043 0.285 *** 

 totalobs_ln -0.200 0.035 -5.64 0.000 -0.270 -0.131 *** 

 investors_ln 0.287 0.040 7.14 0.000 0.208 0.366 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.346 0.239 1.45 0.148 -0.123 0.815  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.650 0.273 2.38 0.017 0.116 1.185 ** 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.765 0.234 3.27 0.001 0.306 1.225 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.597 0.265 2.25 0.024 0.077 1.117 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.670 0.246 2.73 0.006 0.189 1.151 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.705 0.248 2.84 0.004 0.219 1.191 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.984 0.240 4.11 0.000 0.515 1.454 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.992 0.244 4.07 0.000 0.513 1.470 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 1.003 0.213 4.71 0.000 0.585 1.421 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.130 0.192 5.89 0.000 0.754 1.506 *** 
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 1996.year_first_obs 1.065 0.182 5.83 0.000 0.707 1.422 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.242 0.179 6.95 0.000 0.892 1.592 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.487 0.180 8.29 0.000 1.135 1.839 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.517 0.173 8.77 0.000 1.178 1.856 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.386 0.169 8.20 0.000 1.055 1.717 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.398 0.179 7.79 0.000 1.047 1.750 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.375 0.186 7.40 0.000 1.010 1.739 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.392 0.184 7.57 0.000 1.031 1.752 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.230 0.185 6.66 0.000 0.868 1.591 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 1.016 0.185 5.51 0.000 0.655 1.378 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.761 0.185 4.11 0.000 0.398 1.124 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.706 0.187 3.77 0.000 0.339 1.073 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.406 0.190 2.14 0.032 0.034 0.778 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.428 0.202 2.11 0.035 0.031 0.825 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.364 0.191 1.91 0.057 -0.011 0.739 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.139 0.184 0.75 0.451 -0.222 0.500  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.331 0.195 -1.70 0.089 -0.714 0.051 * 

 2013.year_first_obs -0.690 0.209 -3.31 0.001 -1.099 -0.282 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.657 0.171 -9.71 0.000 -1.992 -1.323 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.323 SD dependent var  0.468 

Pseudo r-squared  0.150 Number of obs   5250.000 

Chi-square   992.939 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5700.043 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5975.814 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 

 
[exit]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0820 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.64 
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         Prob > chi2 =    0.4251 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.51 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2194 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.45 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1178 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.05 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8312 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d4 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.62 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4297 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.90 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0086 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.41 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0065 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.70 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4019 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.04 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8493 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.42 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5154 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.54 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4609 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7716 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.42 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5162 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6875 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.61 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1063 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.74 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3895 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8552 

 

Test across exit type 
 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    9.38 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0022 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    6.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0134 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d3 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d3 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    1.75 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1857 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    2.74 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0978 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    4.73 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0296 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d6 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d6 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7643 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d7 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8604 

 

- [ipo_exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d8 + [acq_exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d8 = 0 

  

           chi2(  1) =    0.99 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3190 
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11.4 Appendix 4: Regression tables – Model 2 

 

Table A2 – Funding versus IPR 
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Table A3 – First element 
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Table A4 – Two elements 

 

 

Table A5 – Three elements 
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Table A6 – Three or four elements

 

 

 

Table A7 – IPR themes 
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Table A8 – Sponsor themes 
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11.5 Appendix 5: Regression and test output – Model 2 
 

11.5.1 Funding vs. IPR 

 

Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 fundingvsip_d1 0.139 0.060 2.29 0.022 0.020 0.257 ** 

 fundingvsip_d2 -0.073 0.070 -1.04 0.298 -0.211 0.065  

 equity_ln 0.027 0.016 1.70 0.090 -0.004 0.057 * 

 comp_young 0.191 0.038 4.97 0.000 0.115 0.266 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.087 0.053 1.63 0.103 -0.018 0.191  

 patents_ln -0.002 0.006 -0.25 0.802 -0.014 0.011  

 trademarks_ln -0.016 0.006 -2.83 0.005 -0.028 -0.005 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.015 0.011 -1.33 0.182 -0.037 0.007  

 cvcrounds_ln -0.013 0.007 -1.71 0.087 -0.028 0.002 * 

 investors_ln 0.300 0.035 8.62 0.000 0.232 0.368 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.417 0.170 2.46 0.014 0.085 0.750 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.194 0.208 0.93 0.352 -0.214 0.602  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.776 0.189 4.11 0.000 0.406 1.145 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.369 0.199 1.85 0.064 -0.021 0.759 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.510 0.184 2.77 0.006 0.150 0.869 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.780 0.195 4.00 0.000 0.398 1.163 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.604 0.190 3.19 0.001 0.233 0.976 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.825 0.196 4.22 0.000 0.441 1.208 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.747 0.168 4.44 0.000 0.417 1.076 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.774 0.144 5.37 0.000 0.492 1.057 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.740 0.135 5.50 0.000 0.476 1.004 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.665 0.131 5.07 0.000 0.408 0.922 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.765 0.132 5.80 0.000 0.506 1.024 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.738 0.124 5.96 0.000 0.495 0.981 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.622 0.119 5.23 0.000 0.389 0.855 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.589 0.131 4.50 0.000 0.332 0.845 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.516 0.139 3.71 0.000 0.243 0.788 *** 
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 2003.year_first_obs 0.571 0.135 4.24 0.000 0.307 0.835 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.445 0.137 3.26 0.001 0.177 0.713 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.155 0.136 1.14 0.254 -0.111 0.421  

 2006.year_first_obs 0.006 0.135 0.04 0.966 -0.259 0.271  

 2007.year_first_obs 0.018 0.136 0.13 0.897 -0.250 0.285  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.281 0.140 -2.00 0.045 -0.556 -0.006 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.239 0.150 -1.60 0.110 -0.532 0.054  

 2010.year_first_obs -0.430 0.142 -3.02 0.003 -0.709 -0.151 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.667 0.135 -4.95 0.000 -0.930 -0.403 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -0.993 0.142 -7.01 0.000 -1.271 -0.716 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.463 0.161 -9.10 0.000 -1.778 -1.148 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.476 0.352 -7.04 0.000 -3.165 -1.787 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.178 0.151 -7.78 0.000 -1.475 -0.881 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.210 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1949.387 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7418.426 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7693.213 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 fundingvsip_d1 -0.065 0.102 -0.64 0.523 -0.264 0.134  

 fundingvsip_d2 -0.333 0.121 -2.75 0.006 -0.572 -0.095 *** 

 equity_ln 0.162 0.031 5.27 0.000 0.102 0.222 *** 

 comp_young -0.083 0.067 -1.25 0.213 -0.214 0.048  

 siccode_dummy -0.191 0.078 -2.46 0.014 -0.344 -0.039 ** 

 patents_ln 0.044 0.010 4.50 0.000 0.025 0.063 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.059 0.009 6.45 0.000 0.041 0.077 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.049 0.018 -2.71 0.007 -0.085 -0.014 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.028 0.012 -2.45 0.014 -0.051 -0.006 ** 

 investors_ln 0.189 0.059 3.20 0.001 0.073 0.305 *** 
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1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.350 0.183 1.91 0.056 -0.009 0.710 * 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.083 0.239 -0.35 0.729 -0.551 0.386  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.431 0.199 2.17 0.030 0.042 0.821 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.088 0.228 0.39 0.700 -0.359 0.535  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.085 0.205 0.41 0.679 -0.316 0.486  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.351 0.205 1.72 0.086 -0.050 0.752 * 

 1992.year_first_obs -0.028 0.217 -0.13 0.898 -0.453 0.397  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.189 0.207 0.91 0.362 -0.217 0.596  

 1994.year_first_obs 0.000 0.190 0.00 0.998 -0.371 0.372  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.236 0.165 -1.43 0.153 -0.559 0.088  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.277 0.155 -1.78 0.074 -0.582 0.027 * 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.530 0.158 -3.35 0.001 -0.840 -0.220 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.831 0.166 -5.00 0.000 -1.157 -0.505 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.228 0.167 -7.34 0.000 -1.556 -0.900 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.279 0.161 -7.96 0.000 -1.594 -0.964 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.440 0.205 -7.02 0.000 -1.842 -1.038 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.595 0.247 -6.46 0.000 -2.078 -1.111 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.769 0.264 -6.71 0.000 -2.286 -1.252 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.197 0.200 -6.00 0.000 -1.588 -0.806 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.652 0.244 -6.76 0.000 -2.131 -1.173 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.876 0.300 -6.26 0.000 -2.463 -1.289 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.352 0.219 -6.19 0.000 -1.781 -0.924 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.384 0.230 -6.03 0.000 -1.834 -0.934 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.466 0.261 -5.61 0.000 -1.978 -0.954 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.192 0.387 -5.66 0.000 -2.951 -1.433 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.617 0.208 -2.97 0.003 -1.024 -0.209 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.240 Number of obs   5502.000 
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Chi-square   738.906 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2414.525 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2652.588 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 fundingvsip_d1 0.173 0.061 2.82 0.005 0.053 0.293 *** 

 fundingvsip_d2 0.054 0.071 0.76 0.447 -0.086 0.194  

 equity_ln -0.003 0.016 -0.16 0.873 -0.034 0.029  

 comp_young 0.234 0.039 6.02 0.000 0.158 0.310 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.186 0.055 3.37 0.001 0.078 0.294 *** 

 patents_ln -0.018 0.006 -2.84 0.004 -0.031 -0.006 *** 

 trademarks_ln -0.037 0.006 -6.31 0.000 -0.049 -0.026 *** 

 vcrounds_ln 0.002 0.011 0.17 0.862 -0.020 0.024  

 cvcrounds_ln -0.002 0.008 -0.22 0.827 -0.017 0.013  

 investors_ln 0.226 0.036 6.35 0.000 0.156 0.295 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.322 0.208 1.55 0.121 -0.085 0.729  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.386 0.247 1.56 0.118 -0.098 0.869  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.584 0.215 2.71 0.007 0.162 1.007 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.535 0.230 2.32 0.020 0.083 0.986 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.634 0.210 3.02 0.003 0.222 1.046 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.670 0.221 3.03 0.002 0.237 1.104 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.878 0.211 4.17 0.000 0.465 1.291 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.847 0.217 3.91 0.000 0.422 1.271 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.961 0.189 5.08 0.000 0.590 1.332 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.092 0.166 6.60 0.000 0.768 1.417 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.090 0.158 6.90 0.000 0.781 1.400 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.164 0.155 7.50 0.000 0.860 1.468 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.383 0.155 8.92 0.000 1.079 1.687 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.492 0.149 10.02 0.000 1.200 1.784 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.371 0.145 9.45 0.000 1.087 1.655 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.379 0.155 8.90 0.000 1.076 1.683 *** 
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 2002.year_first_obs 1.333 0.162 8.23 0.000 1.015 1.650 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.406 0.158 8.87 0.000 1.096 1.717 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.192 0.160 7.43 0.000 0.877 1.506 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.958 0.160 6.00 0.000 0.645 1.271 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.802 0.159 5.04 0.000 0.490 1.114 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.753 0.160 4.70 0.000 0.439 1.068 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.437 0.164 2.66 0.008 0.115 0.759 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.492 0.173 2.85 0.004 0.153 0.831 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.361 0.165 2.19 0.029 0.038 0.684 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.108 0.158 0.68 0.496 -0.202 0.417  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.235 0.164 -1.43 0.153 -0.557 0.087  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.710 0.180 -3.94 0.000 -1.063 -0.356 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.713 0.359 -4.77 0.000 -2.418 -1.009 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.139 0.175 -12.21 0.000 -2.482 -1.795 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.180 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1558.035 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7172.963 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7447.750 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test  
 

[exit]fundingvsip_d1 - [exit]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   19.56 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

  

[exit_ipo]fundingvsip_d1 - [exit_ipo]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   11.79 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0006 

 

  

[exit_acq]fundingvsip_d1 - [exit_acq]fundingvsip_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.94 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0148 
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11.5.2 First Element 
 

Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element1_d1 0.173 0.062 2.77 0.006 0.050 0.295 *** 

 element1_d2 -0.040 0.101 -0.40 0.692 -0.239 0.158  

 element1_d3 -0.054 0.077 -0.70 0.482 -0.205 0.097  

 element1_d4 -0.074 0.086 -0.86 0.392 -0.243 0.095  

 equity_ln 0.027 0.016 1.75 0.080 -0.003 0.058 * 

 comp_young 0.191 0.038 4.99 0.000 0.116 0.267 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.085 0.053 1.60 0.110 -0.019 0.190  

 patents_ln -0.004 0.007 -0.65 0.515 -0.018 0.009  

 trademarks_ln -0.017 0.006 -2.76 0.006 -0.029 -0.005 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.027 0.012 -2.17 0.030 -0.051 -0.003 ** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.010 0.008 -1.33 0.184 -0.025 0.005  

 investors_ln 0.302 0.035 8.68 0.000 0.234 0.371 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.405 0.170 2.39 0.017 0.073 0.738 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.176 0.208 0.84 0.399 -0.232 0.584  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.764 0.189 4.04 0.000 0.394 1.134 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.356 0.199 1.79 0.074 -0.034 0.746 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.496 0.184 2.70 0.007 0.136 0.856 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.759 0.196 3.88 0.000 0.376 1.143 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.581 0.190 3.06 0.002 0.208 0.953 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.804 0.196 4.11 0.000 0.420 1.187 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.722 0.169 4.28 0.000 0.392 1.053 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.754 0.145 5.22 0.000 0.471 1.037 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.717 0.135 5.31 0.000 0.453 0.982 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.642 0.132 4.88 0.000 0.384 0.900 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.741 0.132 5.60 0.000 0.482 1.001 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.715 0.124 5.75 0.000 0.471 0.958 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.606 0.119 5.08 0.000 0.372 0.839 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.572 0.131 4.37 0.000 0.315 0.828 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.499 0.139 3.59 0.000 0.227 0.772 *** 
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 2003.year_first_obs 0.552 0.135 4.09 0.000 0.288 0.817 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.424 0.137 3.09 0.002 0.155 0.693 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.135 0.136 0.99 0.320 -0.131 0.402  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.017 0.136 -0.13 0.900 -0.283 0.249  

 2007.year_first_obs -0.005 0.137 -0.04 0.972 -0.273 0.263  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.307 0.141 -2.18 0.029 -0.583 -0.031 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.262 0.150 -1.75 0.081 -0.556 0.032 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.458 0.143 -3.21 0.001 -0.738 -0.178 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.692 0.135 -5.12 0.000 -0.957 -0.427 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.017 0.142 -7.15 0.000 -1.295 -0.738 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.489 0.161 -9.23 0.000 -1.805 -1.173 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.489 0.349 -7.13 0.000 -3.173 -1.805 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.158 0.152 -7.64 0.000 -1.455 -0.861 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.210 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1954.343 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7417.470 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7705.996 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element1_d1 -0.048 0.104 -0.46 0.643 -0.251 0.155  

 element1_d2 -0.291 0.171 -1.70 0.088 -0.626 0.044 * 

 element1_d3 -0.425 0.133 -3.20 0.001 -0.686 -0.165 *** 

 element1_d4 -0.192 0.141 -1.36 0.173 -0.469 0.084  

 equity_ln 0.162 0.031 5.27 0.000 0.102 0.222 *** 

 comp_young -0.077 0.067 -1.15 0.252 -0.208 0.054  

 siccode_dummy -0.200 0.078 -2.58 0.010 -0.353 -0.048 ** 

 patents_ln 0.048 0.010 4.67 0.000 0.028 0.068 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.053 0.010 5.41 0.000 0.034 0.072 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.063 0.020 -3.12 0.002 -0.103 -0.023 *** 
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 cvcrounds_ln -0.024 0.012 -2.09 0.036 -0.047 -0.002 ** 

 investors_ln 0.196 0.059 3.31 0.001 0.080 0.312 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.330 0.184 1.79 0.073 -0.030 0.691 * 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.104 0.240 -0.43 0.664 -0.574 0.365  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.420 0.199 2.11 0.035 0.030 0.810 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.072 0.230 0.31 0.754 -0.378 0.522  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.075 0.205 0.37 0.714 -0.327 0.477  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.333 0.206 1.62 0.106 -0.070 0.736  

 1992.year_first_obs -0.037 0.218 -0.17 0.867 -0.463 0.390  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.165 0.208 0.79 0.428 -0.243 0.573  

 1994.year_first_obs -0.029 0.191 -0.15 0.878 -0.403 0.344  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.264 0.166 -1.59 0.113 -0.590 0.062  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.305 0.157 -1.95 0.051 -0.613 0.002 * 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.551 0.160 -3.45 0.001 -0.864 -0.238 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.858 0.168 -5.11 0.000 -1.187 -0.529 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.257 0.169 -7.44 0.000 -1.588 -0.926 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.290 0.161 -8.00 0.000 -1.607 -0.974 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.455 0.206 -7.05 0.000 -1.859 -1.050 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.611 0.247 -6.51 0.000 -2.096 -1.126 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.769 0.263 -6.74 0.000 -2.284 -1.254 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.223 0.201 -6.07 0.000 -1.618 -0.828 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.672 0.246 -6.81 0.000 -2.153 -1.191 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.901 0.302 -6.30 0.000 -2.492 -1.309 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.369 0.219 -6.25 0.000 -1.798 -0.940 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.409 0.231 -6.11 0.000 -1.862 -0.957 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.506 0.264 -5.70 0.000 -2.024 -0.988 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.238 0.389 -5.75 0.000 -3.001 -1.476 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.575 0.209 -2.75 0.006 -0.985 -0.164 *** 
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Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.242 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   744.832 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2412.599 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2663.888 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element1_d1 0.197 0.063 3.10 0.002 0.072 0.321 *** 

 element1_d2 0.078 0.103 0.76 0.450 -0.124 0.280  

 element1_d3 0.100 0.078 1.27 0.202 -0.054 0.253  

 element1_d4 -0.003 0.089 -0.04 0.970 -0.177 0.170  

 equity_ln -0.002 0.016 -0.12 0.900 -0.033 0.029  

 comp_young 0.233 0.039 6.00 0.000 0.157 0.309 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.186 0.055 3.36 0.001 0.078 0.294 *** 

 patents_ln -0.022 0.007 -3.24 0.001 -0.036 -0.009 *** 

 trademarks_ln -0.035 0.006 -5.53 0.000 -0.048 -0.023 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.005 0.013 -0.37 0.711 -0.029 0.020  

 cvcrounds_ln 0.000 0.008 -0.06 0.953 -0.015 0.015  

 investors_ln 0.226 0.036 6.36 0.000 0.157 0.296 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.315 0.207 1.52 0.129 -0.091 0.722  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.375 0.246 1.52 0.128 -0.108 0.858  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.573 0.216 2.66 0.008 0.150 0.995 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.522 0.230 2.27 0.023 0.071 0.974 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.623 0.210 2.97 0.003 0.212 1.035 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.653 0.221 2.95 0.003 0.219 1.087 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.857 0.211 4.06 0.000 0.443 1.271 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.834 0.217 3.85 0.000 0.409 1.258 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.946 0.190 4.99 0.000 0.574 1.317 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.079 0.166 6.51 0.000 0.755 1.404 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.076 0.158 6.79 0.000 0.765 1.386 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.146 0.155 7.38 0.000 0.842 1.451 *** 
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 1998.year_first_obs 1.367 0.155 8.79 0.000 1.062 1.672 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.477 0.149 9.90 0.000 1.184 1.769 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.358 0.145 9.37 0.000 1.074 1.643 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.364 0.155 8.80 0.000 1.061 1.668 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.320 0.162 8.15 0.000 1.002 1.637 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.391 0.159 8.77 0.000 1.080 1.701 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.175 0.161 7.32 0.000 0.861 1.490 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.944 0.160 5.91 0.000 0.631 1.257 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.784 0.159 4.92 0.000 0.472 1.096 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.736 0.161 4.58 0.000 0.421 1.051 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.420 0.165 2.55 0.011 0.097 0.742 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.475 0.173 2.75 0.006 0.136 0.815 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.340 0.165 2.06 0.039 0.016 0.664 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.091 0.158 0.58 0.564 -0.219 0.402  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.250 0.165 -1.52 0.129 -0.573 0.073  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.726 0.181 -4.02 0.000 -1.080 -0.372 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.724 0.358 -4.82 0.000 -2.426 -1.023 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.127 0.175 -12.13 0.000 -2.471 -1.784 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.180 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1561.051 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7173.947 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7462.473 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 

  
[exit]element1_d1 - [exit]element1_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.89 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0270 

 

  

[exit]element1_d1 - [exit]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   16.47 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 
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[exit]element1_d1 - [exit]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   11.62 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0007 

 

  

[exit]element1_d2 - [exit]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8910 

 

  

[exit]element1_d2 - [exit]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7643 

 

  

[exit]element1_d3 - [exit]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.06 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8065 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d1 - [exit_ipo]element1_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.45 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1175 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d1 - [exit_ipo]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   16.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d1 - [exit_ipo]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.66 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1970 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d2 - [exit_ipo]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.65 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4219 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d2 - [exit_ipo]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.31 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5802 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element1_d3 - [exit_ipo]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.46 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0628 
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[exit_acq]element1_d1 - [exit_acq]element1_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.48 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2242 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d1 - [exit_acq]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.93 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0872 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d1 - [exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.10 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0077 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d2 - [exit_acq]element1_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.04 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8334 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d2 - [exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.50 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4816 

 

  

[exit_acq]element1_d3 - [exit_acq]element1_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.53 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2159 

 

 

11.5.3 Two Elements 
 

Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element2_d1 0.066 0.095 0.70 0.486 -0.120 0.252  

 element2_d2 0.168 0.092 1.83 0.068 -0.012 0.348 * 

 element2_d3 0.140 0.091 1.55 0.122 -0.037 0.318  

 element2_d4 -0.280 0.184 -1.52 0.129 -0.642 0.081  

 element2_d5 -0.017 0.133 -0.12 0.901 -0.277 0.244  

 element2_d6 -0.344 0.216 -1.60 0.110 -0.767 0.078  

 element2_d7 -0.609 0.271 -2.25 0.025 -1.141 -0.077 ** 

 element2_d8 -0.016 0.092 -0.17 0.863 -0.196 0.164  
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 element2_d9 -0.467 0.178 -2.62 0.009 -0.816 -0.118 *** 

 element2_d10 -0.310 0.146 -2.13 0.033 -0.596 -0.024 ** 

 element2_d11 -0.147 0.098 -1.50 0.135 -0.339 0.046  

 element2_d12 -0.271 0.283 -0.96 0.339 -0.826 0.284  

 element2_d13 -0.110 0.161 -0.68 0.497 -0.426 0.206  

 equity_ln 0.030 0.016 1.92 0.055 -0.001 0.061 * 

 comp_young 0.189 0.038 4.91 0.000 0.113 0.264 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.087 0.053 1.62 0.105 -0.018 0.191  

 patents_ln -0.006 0.010 -0.57 0.569 -0.025 0.014  

 trademarks_ln -0.011 0.008 -1.27 0.205 -0.027 0.006  

 vcrounds_ln -0.054 0.017 -3.16 0.002 -0.087 -0.021 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.002 0.009 -0.27 0.786 -0.020 0.015  

 investors_ln 0.311 0.035 8.85 0.000 0.242 0.380 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.397 0.170 2.34 0.019 0.064 0.730 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.182 0.208 0.87 0.382 -0.226 0.589  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.768 0.189 4.07 0.000 0.398 1.138 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.347 0.199 1.74 0.081 -0.043 0.738 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.493 0.184 2.68 0.007 0.132 0.853 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.751 0.196 3.83 0.000 0.367 1.134 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.572 0.190 3.00 0.003 0.199 0.945 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.812 0.196 4.14 0.000 0.427 1.196 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.718 0.169 4.25 0.000 0.387 1.049 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.750 0.145 5.19 0.000 0.467 1.034 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.704 0.135 5.20 0.000 0.439 0.969 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.626 0.132 4.74 0.000 0.367 0.885 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.721 0.133 5.42 0.000 0.460 0.981 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.709 0.125 5.69 0.000 0.465 0.953 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.603 0.120 5.05 0.000 0.369 0.837 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.566 0.131 4.31 0.000 0.308 0.823 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.500 0.139 3.59 0.000 0.227 0.774 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.538 0.135 3.97 0.000 0.272 0.803 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.416 0.137 3.03 0.002 0.147 0.686 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.121 0.136 0.89 0.373 -0.146 0.389  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.027 0.136 -0.20 0.845 -0.293 0.240  
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 2007.year_first_obs -0.010 0.137 -0.08 0.940 -0.279 0.258  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.316 0.141 -2.24 0.025 -0.592 -0.039 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.274 0.150 -1.82 0.068 -0.569 0.020 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.466 0.143 -3.25 0.001 -0.746 -0.185 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.701 0.135 -5.18 0.000 -0.967 -0.436 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.037 0.142 -7.28 0.000 -1.316 -0.757 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.497 0.161 -9.28 0.000 -1.814 -1.181 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.510 0.350 -7.18 0.000 -3.196 -1.825 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.050 0.157 -6.69 0.000 -1.358 -0.742 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.212 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1970.370 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7419.444 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7769.797 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element2_d1 0.021 0.145 0.15 0.884 -0.263 0.305  

 element2_d2 -0.294 0.138 -2.13 0.033 -0.563 -0.024 ** 

 element2_d3 -0.096 0.144 -0.67 0.505 -0.378 0.186  

 element2_d4 0.114 0.317 0.36 0.719 -0.507 0.735  

 element2_d5 -0.365 0.223 -1.64 0.102 -0.803 0.073  

 element2_d6 -0.864 0.380 -2.28 0.023 -1.609 -0.120 ** 

 element2_d7 -0.641 0.458 -1.40 0.162 -1.538 0.256  

 element2_d8 -0.590 0.148 -4.00 0.000 -0.879 -0.301 *** 

 element2_d9 -1.205 0.372 -3.24 0.001 -1.934 -0.477 *** 

 element2_d10 -0.557 0.223 -2.50 0.012 -0.993 -0.120 ** 

 element2_d11 -0.236 0.159 -1.49 0.136 -0.547 0.075  

 element2_d12 0.255 0.384 0.66 0.507 -0.498 1.008  

 element2_d13 -0.644 0.261 -2.46 0.014 -1.156 -0.132 ** 

 equity_ln 0.158 0.031 5.10 0.000 0.097 0.218 *** 
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 comp_young -0.086 0.067 -1.28 0.202 -0.218 0.046  

 siccode_dummy -0.195 0.078 -2.48 0.013 -0.348 -0.041 ** 

 patents_ln 0.074 0.013 5.54 0.000 0.048 0.100 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.051 0.013 4.06 0.000 0.027 0.076 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.062 0.030 -2.06 0.040 -0.121 -0.003 ** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.029 0.014 -2.09 0.037 -0.056 -0.002 ** 

 investors_ln 0.200 0.060 3.33 0.001 0.082 0.318 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.350 0.184 1.90 0.058 -0.011 0.711 * 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.093 0.241 -0.39 0.699 -0.565 0.378  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.432 0.200 2.16 0.031 0.040 0.823 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.093 0.230 0.40 0.686 -0.358 0.544  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.105 0.206 0.51 0.609 -0.298 0.508  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.375 0.207 1.81 0.070 -0.030 0.781 * 

 1992.year_first_obs -0.023 0.218 -0.11 0.915 -0.451 0.404  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.200 0.209 0.96 0.339 -0.210 0.610  

 1994.year_first_obs -0.004 0.191 -0.02 0.985 -0.378 0.371  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.249 0.167 -1.49 0.136 -0.576 0.078  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.294 0.158 -1.87 0.062 -0.604 0.015 * 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.548 0.161 -3.41 0.001 -0.863 -0.233 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.862 0.169 -5.09 0.000 -1.195 -0.530 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.246 0.170 -7.33 0.000 -1.580 -0.913 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.265 0.163 -7.78 0.000 -1.584 -0.946 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.468 0.209 -7.01 0.000 -1.878 -1.058 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.605 0.251 -6.41 0.000 -2.096 -1.114 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.760 0.264 -6.66 0.000 -2.278 -1.242 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.204 0.203 -5.94 0.000 -1.602 -0.807 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.649 0.246 -6.70 0.000 -2.131 -1.166 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.891 0.303 -6.23 0.000 -2.486 -1.296 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.350 0.221 -6.11 0.000 -1.782 -0.917 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.406 0.233 -6.03 0.000 -1.864 -0.949 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.515 0.269 -5.63 0.000 -2.043 -0.987 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.225 0.391 -5.69 0.000 -2.991 -1.459 *** 
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2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.449 0.216 -2.07 0.038 -0.873 -0.024 ** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.248 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   764.713 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2410.718 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2721.522 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 element2_d1 0.041 0.095 0.43 0.665 -0.145 0.227  

 element2_d2 0.339 0.094 3.59 0.000 0.154 0.523 *** 

 element2_d3 0.166 0.092 1.80 0.072 -0.015 0.346 * 

 element2_d4 -0.313 0.188 -1.67 0.096 -0.681 0.055 * 

 element2_d5 0.141 0.134 1.05 0.295 -0.123 0.404  

 element2_d6 -0.060 0.222 -0.27 0.788 -0.495 0.376  

 element2_d7 -0.455 0.282 -1.61 0.107 -1.008 0.098  

 element2_d8 0.244 0.094 2.59 0.010 0.060 0.429 ** 

 element2_d9 -0.077 0.181 -0.42 0.672 -0.431 0.278  

 element2_d10 -0.110 0.154 -0.71 0.476 -0.411 0.191  

 element2_d11 -0.084 0.101 -0.83 0.405 -0.281 0.113  

 element2_d12 -0.415 0.299 -1.39 0.165 -1.001 0.170  

 element2_d13 0.186 0.166 1.12 0.261 -0.138 0.511  

 equity_ln 0.002 0.016 0.10 0.924 -0.030 0.033  

 comp_young 0.232 0.039 5.95 0.000 0.156 0.308 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.184 0.055 3.31 0.001 0.075 0.292 *** 

 patents_ln -0.040 0.010 -3.91 0.000 -0.059 -0.020 *** 

 trademarks_ln -0.026 0.008 -3.08 0.002 -0.042 -0.009 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.035 0.017 -2.01 0.044 -0.069 -0.001 ** 

 cvcrounds_ln 0.010 0.009 1.06 0.289 -0.008 0.028  
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 investors_ln 0.236 0.036 6.57 0.000 0.165 0.306 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.307 0.208 1.48 0.140 -0.101 0.715  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.383 0.247 1.55 0.120 -0.100 0.866  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.586 0.216 2.71 0.007 0.162 1.009 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.511 0.231 2.21 0.027 0.058 0.964 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.620 0.210 2.94 0.003 0.207 1.032 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.638 0.222 2.87 0.004 0.203 1.073 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.851 0.212 4.02 0.000 0.436 1.266 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.842 0.217 3.88 0.000 0.417 1.268 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.947 0.190 4.98 0.000 0.574 1.320 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.082 0.166 6.50 0.000 0.756 1.408 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.066 0.159 6.70 0.000 0.754 1.378 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.137 0.156 7.28 0.000 0.831 1.444 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.356 0.156 8.67 0.000 1.049 1.662 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.476 0.150 9.83 0.000 1.182 1.771 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.355 0.146 9.28 0.000 1.069 1.641 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.366 0.156 8.76 0.000 1.060 1.672 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.324 0.163 8.13 0.000 1.005 1.643 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.382 0.159 8.66 0.000 1.069 1.694 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.168 0.161 7.23 0.000 0.851 1.484 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.931 0.161 5.80 0.000 0.617 1.246 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.773 0.160 4.83 0.000 0.459 1.087 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.731 0.162 4.52 0.000 0.414 1.047 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.411 0.166 2.48 0.013 0.086 0.735 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.467 0.174 2.68 0.007 0.126 0.808 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.336 0.166 2.03 0.043 0.011 0.662 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.079 0.159 0.49 0.620 -0.233 0.391  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.269 0.165 -1.62 0.105 -0.593 0.056  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.737 0.181 -4.07 0.000 -1.092 -0.382 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.728 0.355 -4.86 0.000 -2.424 -1.031 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.093 0.180 -11.60 0.000 -2.446 -1.739 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 
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Pseudo r-squared  0.183 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1583.562 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7169.435 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7519.789 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 

  
[exit]element2_d1 - [exit]element2_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3771 

 

  

[exit]element2_d1 - [exit]element2_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5303 

 

  

[exit]element2_d2 - [exit]element2_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7947 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.50 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2207 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7607 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.84 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1755 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.13 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7197 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d2 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1548 
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[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5305 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.22 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2694 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0202 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3007 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d3 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.88 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3487 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.80 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1791 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.49 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0616 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2996 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d4 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7305 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d5 - [exit_ipo]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.43 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5138 
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[exit_ipo]element2_d5 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6115 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d5 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1370 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d10 - [exit_ipo]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.52 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1125 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d10 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0415 

 

  

[exit_ipo]element2_d11 - [exit_ipo]element2_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.70 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1917 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d2 - [exit_acq]element2_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1956 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d2 - [exit_acq]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   11.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0009 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d2 - [exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   13.42 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0002 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d5 - [exit_acq]element2_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.65 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1991 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d5 - [exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.96 
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         Prob > chi2 =    0.1618 

 

  

[exit_acq]element2_d10 - [exit_acq]element2_d11 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8595 

 

 

 

11.5.4 Three Elements 
 

Probit Regression – Exit 
 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster3plus_d1 0.086 0.136 0.63 0.530 -0.181 0.352  

 cluster3plus_d2 -0.082 0.229 -0.36 0.721 -0.530 0.367  

 cluster3plus_d3 0.393 0.263 1.50 0.135 -0.122 0.908  

 cluster3plus_d4 0.037 0.130 0.28 0.776 -0.218 0.293  

 cluster3plus_d5 -0.116 0.214 -0.54 0.588 -0.536 0.303  

 cluster3plus_d6 0.355 0.208 1.71 0.088 -0.052 0.762 * 

 cluster3plus_d7 0.267 0.124 2.15 0.032 0.023 0.511 ** 

 cluster3plus_d8 0.325 0.280 1.16 0.246 -0.224 0.874  

 cluster3plus_d9 0.000 0.204 0.00 0.998 -0.399 0.400  

 cluster3plus_d10 0.098 0.223 0.44 0.661 -0.339 0.534  

 cluster3plus_d11 0.190 0.208 0.91 0.361 -0.218 0.599  

 cluster3plus_d12 -0.120 0.144 -0.84 0.403 -0.403 0.162  

 cluster3plus_d13 0.040 0.180 0.22 0.826 -0.314 0.393  

 cluster3plus_d14 -0.596 0.279 -2.14 0.033 -1.143 -0.049 ** 

 cluster3plus_d15 -0.396 0.202 -1.97 0.049 -0.792 -0.001 ** 

 cluster3plus_d16 -0.215 0.238 -0.90 0.367 -0.682 0.252  

 cluster3plus_d17 -0.068 0.217 -0.31 0.754 -0.494 0.358  

 cluster3plus_d18 -0.131 0.143 -0.92 0.358 -0.412 0.149  

 cluster3plus_d19 0.001 0.205 0.00 0.997 -0.401 0.403  

 cluster3plus_d20 -0.668 0.338 -1.98 0.048 -1.331 -0.005 ** 

 equity_ln 0.034 0.018 1.89 0.058 -0.001 0.070 * 

 comp_young 0.170 0.044 3.85 0.000 0.084 0.257 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.115 0.061 1.90 0.058 -0.004 0.233 * 

 patents_ln 0.009 0.015 0.58 0.561 -0.020 0.037  
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 trademarks_ln -0.023 0.011 -2.00 0.046 -0.045 0.000 ** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.095 0.027 -3.54 0.000 -0.147 -0.042 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.005 0.011 -0.47 0.642 -0.027 0.017  

 investors_ln 0.315 0.041 7.76 0.000 0.235 0.394 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.477 0.198 2.41 0.016 0.089 0.865 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.442 0.241 1.84 0.066 -0.029 0.914 * 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.919 0.209 4.40 0.000 0.509 1.328 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.525 0.231 2.27 0.023 0.072 0.978 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.534 0.217 2.46 0.014 0.108 0.959 ** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.806 0.216 3.74 0.000 0.383 1.230 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.765 0.216 3.55 0.000 0.342 1.188 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 1.066 0.226 4.71 0.000 0.622 1.509 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.776 0.189 4.11 0.000 0.406 1.147 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.939 0.171 5.47 0.000 0.603 1.275 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.767 0.157 4.89 0.000 0.460 1.075 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.773 0.153 5.06 0.000 0.474 1.072 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.932 0.156 5.97 0.000 0.626 1.238 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.855 0.147 5.82 0.000 0.567 1.144 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.687 0.142 4.85 0.000 0.410 0.965 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.704 0.154 4.56 0.000 0.401 1.006 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.589 0.161 3.65 0.000 0.272 0.905 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.640 0.158 4.04 0.000 0.329 0.950 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.520 0.159 3.26 0.001 0.208 0.832 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.252 0.159 1.59 0.112 -0.059 0.564  

 2006.year_first_obs 0.025 0.160 0.16 0.874 -0.288 0.339  

 2007.year_first_obs 0.035 0.161 0.21 0.830 -0.281 0.351  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.233 0.163 -1.43 0.152 -0.552 0.086  

 2009.year_first_obs -0.261 0.177 -1.48 0.140 -0.609 0.086  

 2010.year_first_obs -0.395 0.168 -2.36 0.018 -0.723 -0.067 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.573 0.159 -3.60 0.000 -0.884 -0.261 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -0.991 0.171 -5.80 0.000 -1.326 -0.657 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.356 0.187 -7.26 0.000 -1.721 -0.990 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  
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 Constant -1.154 0.196 -5.89 0.000 -1.538 -0.771 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.389 SD dependent var  0.488 

Pseudo r-squared  0.183 Number of obs   5160.000 

Chi-square   1259.415 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5752.114 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 6125.389 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster3plus_d1 -0.129 0.200 -0.64 0.521 -0.522 0.264  

 cluster3plus_d2 -0.380 0.297 -1.28 0.201 -0.962 0.202  

 cluster3plus_d3 -0.167 0.380 -0.44 0.659 -0.912 0.577  

 cluster3plus_d4 -0.510 0.187 -2.73 0.006 -0.876 -0.144 *** 

 cluster3plus_d5 -0.725 0.335 -2.17 0.030 -1.381 -0.069 ** 

 cluster3plus_d6 -0.446 0.297 -1.50 0.133 -1.028 0.135  

 cluster3plus_d7 -0.085 0.192 -0.44 0.658 -0.462 0.291  

 cluster3plus_d8 -0.007 0.353 -0.02 0.984 -0.699 0.685  

 cluster3plus_d9 -0.210 0.276 -0.76 0.447 -0.751 0.331  

 cluster3plus_d10 -0.281 0.343 -0.82 0.412 -0.953 0.390  

 cluster3plus_d11 -0.946 0.335 -2.82 0.005 -1.603 -0.289 *** 

 cluster3plus_d12 -0.826 0.216 -3.83 0.000 -1.249 -0.403 *** 

 cluster3plus_d13 -0.324 0.259 -1.25 0.212 -0.832 0.184  

 cluster3plus_d14 -1.560 0.523 -2.98 0.003 -2.585 -0.535 *** 

 cluster3plus_d15 -1.181 0.370 -3.19 0.001 -1.907 -0.455 *** 

 cluster3plus_d16 -0.322 0.316 -1.02 0.308 -0.941 0.297  

 cluster3plus_d17 -0.586 0.321 -1.82 0.068 -1.214 0.043 * 

 cluster3plus_d18 -0.300 0.220 -1.36 0.173 -0.731 0.132  

 cluster3plus_d19 -0.725 0.330 -2.19 0.028 -1.372 -0.077 ** 

 cluster3plus_d20 -1.207 0.538 -2.24 0.025 -2.262 -0.152 ** 

 equity_ln 0.143 0.035 4.09 0.000 0.075 0.212 *** 

 comp_young -0.127 0.077 -1.65 0.098 -0.277 0.024 * 

 siccode_dummy -0.158 0.090 -1.76 0.079 -0.335 0.018 * 
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 patents_ln 0.094 0.019 4.82 0.000 0.056 0.132 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.045 0.017 2.64 0.008 0.012 0.079 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.109 0.045 -2.42 0.015 -0.197 -0.021 ** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.026 0.017 -1.55 0.121 -0.059 0.007  

 investors_ln 0.218 0.069 3.18 0.001 0.084 0.353 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.420 0.216 1.95 0.052 -0.003 0.843 * 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.075 0.278 0.27 0.787 -0.469 0.619  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.501 0.222 2.26 0.024 0.067 0.936 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.146 0.267 0.55 0.585 -0.377 0.668  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.040 0.253 0.16 0.873 -0.455 0.536  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.428 0.230 1.86 0.063 -0.022 0.879 * 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.048 0.246 0.19 0.846 -0.434 0.530  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.424 0.234 1.81 0.070 -0.034 0.882 * 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.044 0.216 0.20 0.839 -0.380 0.468  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.155 0.197 -0.79 0.431 -0.540 0.230  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.208 0.182 -1.14 0.253 -0.565 0.149  

 1997.year_first_obs -0.479 0.186 -2.58 0.010 -0.843 -0.114 ** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.740 0.197 -3.76 0.000 -1.126 -0.354 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.144 0.199 -5.73 0.000 -1.535 -0.753 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.157 0.191 -6.06 0.000 -1.532 -0.783 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.322 0.236 -5.61 0.000 -1.783 -0.860 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.695 0.321 -5.28 0.000 -2.324 -1.066 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.596 0.288 -5.54 0.000 -2.161 -1.032 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.037 0.226 -4.58 0.000 -1.481 -0.593 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.601 0.286 -5.61 0.000 -2.161 -1.041 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.737 0.328 -5.30 0.000 -2.378 -1.095 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.192 0.250 -4.77 0.000 -1.682 -0.702 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.216 0.252 -4.83 0.000 -1.710 -0.723 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.436 0.311 -4.61 0.000 -2.046 -0.826 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -1.954 0.403 -4.84 0.000 -2.744 -1.163 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  
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2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.384 0.264 -1.45 0.146 -0.902 0.134  

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.274 

Pseudo r-squared  0.244 Number of obs   4298.000 

Chi-square   592.108 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 1942.164 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2285.923 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster3plus_d1 0.119 0.136 0.87 0.383 -0.148 0.386  

 cluster3plus_d2 0.109 0.227 0.48 0.630 -0.335 0.554  

 cluster3plus_d3 0.452 0.257 1.76 0.078 -0.051 0.955 * 

 cluster3plus_d4 0.341 0.135 2.54 0.011 0.077 0.605 ** 

 cluster3plus_d5 0.252 0.214 1.18 0.239 -0.168 0.672  

 cluster3plus_d6 0.643 0.210 3.06 0.002 0.232 1.055 *** 

 cluster3plus_d7 0.310 0.126 2.45 0.014 0.062 0.558 ** 

 cluster3plus_d8 0.130 0.272 0.48 0.633 -0.404 0.664  

 cluster3plus_d9 0.152 0.215 0.70 0.481 -0.270 0.573  

 cluster3plus_d10 0.174 0.225 0.77 0.440 -0.268 0.616  

 cluster3plus_d11 0.599 0.207 2.90 0.004 0.194 1.004 *** 

 cluster3plus_d12 0.298 0.148 2.01 0.044 0.008 0.589 ** 

 cluster3plus_d13 0.302 0.186 1.63 0.104 -0.062 0.666  

 cluster3plus_d14 0.005 0.284 0.02 0.985 -0.551 0.562  

 cluster3plus_d15 0.070 0.208 0.34 0.735 -0.337 0.477  

 cluster3plus_d16 -0.158 0.268 -0.59 0.555 -0.684 0.368  

 cluster3plus_d17 0.264 0.225 1.17 0.241 -0.177 0.705  

 cluster3plus_d18 -0.034 0.148 -0.23 0.817 -0.324 0.256  

 cluster3plus_d19 0.395 0.210 1.88 0.060 -0.017 0.808 * 

 cluster3plus_d20 -0.121 0.354 -0.34 0.732 -0.816 0.573  

 equity_ln 0.010 0.018 0.52 0.605 -0.027 0.046  

 comp_young 0.228 0.045 5.08 0.000 0.140 0.316 *** 
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 siccode_dummy 0.195 0.063 3.12 0.002 0.072 0.318 *** 

 patents_ln -0.041 0.015 -2.65 0.008 -0.071 -0.011 *** 

 trademarks_ln -0.038 0.012 -3.27 0.001 -0.061 -0.015 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.060 0.028 -2.17 0.030 -0.114 -0.006 ** 

 cvcrounds_ln 0.007 0.011 0.66 0.512 -0.015 0.029  

 investors_ln 0.234 0.041 5.66 0.000 0.153 0.315 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.353 0.246 1.43 0.152 -0.130 0.836  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.588 0.283 2.08 0.038 0.033 1.143 ** 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.723 0.240 3.02 0.003 0.253 1.193 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.691 0.268 2.58 0.010 0.167 1.216 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.753 0.249 3.02 0.002 0.265 1.242 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.656 0.253 2.60 0.009 0.160 1.151 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.990 0.242 4.08 0.000 0.515 1.465 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.913 0.250 3.65 0.000 0.423 1.404 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.985 0.219 4.50 0.000 0.556 1.415 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.218 0.200 6.11 0.000 0.827 1.610 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.078 0.190 5.68 0.000 0.706 1.449 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.243 0.186 6.70 0.000 0.879 1.607 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.510 0.188 8.05 0.000 1.142 1.878 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.568 0.181 8.66 0.000 1.214 1.923 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.388 0.177 7.84 0.000 1.041 1.734 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.447 0.187 7.72 0.000 1.079 1.814 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.381 0.193 7.15 0.000 1.003 1.760 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.428 0.191 7.49 0.000 1.054 1.802 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.205 0.192 6.27 0.000 0.828 1.581 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 1.020 0.191 5.33 0.000 0.645 1.395 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.775 0.192 4.03 0.000 0.398 1.152 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.711 0.194 3.66 0.000 0.331 1.091 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.419 0.196 2.14 0.032 0.035 0.803 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.433 0.208 2.08 0.038 0.025 0.841 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.360 0.198 1.81 0.070 -0.029 0.748 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.165 0.191 0.86 0.389 -0.210 0.539  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.284 0.201 -1.41 0.159 -0.678 0.111  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.650 0.214 -3.04 0.002 -1.069 -0.231 *** 
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2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.258 0.226 -9.99 0.000 -2.701 -1.815 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.321 SD dependent var  0.467 

Pseudo r-squared  0.158 Number of obs   5160.000 

Chi-square   1023.506 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5569.997 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5943.272 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Pairwise test 
 

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5073 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.46 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4969 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.69 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4050 

 

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7316 

 

 

[exit]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0953 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8997 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    1.66 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1972 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.24 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6265 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d3 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.34 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0676 

 

[exit]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0743 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6543 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.11 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0077 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.22 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1361 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0742 

 

  

[exit]cluster3plus_d7 - [exit]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.61 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0178 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.93 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3357 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    0.29 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5900 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 = 0  

           chi2(  1) =    0.91 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3412 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9375 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.13 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7167 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2610 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9178 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.18 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6745 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7908 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.61 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4363 
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[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2305 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.82 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0930 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d17 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.77 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3811 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.06 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8039 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6929 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4089 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1817 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6505 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.49 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4846 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    1.67 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1960 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.11 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0428 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.78 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3777 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.14 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7035 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.67 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4145 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9955 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6113 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6459 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d7 - [exit_ipo]cluster3plus_d13 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2985 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d16 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.23 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6308 
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[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d18 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d15 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.28 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5965 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d16 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d15 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.77 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3812 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.83 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0279 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8518 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.06 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1512 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d11 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.72 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0989 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    4.69 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0304 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.54 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2139 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.89 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3460 
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[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 = 0 

            chi2(  1) =    2.88 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0898 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d6 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.73 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0534 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster3plus_d4 - [exit_acq]cluster3plus_d12 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.23 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6284 

 

 

11.5.5 Three or Four Elements 

 

Probit Regression – Exit  
 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster34plus_d1 0.049 0.177 0.28 0.781 -0.298 0.397  

 cluster34plus_d2 0.048 0.233 0.21 0.836 -0.409 0.505  

 cluster34plus_d3 0.075 0.205 0.37 0.714 -0.327 0.478  

 cluster34plus_d4 0.057 0.281 0.20 0.839 -0.493 0.607  

 cluster34plus_d5 0.014 0.230 0.06 0.950 -0.436 0.464  

 cluster34plus_d6 0.275 0.281 0.98 0.328 -0.276 0.826  

 cluster34plus_d7 0.426 0.331 1.28 0.199 -0.223 1.075  

 cluster34plus_d8 0.132 0.181 0.73 0.465 -0.222 0.487  

 cluster34plus_d9 0.703 0.314 2.24 0.025 0.088 1.318 ** 

 cluster34plus_d10 0.284 0.200 1.42 0.155 -0.108 0.676  

 cluster34plus_d11 0.069 0.323 0.21 0.829 -0.563 0.702  

 cluster34plus_d12 -0.068 0.327 -0.21 0.836 -0.709 0.574  

 cluster34plus_d13 -0.223 0.258 -0.86 0.388 -0.729 0.283  

 cluster34plus_d14 0.010 0.232 0.04 0.964 -0.445 0.466  

 cluster34plus_d15 -0.235 0.313 -0.75 0.453 -0.848 0.378  

 cluster34plus_d16 -0.532 0.318 -1.67 0.095 -1.155 0.092 * 

 cluster34plus_d17 -0.091 0.322 -0.28 0.778 -0.722 0.540  
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 cluster34plus_d18 0.110 0.278 0.40 0.692 -0.435 0.655  

 cluster34plus_d19 0.032 0.331 0.10 0.924 -0.617 0.680  

 cluster34plus_d20 -0.445 0.313 -1.42 0.155 -1.058 0.168  

 cluster34plus_d21 -0.061 0.327 -0.19 0.851 -0.703 0.580  

 cluster34plus_d22 -0.203 0.328 -0.62 0.536 -0.845 0.439  

 cluster34plus_d23 0.004 0.219 0.02 0.984 -0.425 0.434  

 cluster34plus_d24 -0.353 0.222 -1.59 0.112 -0.788 0.082  

 cluster34plus_d25 -0.077 0.313 -0.24 0.807 -0.690 0.537  

 cluster34plus_d26 -0.229 0.341 -0.67 0.501 -0.897 0.439  

 equity_ln 0.045 0.019 2.33 0.020 0.007 0.082 ** 

 comp_young 0.167 0.047 3.53 0.000 0.074 0.260 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.162 0.066 2.46 0.014 0.033 0.291 ** 

 patents_ln 0.010 0.025 0.40 0.688 -0.039 0.059  

 trademarks_ln -0.020 0.018 -1.12 0.262 -0.054 0.015  

 vcrounds_ln -0.206 0.041 -5.04 0.000 -0.286 -0.126 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.009 0.015 -0.59 0.554 -0.037 0.020  

 investors_ln 0.356 0.044 8.05 0.000 0.269 0.442 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.427 0.206 2.08 0.038 0.024 0.831 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.371 0.248 1.49 0.135 -0.116 0.857  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.864 0.215 4.01 0.000 0.442 1.286 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.447 0.239 1.87 0.062 -0.022 0.916 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.387 0.229 1.69 0.092 -0.063 0.837 * 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.804 0.227 3.55 0.000 0.360 1.248 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.752 0.226 3.32 0.001 0.308 1.196 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 1.116 0.242 4.62 0.000 0.642 1.589 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.755 0.200 3.78 0.000 0.363 1.147 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.758 0.184 4.12 0.000 0.398 1.118 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.645 0.169 3.82 0.000 0.314 0.975 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.733 0.163 4.50 0.000 0.414 1.053 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.940 0.169 5.58 0.000 0.610 1.271 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.756 0.157 4.82 0.000 0.448 1.063 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.611 0.150 4.07 0.000 0.316 0.905 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.627 0.163 3.84 0.000 0.307 0.946 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.562 0.171 3.28 0.001 0.226 0.898 *** 
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 2003.year_first_obs 0.605 0.167 3.62 0.000 0.277 0.932 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.483 0.170 2.84 0.005 0.149 0.816 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.228 0.167 1.36 0.174 -0.100 0.555  

 2006.year_first_obs 0.042 0.169 0.25 0.802 -0.288 0.373  

 2007.year_first_obs -0.047 0.171 -0.27 0.784 -0.381 0.288  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.300 0.171 -1.75 0.079 -0.635 0.035 * 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.283 0.187 -1.51 0.130 -0.649 0.083  

 2010.year_first_obs -0.405 0.176 -2.30 0.022 -0.750 -0.059 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.582 0.168 -3.47 0.001 -0.911 -0.254 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.017 0.178 -5.72 0.000 -1.365 -0.669 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.394 0.193 -7.21 0.000 -1.773 -1.015 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.103 0.255 -4.33 0.000 -1.603 -0.604 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.375 SD dependent var  0.484 

Pseudo r-squared  0.175 Number of obs   4507.000 

Chi-square   1040.705 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5048.498 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5452.541 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster34plus_d1 0.083 0.262 0.32 0.751 -0.430 0.597  

 cluster34plus_d2 -0.130 0.342 -0.38 0.704 -0.801 0.541  

 cluster34plus_d3 -0.469 0.293 -1.60 0.110 -1.044 0.105  

 cluster34plus_d4 -0.727 0.427 -1.70 0.089 -1.563 0.110 * 

 cluster34plus_d5 -0.496 0.316 -1.57 0.117 -1.114 0.123  

 cluster34plus_d6 -0.559 0.394 -1.42 0.155 -1.331 0.212  

 cluster34plus_d7 -0.556 0.465 -1.20 0.232 -1.467 0.356  

 cluster34plus_d8 -0.427 0.313 -1.36 0.173 -1.041 0.187  

 cluster34plus_d9 -0.101 0.392 -0.26 0.798 -0.869 0.668  

 cluster34plus_d10 -0.050 0.289 -0.17 0.864 -0.616 0.517  
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 cluster34plus_d11 -0.337 0.432 -0.78 0.435 -1.185 0.510  

 cluster34plus_d12 -0.276 0.440 -0.63 0.531 -1.139 0.587  

 cluster34plus_d13 -0.735 0.389 -1.89 0.059 -1.497 0.028 * 

 cluster34plus_d14 -0.866 0.334 -2.59 0.009 -1.520 -0.212 *** 

 cluster34plus_d15 -1.174 0.492 -2.39 0.017 -2.138 -0.210 ** 

 cluster34plus_d16 -1.511 0.539 -2.80 0.005 -2.568 -0.453 *** 

 cluster34plus_d17 -1.065 0.594 -1.79 0.073 -2.229 0.099 * 

 cluster34plus_d18 -0.215 0.387 -0.56 0.579 -0.972 0.543  

 cluster34plus_d19 -0.430 0.451 -0.95 0.340 -1.315 0.454  

 cluster34plus_d20 -1.046 0.479 -2.18 0.029 -1.985 -0.107 ** 

 cluster34plus_d21 -0.264 0.433 -0.61 0.542 -1.112 0.584  

 cluster34plus_d22 -0.785 0.472 -1.66 0.096 -1.710 0.140 * 

 cluster34plus_d23 -0.516 0.354 -1.46 0.146 -1.210 0.179  

 cluster34plus_d24 -0.433 0.327 -1.32 0.185 -1.074 0.208  

 cluster34plus_d25 -0.428 0.427 -1.00 0.317 -1.264 0.409  

 cluster34plus_d26 -1.159 0.668 -1.73 0.083 -2.469 0.151 * 

 equity_ln 0.173 0.038 4.60 0.000 0.099 0.247 *** 

 comp_young -0.117 0.084 -1.39 0.165 -0.281 0.048  

 siccode_dummy -0.101 0.101 -0.99 0.320 -0.300 0.098  

 patents_ln 0.103 0.033 3.10 0.002 0.038 0.167 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.062 0.025 2.51 0.012 0.014 0.110 ** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.286 0.070 -4.09 0.000 -0.423 -0.149 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.038 0.022 -1.76 0.078 -0.081 0.004 * 

 investors_ln 0.265 0.076 3.47 0.001 0.115 0.415 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.375 0.227 1.65 0.099 -0.070 0.821 * 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.050 0.286 0.17 0.861 -0.510 0.610  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.480 0.233 2.06 0.039 0.024 0.936 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.155 0.277 0.56 0.575 -0.387 0.697  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.082 0.265 0.31 0.758 -0.438 0.602  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.478 0.242 1.98 0.048 0.004 0.953 ** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.162 0.257 0.63 0.528 -0.341 0.666  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.470 0.251 1.88 0.061 -0.021 0.962 * 

 1994.year_first_obs -0.019 0.233 -0.08 0.936 -0.476 0.438  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.258 0.217 -1.19 0.234 -0.684 0.167  
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 1996.year_first_obs -0.386 0.203 -1.90 0.057 -0.783 0.011 * 

 1997.year_first_obs -0.537 0.204 -2.64 0.008 -0.936 -0.138 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.789 0.217 -3.63 0.000 -1.215 -0.363 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.237 0.222 -5.58 0.000 -1.672 -0.803 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.309 0.213 -6.14 0.000 -1.727 -0.891 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.362 0.250 -5.45 0.000 -1.853 -0.872 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.732 0.337 -5.14 0.000 -2.394 -1.071 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.613 0.303 -5.32 0.000 -2.207 -1.019 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.098 0.247 -4.45 0.000 -1.582 -0.615 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.781 0.329 -5.40 0.000 -2.426 -1.135 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.964 0.401 -4.90 0.000 -2.750 -1.178 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.289 0.272 -4.74 0.000 -1.821 -0.756 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.287 0.265 -4.86 0.000 -1.807 -0.768 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.705 0.371 -4.59 0.000 -2.433 -0.978 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.046 0.423 -4.83 0.000 -2.875 -1.216 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.238 0.344 -0.69 0.489 -0.913 0.437  

 

Mean dependent var 0.079 SD dependent var  0.270 

Pseudo r-squared  0.265 Number of obs   3729.000 

Chi-square   545.633 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 1632.259 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2005.693 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 

 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster34plus_d1 -0.046 0.180 -0.26 0.799 -0.398 0.306  

 cluster34plus_d2 0.045 0.234 0.19 0.847 -0.413 0.504  

 cluster34plus_d3 0.453 0.219 2.07 0.039 0.024 0.881 ** 
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 cluster34plus_d4 0.432 0.288 1.50 0.133 -0.132 0.996  

 cluster34plus_d5 0.448 0.245 1.83 0.068 -0.033 0.929 * 

 cluster34plus_d6 0.710 0.293 2.43 0.015 0.136 1.284 ** 

 cluster34plus_d7 0.873 0.341 2.56 0.010 0.205 1.541 ** 

 cluster34plus_d8 0.269 0.184 1.46 0.145 -0.092 0.630  

 cluster34plus_d9 0.829 0.319 2.60 0.009 0.204 1.455 *** 

 cluster34plus_d10 0.358 0.205 1.75 0.081 -0.044 0.760 * 

 cluster34plus_d11 0.399 0.342 1.17 0.243 -0.271 1.068  

 cluster34plus_d12 0.174 0.357 0.49 0.626 -0.526 0.874  

 cluster34plus_d13 0.287 0.273 1.05 0.294 -0.248 0.821  

 cluster34plus_d14 0.562 0.248 2.26 0.024 0.075 1.048 ** 

 cluster34plus_d15 0.323 0.324 1.00 0.319 -0.312 0.957  

 cluster34plus_d16 0.156 0.336 0.46 0.643 -0.503 0.814  

 cluster34plus_d17 0.508 0.332 1.53 0.126 -0.143 1.159  

 cluster34plus_d18 0.422 0.293 1.44 0.150 -0.152 0.997  

 cluster34plus_d19 0.509 0.345 1.48 0.140 -0.167 1.185  

 cluster34plus_d20 0.102 0.334 0.30 0.761 -0.552 0.756  

 cluster34plus_d21 0.044 0.368 0.12 0.905 -0.678 0.766  

 cluster34plus_d22 0.310 0.345 0.90 0.369 -0.367 0.987  

 cluster34plus_d23 0.196 0.226 0.87 0.386 -0.247 0.639  

 cluster34plus_d24 -0.214 0.232 -0.92 0.356 -0.669 0.241  

 cluster34plus_d25 0.234 0.339 0.69 0.490 -0.430 0.897  

 cluster34plus_d26 0.387 0.354 1.09 0.273 -0.306 1.080  

 equity_ln 0.010 0.020 0.53 0.594 -0.028 0.049  

 comp_young 0.223 0.048 4.62 0.000 0.128 0.317 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.226 0.068 3.30 0.001 0.091 0.360 *** 

 patents_ln -0.056 0.027 -2.07 0.039 -0.110 -0.003 ** 

 trademarks_ln -0.042 0.018 -2.34 0.019 -0.078 -0.007 ** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.111 0.042 -2.64 0.008 -0.193 -0.029 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln 0.014 0.015 0.93 0.352 -0.015 0.043  

 investors_ln 0.266 0.045 5.89 0.000 0.177 0.354 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.261 0.256 1.02 0.308 -0.241 0.763  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.473 0.292 1.62 0.105 -0.099 1.044  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.647 0.246 2.63 0.008 0.166 1.129 *** 
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 1989.year_first_obs 0.525 0.281 1.87 0.062 -0.026 1.075 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.486 0.267 1.82 0.069 -0.039 1.010 * 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.531 0.265 2.00 0.045 0.012 1.051 ** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.872 0.253 3.44 0.001 0.375 1.368 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.890 0.264 3.36 0.001 0.371 1.408 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.947 0.229 4.14 0.000 0.499 1.395 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.077 0.210 5.12 0.000 0.664 1.489 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.012 0.199 5.08 0.000 0.621 1.402 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.190 0.194 6.14 0.000 0.810 1.569 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.491 0.197 7.57 0.000 1.105 1.878 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.454 0.189 7.71 0.000 1.085 1.824 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.303 0.183 7.11 0.000 0.944 1.662 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.338 0.194 6.89 0.000 0.958 1.719 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.341 0.201 6.66 0.000 0.946 1.736 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.364 0.197 6.91 0.000 0.978 1.751 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.143 0.201 5.70 0.000 0.750 1.536 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.981 0.198 4.96 0.000 0.593 1.368 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.782 0.199 3.93 0.000 0.392 1.172 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.616 0.201 3.06 0.002 0.221 1.011 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.324 0.203 1.60 0.110 -0.073 0.721  

 2009.year_first_obs 0.426 0.215 1.98 0.048 0.004 0.848 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.334 0.205 1.63 0.103 -0.068 0.735  

 2011.year_first_obs 0.133 0.197 0.67 0.500 -0.254 0.520  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.319 0.206 -1.55 0.122 -0.723 0.085  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.694 0.219 -3.17 0.002 -1.122 -0.265 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.299 0.286 -8.03 0.000 -2.860 -1.738 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.310 SD dependent var  0.462 

Pseudo r-squared  0.153 Number of obs   4507.000 

Chi-square   854.797 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 4849.902 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5253.946 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  
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Pairwise test  

  
[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d14 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.23 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6319 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2302 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6614 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.25 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0220 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.60 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4371 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.71 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3997 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.24 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1348 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9746 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.14 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0075 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    1.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3161 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.46 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2276 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.14 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1433 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.72 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3954 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6576 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d7 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.26 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6104 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d5 - [exit]cluster34plus_d9 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.89 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0087 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d5 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.98 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3224 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d5 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.36 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2431 

 

  

[exit]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.93 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1650 
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[exit]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.37 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1240 

 

 

[exit]cluster34plus_d10 - [exit]cluster34plus_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9726 

 

 

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2972 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d14 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.69 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0170 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.53 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2162 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d9 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.02 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8881 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster34plus_d10 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.27 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2593 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d24 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.84 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0089 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d21 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0794 
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[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d14 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d20 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.88 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0897 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d24 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d21 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.52 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4723 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d24 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d20 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.98 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3231 

 

 

[exit_acq]cluster34plus_d21 - [exit_acq]cluster34plus_d20 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8655 

 

11.5.6 IPR Themes 

 

Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_iptheme_d1 0.387 0.162 2.39 0.017 0.070 0.704 ** 

 cluster_iptheme_d2 0.286 0.149 1.92 0.054 -0.005 0.578 * 

 cluster_iptheme_d3 0.541 0.199 2.71 0.007 0.150 0.931 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d4 0.237 0.167 1.42 0.155 -0.090 0.565  

 cluster_iptheme_d5 -0.022 0.160 -0.14 0.891 -0.336 0.292  

 cluster_iptheme_d6 0.182 0.208 0.88 0.382 -0.225 0.589  

 cluster_iptheme_d7 0.349 0.201 1.74 0.083 -0.045 0.742 * 

 cluster_iptheme_d8 0.034 0.083 0.41 0.682 -0.128 0.196  

 equity_ln 0.029 0.016 1.83 0.066 -0.002 0.060 * 

 comp_young 0.194 0.038 5.05 0.000 0.119 0.270 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.068 0.054 1.27 0.205 -0.037 0.174  

 patents_ln -0.038 0.020 -1.85 0.064 -0.077 0.002 * 

 trademarks_ln -0.028 0.018 -1.59 0.112 -0.063 0.007  

 vcrounds_ln -0.015 0.011 -1.33 0.184 -0.037 0.007  

 cvcrounds_ln -0.006 0.008 -0.71 0.475 -0.022 0.010  

 investors_ln 0.295 0.035 8.47 0.000 0.227 0.364 *** 
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1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.406 0.170 2.39 0.017 0.074 0.739 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.180 0.208 0.87 0.386 -0.228 0.588  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.772 0.189 4.09 0.000 0.402 1.142 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.354 0.199 1.78 0.075 -0.036 0.745 * 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.496 0.184 2.70 0.007 0.135 0.856 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.764 0.195 3.91 0.000 0.380 1.147 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.591 0.190 3.11 0.002 0.219 0.964 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.823 0.196 4.20 0.000 0.438 1.207 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.733 0.169 4.35 0.000 0.403 1.064 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.753 0.144 5.22 0.000 0.470 1.036 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.722 0.135 5.35 0.000 0.457 0.986 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.641 0.132 4.87 0.000 0.383 0.900 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.740 0.132 5.59 0.000 0.481 1.000 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.712 0.124 5.72 0.000 0.468 0.956 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 0.600 0.119 5.03 0.000 0.366 0.834 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.564 0.131 4.30 0.000 0.307 0.821 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.499 0.139 3.58 0.000 0.225 0.772 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.546 0.135 4.04 0.000 0.281 0.810 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.421 0.137 3.07 0.002 0.152 0.689 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.135 0.136 0.99 0.321 -0.132 0.402  

 2006.year_first_obs -0.020 0.136 -0.15 0.884 -0.286 0.246  

 2007.year_first_obs -0.008 0.137 -0.06 0.951 -0.277 0.260  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.302 0.141 -2.15 0.032 -0.578 -0.027 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs -0.265 0.150 -1.77 0.077 -0.559 0.029 * 

 2010.year_first_obs -0.458 0.143 -3.21 0.001 -0.738 -0.178 *** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.693 0.135 -5.14 0.000 -0.958 -0.429 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -1.018 0.142 -7.16 0.000 -1.296 -0.739 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.487 0.161 -9.23 0.000 -1.803 -1.171 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -2.490 0.349 -7.13 0.000 -3.174 -1.805 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.426 0.202 -7.06 0.000 -1.821 -1.030 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.359 SD dependent var  0.480 

Pseudo r-squared  0.211 Number of obs   7113.000 
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Chi-square   1959.954 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7419.859 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7735.864 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 
 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_iptheme_d1 -0.468 0.217 -2.15 0.031 -0.894 -0.042 ** 

 cluster_iptheme_d2 0.074 0.217 0.34 0.734 -0.351 0.499  

 cluster_iptheme_d3 -0.192 0.269 -0.71 0.476 -0.719 0.336  

 cluster_iptheme_d4 -0.882 0.237 -3.72 0.000 -1.348 -0.417 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d5 0.045 0.237 0.19 0.848 -0.418 0.509  

 cluster_iptheme_d6 -0.623 0.298 -2.09 0.037 -1.208 -0.038 ** 

 cluster_iptheme_d7 -0.335 0.278 -1.21 0.228 -0.879 0.209  

 cluster_iptheme_d8 0.071 0.133 0.53 0.595 -0.190 0.331  

 equity_ln 0.156 0.031 5.04 0.000 0.095 0.216 *** 

 comp_young -0.090 0.067 -1.33 0.183 -0.222 0.042  

 siccode_dummy -0.181 0.079 -2.30 0.021 -0.336 -0.027 ** 

 patents_ln 0.100 0.026 3.84 0.000 0.049 0.150 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.024 0.024 0.99 0.324 -0.024 0.072  

 vcrounds_ln -0.052 0.018 -2.82 0.005 -0.088 -0.016 *** 

 cvcrounds_ln -0.036 0.013 -2.83 0.005 -0.060 -0.011 *** 

 investors_ln 0.198 0.060 3.32 0.001 0.081 0.314 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.371 0.184 2.01 0.044 0.010 0.732 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.046 0.240 -0.19 0.849 -0.515 0.424  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.457 0.199 2.29 0.022 0.066 0.848 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.127 0.229 0.56 0.578 -0.322 0.577  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.134 0.205 0.65 0.513 -0.268 0.536  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.423 0.206 2.05 0.040 0.019 0.827 ** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.017 0.218 0.08 0.937 -0.410 0.444  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.243 0.209 1.17 0.244 -0.166 0.652  

 1994.year_first_obs 0.045 0.191 0.24 0.813 -0.328 0.418  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.198 0.166 -1.19 0.233 -0.524 0.127  
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 1996.year_first_obs -0.251 0.156 -1.61 0.108 -0.558 0.055  

 1997.year_first_obs -0.490 0.160 -3.06 0.002 -0.804 -0.177 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.793 0.168 -4.73 0.000 -1.121 -0.464 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.182 0.169 -7.00 0.000 -1.513 -0.851 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.240 0.162 -7.67 0.000 -1.557 -0.923 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.413 0.207 -6.82 0.000 -1.819 -1.007 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.569 0.250 -6.29 0.000 -2.059 -1.080 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.751 0.267 -6.56 0.000 -2.275 -1.228 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.159 0.201 -5.77 0.000 -1.553 -0.765 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.616 0.246 -6.57 0.000 -2.098 -1.134 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.844 0.301 -6.13 0.000 -2.433 -1.254 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.302 0.220 -5.92 0.000 -1.734 -0.871 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.355 0.231 -5.86 0.000 -1.808 -0.902 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.428 0.265 -5.39 0.000 -1.947 -0.910 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.128 0.382 -5.57 0.000 -2.877 -1.379 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.560 0.270 -2.08 0.038 -1.088 -0.032 ** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.272 

Pseudo r-squared  0.245 Number of obs   5502.000 

Chi-square   753.884 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 2411.547 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2689.287 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 

 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_iptheme_d1 0.719 0.174 4.14 0.000 0.378 1.060 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d2 0.235 0.153 1.53 0.125 -0.065 0.535  

 cluster_iptheme_d3 0.705 0.210 3.35 0.001 0.292 1.117 *** 
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 cluster_iptheme_d4 0.684 0.179 3.82 0.000 0.333 1.036 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d5 -0.089 0.166 -0.53 0.594 -0.414 0.237  

 cluster_iptheme_d6 0.519 0.219 2.37 0.018 0.089 0.948 ** 

 cluster_iptheme_d7 0.599 0.212 2.83 0.005 0.184 1.015 *** 

 cluster_iptheme_d8 0.011 0.084 0.13 0.894 -0.153 0.175  

 equity_ln 0.001 0.016 0.06 0.950 -0.030 0.032  

 comp_young 0.241 0.039 6.17 0.000 0.164 0.317 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.154 0.056 2.74 0.006 0.044 0.263 *** 

 patents_ln -0.094 0.022 -4.27 0.000 -0.137 -0.051 *** 

 trademarks_ln -0.031 0.018 -1.70 0.089 -0.068 0.005 * 

 vcrounds_ln 0.003 0.011 0.22 0.825 -0.020 0.025  

 cvcrounds_ln 0.009 0.008 1.07 0.286 -0.007 0.025  

 investors_ln 0.220 0.036 6.18 0.000 0.150 0.290 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.305 0.208 1.47 0.143 -0.103 0.712  

 1987.year_first_obs 0.360 0.247 1.46 0.144 -0.123 0.844  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.582 0.216 2.69 0.007 0.158 1.005 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.514 0.230 2.23 0.026 0.062 0.966 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.611 0.210 2.91 0.004 0.200 1.023 *** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.632 0.222 2.85 0.004 0.197 1.066 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.855 0.211 4.06 0.000 0.442 1.268 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.837 0.217 3.86 0.000 0.412 1.263 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.936 0.190 4.93 0.000 0.564 1.308 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.067 0.166 6.44 0.000 0.742 1.392 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.067 0.159 6.73 0.000 0.756 1.377 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.130 0.156 7.26 0.000 0.825 1.435 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.350 0.156 8.67 0.000 1.045 1.655 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.454 0.149 9.73 0.000 1.161 1.747 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.340 0.145 9.21 0.000 1.055 1.625 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.347 0.155 8.67 0.000 1.042 1.651 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.308 0.162 8.05 0.000 0.990 1.627 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.375 0.159 8.66 0.000 1.064 1.686 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.155 0.161 7.18 0.000 0.839 1.470 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.932 0.160 5.83 0.000 0.618 1.245 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.764 0.160 4.79 0.000 0.451 1.077 *** 
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 2007.year_first_obs 0.716 0.161 4.44 0.000 0.400 1.031 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.407 0.165 2.47 0.014 0.084 0.729 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.455 0.173 2.63 0.009 0.116 0.794 *** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.322 0.165 1.95 0.051 -0.002 0.646 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.070 0.158 0.44 0.660 -0.241 0.380  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.270 0.165 -1.64 0.101 -0.593 0.053  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.745 0.181 -4.13 0.000 -1.099 -0.391 *** 

 2014.year_first_obs -1.734 0.356 -4.87 0.000 -2.431 -1.037 *** 

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.494 0.227 -10.98 0.000 -2.939 -2.049 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.297 SD dependent var  0.457 

Pseudo r-squared  0.183 Number of obs   7113.000 

Chi-square   1580.412 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 7162.585 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 7478.591 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

 

Pairwise test 

  
[exit]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit]cluster_iptheme_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.19 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6594 

 

  

[exit]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3293 

 

  

[exit]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.07 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1499 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.17 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0750 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 
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           chi2(  1) =    1.66 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1980 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.66 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1029 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.41 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5219 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.36 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5466 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.32 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2497 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8596 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    7.14 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0075 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.94 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0866 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.01 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3145 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.69 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0097 
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[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d3 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2972 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    6.50 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0108 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.48 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1156 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d6 - [exit_ipo]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.97 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0849 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    9.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0027 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   12.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0004 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.51 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4736 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =   10.23 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0014 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d6 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.08 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1490 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_iptheme_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    3.70 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0543 
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11.5.7 Sponsor Themes 

 

Probit Regression – Exit 

 

 exit  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_sponsor_d1 0.320 0.155 2.07 0.038 0.017 0.623 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d2 0.048 0.101 0.47 0.636 -0.150 0.245  

 cluster_sponsor_d3 -0.060 0.152 -0.39 0.694 -0.358 0.238  

 cluster_sponsor_d4 0.206 0.089 2.31 0.021 0.031 0.381 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d5 -0.103 0.212 -0.49 0.625 -0.518 0.311  

 cluster_sponsor_d6 -0.017 0.117 -0.15 0.884 -0.246 0.212  

 cluster_sponsor_d7 0.122 0.139 0.88 0.379 -0.150 0.394  

 cluster_sponsor_d8 -0.048 0.189 -0.26 0.797 -0.418 0.321  

 equity_ln 0.030 0.018 1.65 0.099 -0.006 0.065 * 

 comp_young 0.162 0.044 3.73 0.000 0.077 0.248 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.136 0.060 2.28 0.023 0.019 0.254 ** 

 patents_ln -0.013 0.009 -1.40 0.163 -0.030 0.005  

 trademarks_ln -0.023 0.008 -2.94 0.003 -0.039 -0.008 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.040 0.019 -2.16 0.031 -0.077 -0.004 ** 

 cvcrounds_ln 0.000 0.011 -0.04 0.966 -0.022 0.022  

 investors_ln 0.303 0.040 7.58 0.000 0.224 0.381 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.518 0.194 2.68 0.007 0.139 0.898 *** 

 1987.year_first_obs 0.405 0.240 1.69 0.091 -0.064 0.875 * 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.890 0.207 4.29 0.000 0.483 1.296 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.507 0.228 2.22 0.026 0.059 0.954 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.466 0.213 2.19 0.029 0.048 0.883 ** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.790 0.215 3.67 0.000 0.368 1.211 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.780 0.216 3.62 0.000 0.357 1.204 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 1.163 0.229 5.09 0.000 0.715 1.610 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.770 0.187 4.12 0.000 0.403 1.136 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 0.914 0.167 5.49 0.000 0.587 1.240 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 0.788 0.154 5.13 0.000 0.487 1.089 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 0.804 0.150 5.37 0.000 0.511 1.098 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 0.936 0.151 6.19 0.000 0.640 1.233 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 0.832 0.143 5.83 0.000 0.552 1.111 *** 
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 2000.year_first_obs 0.710 0.137 5.17 0.000 0.441 0.980 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 0.661 0.150 4.41 0.000 0.367 0.956 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 0.630 0.158 4.00 0.000 0.321 0.939 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 0.621 0.155 4.01 0.000 0.318 0.925 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 0.528 0.156 3.39 0.001 0.223 0.833 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 0.278 0.155 1.79 0.074 -0.027 0.583 * 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.023 0.157 0.14 0.885 -0.284 0.330  

 2007.year_first_obs 0.052 0.158 0.33 0.744 -0.258 0.361  

 2008.year_first_obs -0.218 0.160 -1.36 0.173 -0.532 0.096  

 2009.year_first_obs -0.206 0.174 -1.19 0.234 -0.547 0.134  

 2010.year_first_obs -0.368 0.164 -2.25 0.024 -0.689 -0.048 ** 

 2011.year_first_obs -0.553 0.156 -3.55 0.000 -0.858 -0.248 *** 

 2012.year_first_obs -0.998 0.167 -5.96 0.000 -1.325 -0.670 *** 

 2013.year_first_obs -1.339 0.184 -7.28 0.000 -1.699 -0.978 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -1.316 0.183 -7.20 0.000 -1.674 -0.957 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.391 SD dependent var  0.488 

Pseudo r-squared  0.176 Number of obs   5250.000 

Chi-square   1235.472 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5881.279 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 6176.748 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – IPO 

 

 exit_ipo  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_sponsor_d1 -0.124 0.220 -0.56 0.573 -0.554 0.306  

 cluster_sponsor_d2 -0.358 0.161 -2.23 0.026 -0.673 -0.043 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d3 -0.735 0.258 -2.85 0.004 -1.240 -0.230 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d4 -0.199 0.141 -1.41 0.158 -0.476 0.078  

 cluster_sponsor_d5 0.017 0.302 0.06 0.956 -0.576 0.609  

 cluster_sponsor_d6 -0.231 0.177 -1.30 0.193 -0.578 0.117  

 cluster_sponsor_d7 -0.334 0.211 -1.58 0.113 -0.747 0.079  
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 cluster_sponsor_d8 -0.440 0.299 -1.47 0.141 -1.025 0.146  

 equity_ln 0.163 0.035 4.65 0.000 0.094 0.232 *** 

 comp_young -0.094 0.075 -1.25 0.211 -0.241 0.053  

 siccode_dummy -0.119 0.089 -1.33 0.184 -0.293 0.056  

 patents_ln 0.047 0.013 3.56 0.000 0.021 0.073 *** 

 trademarks_ln 0.065 0.012 5.51 0.000 0.042 0.088 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.033 0.029 -1.14 0.255 -0.090 0.024  

 cvcrounds_ln -0.020 0.017 -1.20 0.229 -0.053 0.013  

 investors_ln 0.172 0.067 2.55 0.011 0.040 0.304 ** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.471 0.210 2.24 0.025 0.059 0.883 ** 

 1987.year_first_obs -0.050 0.281 -0.18 0.859 -0.601 0.501  

 1988.year_first_obs 0.453 0.220 2.05 0.040 0.021 0.885 ** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.221 0.261 0.85 0.398 -0.291 0.733  

 1990.year_first_obs 0.013 0.247 0.05 0.959 -0.471 0.496  

 1991.year_first_obs 0.360 0.229 1.57 0.117 -0.090 0.809  

 1992.year_first_obs 0.093 0.245 0.38 0.705 -0.388 0.574  

 1993.year_first_obs 0.430 0.231 1.86 0.063 -0.023 0.884 * 

 1994.year_first_obs -0.025 0.215 -0.12 0.907 -0.447 0.397  

 1995.year_first_obs -0.146 0.190 -0.77 0.442 -0.519 0.227  

 1996.year_first_obs -0.238 0.179 -1.33 0.183 -0.589 0.112  

 1997.year_first_obs -0.487 0.182 -2.67 0.008 -0.844 -0.129 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs -0.817 0.192 -4.25 0.000 -1.194 -0.440 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs -1.220 0.195 -6.25 0.000 -1.603 -0.837 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs -1.247 0.187 -6.66 0.000 -1.614 -0.880 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs -1.360 0.230 -5.91 0.000 -1.811 -0.909 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs -1.464 0.265 -5.52 0.000 -1.984 -0.944 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs -1.643 0.281 -5.84 0.000 -2.195 -1.092 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs -1.177 0.228 -5.15 0.000 -1.625 -0.730 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs -1.605 0.280 -5.73 0.000 -2.154 -1.056 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs -1.983 0.391 -5.07 0.000 -2.749 -1.217 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs -1.256 0.249 -5.05 0.000 -1.744 -0.769 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs -1.238 0.248 -4.98 0.000 -1.725 -0.751 *** 

 2009.year_first_obs -1.328 0.283 -4.69 0.000 -1.883 -0.773 *** 

2010o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  
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2011o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 2012.year_first_obs -2.045 0.404 -5.06 0.000 -2.837 -1.253 *** 

2013o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -0.608 0.248 -2.45 0.014 -1.094 -0.122 ** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.081 SD dependent var  0.273 

Pseudo r-squared  0.235 Number of obs   4384.000 

Chi-square   579.700 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 1969.399 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 2237.599 

 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

Probit Regression – Acquisition 
 

 exit_acq  Coef.  St.Err.  t-value  p-value  [95% Conf  Interval]  Sig 

 cluster_sponsor_d1 0.410 0.159 2.58 0.010 0.099 0.721 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d2 0.211 0.103 2.05 0.040 0.009 0.412 ** 

 cluster_sponsor_d3 0.229 0.156 1.47 0.141 -0.076 0.535  

 cluster_sponsor_d4 0.306 0.091 3.36 0.001 0.127 0.484 *** 

 cluster_sponsor_d5 -0.103 0.218 -0.47 0.635 -0.530 0.323  

 cluster_sponsor_d6 0.082 0.117 0.70 0.482 -0.147 0.312  

 cluster_sponsor_d7 0.254 0.139 1.83 0.067 -0.018 0.526 * 

 cluster_sponsor_d8 0.079 0.192 0.41 0.680 -0.298 0.457  

 equity_ln 0.000 0.018 -0.02 0.986 -0.036 0.036  

 comp_young 0.203 0.044 4.60 0.000 0.117 0.290 *** 

 siccode_dummy 0.209 0.062 3.38 0.001 0.088 0.330 *** 

 patents_ln -0.032 0.009 -3.47 0.001 -0.050 -0.014 *** 

 trademarks_ln -0.048 0.008 -6.02 0.000 -0.064 -0.033 *** 

 vcrounds_ln -0.031 0.019 -1.64 0.101 -0.069 0.006  

 cvcrounds_ln 0.009 0.011 0.76 0.450 -0.014 0.031  

 investors_ln 0.233 0.041 5.73 0.000 0.153 0.313 *** 

1985b.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 1986.year_first_obs 0.323 0.240 1.35 0.177 -0.147 0.793  
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 1987.year_first_obs 0.627 0.274 2.29 0.022 0.090 1.163 ** 

 1988.year_first_obs 0.704 0.235 2.99 0.003 0.243 1.164 *** 

 1989.year_first_obs 0.564 0.267 2.12 0.034 0.042 1.087 ** 

 1990.year_first_obs 0.634 0.245 2.58 0.010 0.153 1.115 ** 

 1991.year_first_obs 0.659 0.249 2.65 0.008 0.171 1.146 *** 

 1992.year_first_obs 0.952 0.240 3.96 0.000 0.481 1.422 *** 

 1993.year_first_obs 0.956 0.245 3.90 0.000 0.476 1.436 *** 

 1994.year_first_obs 0.989 0.214 4.63 0.000 0.570 1.408 *** 

 1995.year_first_obs 1.138 0.193 5.91 0.000 0.761 1.516 *** 

 1996.year_first_obs 1.088 0.183 5.95 0.000 0.730 1.447 *** 

 1997.year_first_obs 1.247 0.179 6.96 0.000 0.896 1.598 *** 

 1998.year_first_obs 1.518 0.180 8.44 0.000 1.166 1.871 *** 

 1999.year_first_obs 1.541 0.173 8.88 0.000 1.201 1.881 *** 

 2000.year_first_obs 1.406 0.169 8.30 0.000 1.074 1.738 *** 

 2001.year_first_obs 1.394 0.180 7.75 0.000 1.042 1.747 *** 

 2002.year_first_obs 1.380 0.186 7.41 0.000 1.015 1.745 *** 

 2003.year_first_obs 1.401 0.184 7.61 0.000 1.041 1.762 *** 

 2004.year_first_obs 1.228 0.185 6.64 0.000 0.866 1.591 *** 

 2005.year_first_obs 1.027 0.185 5.56 0.000 0.664 1.389 *** 

 2006.year_first_obs 0.773 0.186 4.17 0.000 0.409 1.137 *** 

 2007.year_first_obs 0.717 0.188 3.82 0.000 0.350 1.085 *** 

 2008.year_first_obs 0.419 0.190 2.20 0.028 0.046 0.791 ** 

 2009.year_first_obs 0.448 0.203 2.21 0.027 0.051 0.845 ** 

 2010.year_first_obs 0.370 0.191 1.93 0.053 -0.005 0.745 * 

 2011.year_first_obs 0.166 0.184 0.90 0.367 -0.195 0.527  

 2012.year_first_obs -0.299 0.195 -1.54 0.125 -0.681 0.083  

 2013.year_first_obs -0.650 0.208 -3.13 0.002 -1.058 -0.243 *** 

2014o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

2015o.year_first_obs 0.000 . . . . .  

 Constant -2.258 0.210 -10.74 0.000 -2.671 -1.846 *** 

 

Mean dependent var 0.323 SD dependent var  0.468 

Pseudo r-squared  0.151 Number of obs   5250.000 

Chi-square   999.385 Prob > chi2  0.000 

Akaike crit. (AIC) 5699.597 Bayesian crit. (BIC) 5995.066 
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  

 

 

 

Pairwise test 

  
[exit]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.36 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0207 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.86 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3547 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.50 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.2208 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    5.24 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0220 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.35 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5530 

 

  

[exit]cluster_sponsor_d4 - [exit]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.45 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5007 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.11 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1467 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6552 
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[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.20 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6516 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1427 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.74 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1873 

 

  

[exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d4 - [exit_ipo]cluster_sponsor_d5 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.58 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4464 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    2.71 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1000 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.4108 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d1 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.92 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3386 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    1.84 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1745 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d2 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7308 

 

  

[exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d4 - [exit_acq]cluster_sponsor_d7 = 0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.18 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6733 
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